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The SpaTial orGaNizaTioN of KNowledGe iN The oTTomaN 
palace library: aN eNcyclopedic collecTioN aNd iTS 

iNveNTory

This essay interprets the objectives and intellectual ho-
rizons of an inventory of books once kept at the inner 
Treasury within the private residential third courtyard 
of the Topkapı palace (figs. 1a–b).1 it considers the im-
plications of the inventory for the imperial library as a 
building and as a collection shaped under two succes-
sive sultans, mehmed ii (r. 1444–46, 1451–81) followed by 
his son bayezid ii (r. 1481–1512). focusing on the ency-
clopedic classification of knowledge in this document, 
which was commissioned by the latter sultan from his 
court librarian, i draw attention to the spaces and orga-
nization of books in the library, the cataloguing princi-
ples implemented in its inventory, and some of its telling 
holdings with remarkable titles. 

a close reading of the inventory promises to yield 
macro-perspectives. This unparalleled document sheds 
light on the hierarchies of knowledge and the begin-
nings of textual canon formation in diverse disciplines 
at the time of its compilation. it provides invaluable in-
formation on epistemological categories prevalent dur-
ing the formative stages of the palace library collection, 
the subsequent dispersal of volumes to other libraries, 
and the titles of unknown or no longer extant manu-
scripts. i argue that the inner Treasury was not merely 
a storehouse but the site for an ongoing production and 
classification of knowledge, as organized in the system-
atic subject catalogue of its books, which corresponded 
to the spatial ordering principles of the library itself. The 
book treasury constituted the nexus for the compilation, 
codification, and preservation of a distinctive corpus of  
manuscripts with simultaneously indigenous and trans  - 
regional dimensions. The lacunae of the inventory 
must have informed subsequent acquisition strategies 
for a still expanding encyclopedic collection, which ar - 

guably laid the foundation for future directions in the 
cultures of knowledge, books, and libraries within the 
imperial palace and beyond. The primary agents of this 
legacy were the two sultans under whom the core collec-
tion of the palace library was assembled, their teachers 
and intimate circle of courtiers, their librarians, as well 
as the universalistic ambitions behind the collection 
itself.

written in arabic, with some arabized persian and 
Turkish entries, the library inventory in oblong format 
(length: 367 mm, width: 145 mm) has a late nineteenth-
century european leather binding, possibly added in 
hungary. during the rebinding process it lost some fo-
lios, and the order of a few others was mixed up (see 
Transliteration and facsimile in volume 2). currently 
featuring 365 pages, the inventory was prepared during 
the year 908 (1502–3) and transcribed in a clean copy in 
909 (1503–4). it begins with a page containing two ara-
bic chronograms that provide the latter date, and a table 
of contents (fihrist) whose initial pages are missing. Two 
prefaces, the first in ottoman Turkish dated 909, and the 
second in arabic giving the date 908 (translated into 
english in appendices iv and v at the end of this vol-
ume), are followed by the book catalogue itself.2 The 
author indirectly identifies his name in the entries of 
some treatises he authored, as “the weakest slave al-
ʿatufi, the keeper of books at the imperial treasury of 
Sultan bayezid Khan” (aḍʿafi al-ʿibādi al-ʿAṭūfī al-kḥādimi 
li-kutubi al-khizānati al-ʿāmirati al-Sulṭān Bāyezīd 
Khāniyyati, 151 {14–17}), “the weakest slave of God al-
ʿatufi” (aḍʿafi ʿibādi Allāhi al-ʿAṭūfī, 166 {10}); and “the 
weakest slave al-ʿatufi” (aḍʿafi al-ʿibādi al-ʿAṭūfī, 303 
{17–18}). 
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figs. 1a–b. The Topkapı palace in istanbul. [1a] view from the marmara Sea, with the inner Treasury (Treasury-bath com-
plex). (photo: Gülru Necipoğlu) [1b] close-up view of the inner Treasury (Treasury-bath complex). (photo: doğan Kuban, 
Ottoman Architecture [woodbridge: antique collectors’ club, 2010], 186)
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The Spatial Organization of Knowledge in the Ottoman Palace Library 3

bility of books in the palace’s reading spaces and 
readership practices. This is followed by a reconstruc-
tion of the inventory’s “classification of the sciences” 
(taṣnīf al-ʿulūm) and an analysis of cataloguing methods 
adopted by the librarian, in conjunction with the codi-
cological examination of some extant volumes. The con-
cluding part highlights selected inventory entries along 
with their surviving manuscript copies that can be as-
sociated with mehmed ii, bayezid ii, and the contexts 
of their court cultures (see my appendix iii at the end 
of this volume). it thus complements lists of entries pro-
vided in other essays that assess the strengths and weak-
nesses of the library collection in specific disciplines.

parT i: The palace library

The Inner Treasury, Its Spaces, Collections, and 
Librarians

The inner Treasury is an imposing ashlar masonry build-
ing, with its l-shaped suite of three halls abutted by a 
fourth hall that functioned as the undressing cham-
ber of a vanished bathhouse for the sultans and their 
male households (figs. 2a–c). This Treasury-cum-bath 
complex is believed to have been the first royal edifice 
construct ed by mehmed ii (ca. 1462–63) at a view-com-
manding corner of the third courtyard of the Topkapı 
palace.4 raised above a series of subterranean vaults, 
each of the four halls has a portal opening to a stately 
round-arched marble colonnade with italianate com-
posite “ionic” capitals extending along the right wing 
upon entering the courtyard. The muqarnas portal of 
the second hall, referred to in a mid-sixteenth-century 
archival document as the throne room or reception hall 
(dīvānḫāne), is more monumental than the accompany-
ing three portals.5 its privileged status is further marked 
by a pair of green porphyry columns that are aligned 
with the portal along the otherwise white marble court-
yard colonnade. This hall communicates with a project-
ing balcony and a spectacular loggia featuring a central 
water-jet fountain. The round arches of the loggia rest 
on white marble columns whose purpose-made itali-
anate composite capitals are identical to those facing 
the third courtyard (figs. 3a–c).6 commanding breath-
taking vistas at the conjunction of two seas (the black 

despite limitations possibly due to the relative speed 
with which it was completed, the inventory-cum-cata-
logue titled “register of books” (defter-i kütüb, kitāb al-
kutub, hereafter the “inventory”) is a document of 
considerable historical interest, being the only surviving 
example of its kind from the ottoman period. it seems 
to be the sole comprehensive catalogue of the imperial 
library that was ever attempted, assuming there were no 
updated later versions of it that are lost. further, it is the 
single known catalogue of an islamic library that spells 
out in two prefaces the principles adopted in its own 
idiosyncratic classificatory system, partly colored by 
practical concerns. Two surviving pre-1500 public li-
brary catalogues from the arab middle east that have 
been identified thus far lack preambles explicating how 
and why they were prepared.3 moreover, no original in-
ventory of books has come to light from the palatine li-
braries of other early modern islamic dynasties, or from 
earlier palaces for that matter. 

besides testifying to a previously unknown attempt 
at the classification of knowledge, the “register of 
books” prepared for bayezid ii by his librarian was tai-
lored to suit the circumstances of a specific architec-
tural space, containing not only the palace library but 
also the private treasury collection of the ottoman sul-
tans. with the exception of sporadic references to some 
manuscripts in chests and cupboards, contemporane-
ous registers (defter) of this “imperial inner Treasury” 
(ḫizāne-i ʿāmire-i enderūnī) exclude the vast collection 
of islamic books that were kept in the same building as 
an autonomous collection. The library holdings were 
placed alongside prized artifacts inherited, collected, 
and commissioned by the sultans, or seized as booty and 
presented as gifts. Therefore, the inventory of the palace 
library complements surviving early examples of regis-
ters comprising lists of objects stored at the inner Trea-
sury, the subject of an ongoing book project of mine. 

while the co-editors of this volume have contributed 
multiple essays, i preferred combining several lines of 
inquiry in a longer essay with three parts. The first part 
focuses on the palace library, the second part turns to 
the inventory itself, and the third part considers some 
outstanding volumes of the book collection. Starting 
with the architecture and diverse contents of the inner 
Treasury, accompanied by a comparison to contempo-
rary palatine libraries elsewhere, i then turn to the mo-
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figs. 2a –c. inner Treasury (Treasury-bath complex). [2a] Ground plan. [2b] elevation from the third courtyard. [2c] cross-
section from the third courtyard. (drawings: Sedad hakkı eldem and feridun akozan, Topkapı Sarayı: Bir Mimari Araştırma 
[istanbul, 1982])
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The Spatial Organization of Knowledge in the Ottoman Palace Library 5

figs. 3a–c. inner Treasury (Treasury-bath complex). [3a] paired green porphyry columns of the courtyard arcade, with 
portals of the first and second halls (throne room). [3b] courtyard arcade. [3c] belvedere loggia with water-jet fountain. 
(photos: hadiye cangökçe) 
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Sea and the mediterranean) and two continents (eu-
rope and asia), the interior of the throne room boasts a 
tall pointed-arched alcove for the royal throne, extend-
ing from floor to ceiling, and a bronze fireplace (fig. 4a). 
The fountained loggia that functions as a belvedere 
also communicates with a protruding latrine and with 
the first hall, which features another bronze fireplace  
(fig. 4b). 

The frenchman Jean-claude flachat (d. 1775), who 
was granted access to the inner Treasury as premier pal-
ace merchant, described the “casné, ou trésor imperial” 
as an immense building lit by windows facing the mar-
mara Sea with many subterranean chambers in which 
objects resistant to humidity were stored. he observed 
that in its upper halls, “they hang on planks (planches) 
in multiple tiers, or in cupboards (armoires), all kinds of 
textiles, harnesses of infinite value, and precious stones 
raw or worked; in one word, everything valuable that 
the sultans possess.”7 Now completely denuded of their 
original painted decorations, the three main upper halls 
are lit by double-tiered windows. They have many built-
in wall niches with “bursa-arched” profiles, some ar-
ranged in multiple levels that were once reached by no 
longer existing wooden galleries and perhaps movable 
ladders (figs. 5a–b).8 The underground chambers are 
lit by a single row of windows, their walls lined up with 
spacious alcoves whose height extends from floor to 
 ceiling.9

it is clear that the upper and lower halls were intend-
ed from the very beginning to display and store trea-
sured possessions, including books. Soon after bayezid 
ii ordered the library holdings to be catalogued in 1502–
3, the magnificent Treasury-bath complex underwent 
extensive repairs following a catastrophic earthquake in 
1509. This earthquake particularly damaged the fourth 
hall belonging to the adjacent bathhouse. at that time, 
a huge buttress was added along the garden façade of 
the structurally weak bathhouse, extending from the 
domed fourth hall up to the curtain wall separating the 
third and second courtyards of the palace complex. The 
original twin wooden domes of the Treasury-bath com-
plex, crowning the third and fourth halls, is seen in a 
copy of cristoforo buondelmonti’s city map from the 
early 1480s. These domes accompanied the colossal 
wooden hipped roof that covered the rest of mehmed 
ii’s multifunctional edifice, identified by a late-ottoman 

figs. 4a–b. inner Treasury. [4a] Second hall (throne room) 
interior with throne alcove and fireplace. [4b] first hall in-
terior with multi-tiered niches and fireplace. (photos: me lis-
han devrim, “Topkapı Sarayı müzesi hazine dairesi’ndeki 
renovasyondan sonra... hazinenin yeni yüzü,” Art decor 101 
[2001]: 90–91)
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The Spatial Organization of Knowledge in the Ottoman Palace Library 7

figs. 5a–b. inner Treasury. [5a] Top four: interior elevations of the second hall or throne room. [5b] bottom four: interior 
elevations of the first hall. (drawings: Sedad hakkı eldem and feridun akozan, Topkapı Sarayı: Bir Mimari Araştırma [is-
tanbul, 1982])
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as the private inner Treasury (differing from the public 
outer Treasury of the palace’s second courtyard). This 
is implied by an archival document dated 881 (1476), 
which refers to the “new treasury” (ḫizāne-i cedīd), 
where gold currencies were deposited inside large jars 
(küp), barrels (varil), and chests (ṣandūḳ) at the “lower 
treasury” (aşaġa ḫazīne) in the basement. barrels full of 
silver currencies, a chest containing jewels (ṣandūḳ-i 
cevāhir), and gold and silver objects were placed at the 
“middle treasury” (orta ḫazīne). a note refers to a sepa-
rate “detailed register” (defter-i mufaṣṣal), itemizing the 
contents of the jewelry chest.11 

The underground treasuries mentioned in this 
docu ment most likely refer to the interconnected 

palace tradition as “fatih Köşkü” (mehmed the con-
queror’s pavilion). The presently lower, modern hipped 
roof covers internal flat ceilings, namely the domeless 
rectangular first and second halls, which are the only 
ones provided with a fireplace, and the fountained bel-
vedere communicating with both (fig. 6). an ottoman 
elevation drawing made ca. 1509–11 of the massive new 
buttress built along the outer garden façade identifies 
the hall adjacent to the domed fourth hall of the dam-
aged bathhouse as the “imperial treasury” (ḫizāne-i 
ʿāmire), thereby confirming its function at that time.10 

The suite of three intercommunicating halls, or at 
least the domed third hall adjacent to the bathhouse, 
must have already functioned during mehmed ii’s reign 

fig. 6. cristoforo buondelmonti, the Topkapı palace in the “constantinopolis” map of Liber Insularum Archipelagi, early 
1480s. ink drawing. düsseldorf, universitäts- und landesbibliothek, mS G 13, fol. 54a. (photo: courtesy of the universitäts- 
und landesbibliothek)
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The Spatial Organization of Knowledge in the Ottoman Palace Library 9

ing the sultan must have gazed upon his expansive do-
mains and delightful palace gardens, bathed with his 
companions, contemplated his treasures, engaged in 
discussions with select scholars and courtiers, and read 
books from his library. The building’s unique blend of 
ottoman, Timurid-Turkmen, byzantine, and italian re-
naissance architectural elements echoed the cosmo-
politanism of the treasury collection and multilingual 
library housed therein.13 one may even speculate that 
mehmed ii temporarily resided at this monumental 
multifunctional mansion with a few intimates between 
military campaigns prior to the completion around the 
mid-1470s of the multi-domed privy chamber complex 
at the opposite corner of the same courtyard, both of 
which are depicted in the buondelmonti map from the 
early 1480s (fig. 6).14 The well-protected first hall of the 
inner Treasury, featuring only a few ground-level win-
dows and conveniently abutting the toilet accessed via 
the fountained belvedere, could have functioned as the 
royal bedchamber in the mid-1460s (figs. 4b, 5b). 

also depicted in the buondelmonti map is the small 
freestanding private audience hall (chamber of peti-
tions) in front of the gate leading from the second 
courtyard into the third. constructed shortly after 1477, 
it inaugurated mehmed ii’s newly instituted ceremonial 
seclusion codified in his book of ceremonies or “law 
code” (Ḳānūnnāme).15 before the chamber of petitions 
was built, the sultan may have held private audiences 
in the second hall of the inner Treasury, which func-
tioned as a reception hall or throne room. he likely met 
there with privileged courtiers and guests to whom he 
would display some of his treasures and library collec-
tion (figs. 4a, 5a). one such visitor appears to have been 
the last reigning anatolian Seljuq prince, Kılıç arslan, 
from whom mehmed ii seized alanya in 1471, in return 
for offering him the governorship of Gümülcine (Ko-
motini) in rumelia. The deposed prince was honorably 
received at the imperial palace and was showered with 
gifts by the sultan who, in appreciation of Kılıç arslan’s 
expertise in gemology, appointed him to assess the 
value of precious stones and jewels entering the impe-
rial treasury. during one of their private conversations, 
which likely took place at the inner Treasury, the sultan 
showed Kılıç arslan a slightly flawed jewel, which the 
prince promised to repair. before returning this piece to 

 subterranean spaces beneath the domed third hall, 
reached from that hall via a locked iron door and a stair-
case (fig. 2c). These basements consist of two rectangu-
lar halls covered by barrel vaults. The inner hall provides 
access via an additional staircase to the lowermost third 
space crowned by a quatrefoil vault. This lowest space 
featured an inbuilt clover-shaped marble baptismal font 
reused as a repository for treasures. as for the more ac-
cessible first rectangular space reached from the upper 
floor, both of its longer sides are entirely lined with iden-
tical “bursa-arched” alcoves extending from floor to ceil-
ing. as opposed to the other two superimposed spaces 
protected with a bolted iron door, where gold and silver 
currencies were apparently locked up, the narrow hall 
with bursa-arched alcoves may well have functioned as 
a book treasury. 

These three spaces are independent from a pair of 
larger rectangular underground treasuries with barrel-
vaulted ceilings, which are reached from the throne 
room via another locked iron door connected to a stair-
case. located underneath the throne room and the 
fountained loggia, these two intercommunicating base-
ment treasuries feature walls spanned by capacious 
built-in alcoves with round arches also extending from 
floor to ceiling. These were probably intended for stor-
ing certain humidity-resistant items, including furnish-
ings, clothing, objects, astrolabes, and some books in 
chests. 

The 1509 earthquake apparently initiated the gradual 
transformation of the inner Treasury into a storage 
space, which became increasingly cluttered with accu-
mulating treasures toward the end of bayezid ii’s reign. 
This sultan’s son and successor Selim i (r. 1512–20), who 
spent most of his short reign in military campaigns, is 
said to have willed the lock on the courtyard gate of the 
third domed hall to be sealed by his own round treasury 
seal in perpetuity to commemorate his unsurpassable 
augmentation of its contents. Thereafter, the inner Trea-
sury appears to have been visited by the sultans only 
rarely, during special events such as accessions and 
other festivities, or upon the arrival of annual revenues 
from egypt when the sealed lock of the domed third hall 
was opened ceremonially.12

mehmed ii’s Treasury-cum-bath complex fused the 
pleasures of the mind and body. in this luxurious build-
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Gülru Necİpoğlu10

matics, geography, and rhetoric, this polymath was hon-
ored by the sultan with “frequent audiences and 
conversations.” amiroutzes had been ordered in the 
summer of 1465 to combine in a single large-scale world 
map the charts scattered in ptolemy’s book of geogra-
phy, which was skillfully completed and inscribed with 
arabic names provided by his son, “who was expert in 
the languages of the arabs and the Greeks.”20 amiroutz-
es  described how he became one of the “intimates” 
 (familiares) of the sultan who “distracted himself with 
the study of letters and philosophy,” so as “to be con-
tinually near him” and to accompany him in campaigns 
behind his army. mehmed frequently discussed with 
amiroutzes “philosophy as well as the dogmatic differ-
ences between our two peoples.”21 Some of these theo-
logical, philosophical, and scientific discussions may 
well have taken place in the recently completed “fatih 
Köşkü” (conqueror’s pavilion) that incorporated the 
sultan’s library. it is probably not a coincidence that the 
earliest group of manuscripts produced for mehmed ii 
in his new capital constantinople/istanbul date from 
around the mid-1460s, corresponding to the completion 
of the Treasury-cum-bath complex.22 

The episode with molla lutfi reveals that the library 
collection was accompanied by antiquities and marvels 
kept in the same building, where books and objects en-
gaged in silent conversation. when mehmed ii asked 
his personal tutor and vizier Sinan paşa (d. 1486) to 
suggest a trustworthy scholar for his “book treasury/
library” (khizānati kutubuhu), the latter had recom-
mended molla lutfi, who was a pupil of his. Thus, both 
of these erudite men who were disciples of Shaykh 
vefa (d. 1491) obtained access to the imperial treasury’s 
“exquisite books and rare sciences” (laṭāʾif al-kutub wa-
gharāʾib al-ʿulūm) during the second formative stage of 
the palace library collection in the 1470s, the first being 
in the mid-1460s. Not surprisingly, several works of the 
influential Shaykh vefa are featured in ʿatufi’s inven-
tory. Sultan mehmed ii built a mosque and bathhouse 
next to the dervish lodge constructed by the shaykh in 
istanbul that contained his impressive library, which 
was endowed in 1485. i am tempted to speculate that 
among the numerous amulets and talismans listed in 
ʿatufi’s inventory were those prepared by Shaykh vefa, 
said to have been coveted by grandees who were his 
disciples. when mehmed ii urged Sinan paşa to study 

the royal  treasurer, however, Kılıç arslan defected to the 
mamluk court on a merchant’s ship from Gümülcine. 
it is recounted that in order to seek forgiveness from 
mehmed ii, the prince dispatched the superbly restored 
jewel with other gifts to istanbul via the sultan’s vizier. 
when mehmed ii was shown that jewel, he is said to 
have immediately recognized it, as only a seasoned con-
noisseur would, to the astonishment of those present.16 

as i have pointed out elsewhere, mehmed’s cher-
ished collection of byzantine relics was kept at his “pal-
ace library” (dārü’s-salṭanatlarında olan kitābḫāne). he 
was greatly distressed on one occasion when molla lut-
fi (d. 1495), his intimate (muṣāḥib) and librarian (ḥāfiẓu’l-
kütüb, lit. “keeper of books”), stepped on a block of 
marble to reach for a book that the sultan had request-
ed.17 That marble slab happened to be the purported 
cradle of Jesus christ, which, according to an inventory 
of the relics, mehmed ii had refused to sell when the 
venetians offered 30,000 ducats for it, announcing that 
he would not sell it for even 100,000 ducats. The italian 
translation of that inventory is preserved in a letter of 
bayezid ii, dated 1488, in which he offered to the king of 
france all the relics his late father had assembled in the 
royal palace after the fall of byzantine constantinople 
in exchange for holding his younger half-brother prince 
cem (d. 1495) hostage, so that the prince could not re-
vive his claim for the throne. The inventoried relics in-
cluded a manuscript as well, the miracle-working Gospel 
of St. John the evangelist, written in the hand of St. John 
chrysostom.18 

we learn from the Greek chronicle written by Krito-
voulos and dedicated to mehmed ii (ca. 1467) that, while 
resting from military campaigns at his newly completed 
palace in the summer of 1465, the sultan “occupied him-
self with philosophy, such as that of the arabs and per-
sians and Greeks, especially that translated into arabic. 
he associated daily with the leaders and teachers among 
them, and… held philosophical discussions with them 
about the principles of philosophy, particularly those of 
the peripatetics [aristotelians] and the Stoics.”19 as is 
well known, among mehmed’s companions in those 
years was the Greek scholar-diplomat George amirou-
tzes of Trebizond (d. ca. 1470), a relative of the aristo-
cratic byzantino-Serbian-born grand vizier mahmud 
pasha angelović (g.v. 1456–66, 1472–74). Knowledgeable 
in aristotelian philosophy, theology, medicine, mathe-
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“book” (kitāb) he presented as a gift to bayezid ii in 1503 
(16 Jumada ii 909). The unnamed book mentioned in 
this register of rewards (İnʿāmāt Defteri) could have 
been a preliminary copy of ʿatufi’s library inventory, 
whose arabic preface, dated 908 (1502–3), glorifies 
bayezid ii with pompous titles. in the only surviving 
“clean copy” of ʿatufi’s inventory, this arabic preface is 
preceded by a later one in ottoman Turkish, dated 909 
(1503–4). Several months thereafter, in 1504 (15 rama-
dan 909), ʿatufi received another sultanic donation of 
3,000 aspers as a “preacher” (vāʾiẓ). This reveals that 
upon completing the inventory, ʿatufi left the palace 
service with a promotion in the ulema ranks and was no 
longer bayezid ii’s keeper of books. Nevertheless, ʿatufi 
continued to receive regular annual donations of 3,000 
aspers as a preacher until the end of the sultan’s reign, 
with the latest reward given in 1512 (19 dhu’l-hijja 917), 
when he presented a book and received a higher dona-
tion of 5,000 aspers plus a cübbe. ʿ atufi was subsequent-
ly awarded 3,000 aspers for the gift of another book he 
authored as “preacher” at the beginning of Selim i’s 
reign in 1512 (5 rabiʿ ii 918). he was still a preacher in 
1519 (muharram 926) during the penultimate year of Se-
lim’s rule, when he was given two houses from the aya-
sofya (hagia Sophia) endowments.27 

The approximately fifteen works ʿatufi authored 
ranged in subject matter from Qurʾanic exegesis and 
hadith to theology, medicine, and logic, and consisted 
mostly of commentaries or glosses. compared to meh-
med ii’s librarian molla lutfi—a witty, freethinking 
 intellectual who eventually became a high-ranking 
madra sa professor but was executed for alleged heresy 
in 1495—ʿatufi appears to have been a scholar of 
 middling stature.28 Though less famous than the notori-
ous lutfi, ʿatufi’s encyclopedic madrasa education pre-
pared him to fulfill the basic criteria required of book 
keepers (ḥāfiẓ-i kütüb) as listed in the endowment deed 
(waqfiy ya) of mehmed ii’s mosque complex in istanbul 
and that of bayezid ii in edirne. The former deed re-
quired the holder of that position to “know the names 
of esteemed books and be knowledgeable in details per-
taining to books needed by professors, tutors, and ca-
pable individuals,” whereas the latter deed expected the 
book keeper to be “pious, a believer, and trustworthy.” 
ʿatufi’s successor as palace librarian is not mentioned in 
the primary sources. he may have been a maliki scholar 

 mathematical  sciences with the Timurid astronomer-
mathematician ʿalaʾ al-din ʿali b. muhammad Qushji 
(hereafter ʿali Qushji, d. 1474), who had joined the ot-
toman court sometime before 1472, the busy vizier sent 
molla lutfi to attend this scholar’s classes on his behalf, 
thereby indirectly perfecting his own mathematical 
knowledge.23 ʿali Qushji is reported to have arrived in 
istanbul with a large retinue and a vast book collection. 
ʿatufi enumerates in the palace library inventory arabic 
and persian works by this renowned Timurid scholar, 
some of which are known to have been dedicated to 
mehmed ii.24 

To turn to the author of mS Török f. 59, the ottoman 
scholar hayreddin hızır b. mahmud b. Ömer el-ʿatufi 
(d. 1541) was from merzifon, a town in the region of 
amasya where bayezid ii had been stationed as a prince 
between 1454 and 1481. he refers to himself in the sec-
tion on medical books as having written two treatises 
on prophetic medicine and one on preventive health-
care, all bound together in a single volume (151 {14–17}); 
he also cites a second copy of the latter (166 {10}). an-
other work by ʿ atufi on dream interpretation is listed in 
the inventory’s extensive section on occult sciences (303 
{17–18}). according to ottoman biographical dictionar-
ies, ʿatufi received a broad general madrasa education 
in the religious and rational sciences. after having 
served as royal librarian and tutor (muʿallim) of bayezid 
ii’s palace pages, he became a preacher (vāʾiẓ) in istan-
bul’s mosques and wrote books of his own.25 

although it is unclear when exactly ʿatufi was a pal-
ace tutor, i find it worth noting that this position is men-
tioned alongside that of the royal librarian in an 
undated wage register attributed to bayezid ii’s reign 
(for which i propose a date before ca. 1504). The register 
lists as a self-contained group of inner palace staff “The 
corps of the royal imam, and the two teachers of the 
inner palace pages, and the keeper of royal books, four 
persons” (Cemāʿat-i imām-i ḫāṣṣa ve muʿallimān-i 
ġılmān-i enderūnī ve ḥāfıẓ-i kütüb-i ḫāṣṣa dört nefer-
dür).26 except for ʿatufi, the tutors and royal librarians 
employed in bayezid ii’s palace, who likely managed the 
acquisition of books for the palace library, remain rela-
tively unknown. 

another source reveals that, as “keeper of books” 
(ḥāfıẓ-i kütüb), mevlana ʿ atufi received a reward of 2,000 
aspers and a robe (cübbe, worn by the ulema) for a 
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twice with bayezid’s seal on their first and last pages, it 
may be deduced that those featuring only one seal were 
repaired at some point, or simply lost their beginning or 
final pages.30 

mS Török f. 59 exclusively catalogues books in is-
lamic languages that were kept at the inner Treasury 
founded by mehmed ii, whose library collection was 
inherited and expanded by bayezid ii, a keen collector 
of books like his father.31 mehmed’s collection of byzan-
tine and other manuscripts in non-islamic languages 
has not been incorporated into this inventory, even 
though some of them were produced for him and fea-
ture bindings comparable to their islamic counterparts. 
Nor were european printed books (incunabula) belong-
ing to the royal library included in ʿatufi’s inventory. 
late fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century registers of 
the inner Treasury record furnishings, robes, objects, 
and scientific instruments stored in the same building. 
They also list the number of books in non-islamic lan-
guages as a self-contained group, without enumerating 
any titles. None of the extant copies of those books at 
the Topkapı library bear bayezid ii’s seal impressions, 
an absence that seems to signify their different status as 
treasury items independent from the library collec-
tion.32 

The earliest surviving register of the inner Treasury 
known to me is dated 901 (1496). This document from 
the middle of bayezid ii’s reign lists unidentified manu-
scripts and documents stored in certain chests (ṣandūḳ). 
Those on the upper floor of the inner Treasury (der 
bālā-i ḫizāne-i ʿāmire-i enderūnī) consisted of a chest 
with sections of the Qurʾan in maghrībī-kūfī script; a 
chest full of book pouches (kīsehā-i kitāb); a chest con-
taining letters, almanacs, and other documents (mekātib 
ve taḳvīm ve sāʾir evrāḳ); another chest with figural rep-
resentations and other documents (taṣvīrāt ve bāḳī 
evrāḳ); a chest of paper documents and other miscella-
nies (evrāḳ-i kāġıd ve bāḳī ḫurdavāt); a chest of miscel-
laneous paper documents (evrāḳ-i ḫurdavāt); and three 
chests holding a total of 59 non-islamic books (kitābhā-i 
ʿimrānī). The contents of the inner Treasury’s basement 
(zīr-i ḫizāne-i enderūnī) included sections of the Qurʾan 
written in Kufic script by “his highness ʿali” (i.e., the 
prophet’s cousin and son-in-law); parchment scrolls 
(ṭomār ʿan pōst) in the handwriting of ʿali; a volume in 

from the maghrib (North africa or Spain), husain b. 
maya al-maghribi al-maliki, who dedicated an arabic 
manuscript interpreting the Qurʾan’s first sura (appen-
dix iii: 1) to bayezid ii in the year 911 (1505–6).29 in that 
manuscript the author identifies himself as “keeper of 
the book treasury of the lofty noble [sultanic] residence” 
(khādiman bihi khizānati kutubi al-maqarri al-ashrafi 
al-ʿālī), nearly the same title by which ʿatufi refers to 
himself in the palace library inventory (al-khādimi li-
kutubi al-khizānati al-ʿāmirati al-Sulṭān Bāyezīd Khā-
niyyati, 151 {17}). This suggests that husain b. maya may 
have been appointed as the successor of ʿatufi, who had 
left the post of court librarian by 1504; alternatively, he 
could have been one of the library scribes.

as indicated earlier, the preacher ʿ atufi continued to 
present his own works to bayezid ii after he completed 
the inventory. one of the examples preserved at the 
Topkapı library is an arabic commentary concerning 
hadith on the subject of belief and jihad (appendix iii: 
5). dated 916 (1511), it features a dedication to the sultan 
and is described as a gift “offered to the ottoman im-
perial treasury of Sultan bayezid Khan” (fī khidamāti 
khi zānati ʿuthmāniyyati khāqāniyyati Sulṭān Bāyezīd 
khā niyyati). however, this volume lacks impressions of 
the sultan’s almond-shaped sovereignty seal, with which 
the imperial library books were stamped in their open-
ing and final pages. moreover, it is missing from ʿatufi’s 
library inventory, which was prepared earlier (ca. 1502–
4) and does not appear to have been updated thereafter 
except for a few insertions, as we shall see. 

The collection of books inventoried by the librarian 
ʿatufi was primarily formed over three generations, 
starting with mehmed ii’s father murad ii (r. 1421–44, 
1446–51), but it may have also included items belonging 
to their forebears. books collected by mehmed ii in the 
inner Treasury were not stamped with his seal; nor did 
those he inherited from his father bear seal impressions 
of any ottoman sultan. bayezid ii had all manuscripts 
accumulated in the inner Treasury stamped with his 
own almond-shaped sovereignty seal, featuring his im-
perial monogram (tughra). This seal was never again 
used after the death of bayezid ii, given the common 
practice of annulling the sovereignty seals of deceased 
sultans by engraving a line over them. Since manu-
scripts at the palace library were generally stamped 
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reign (ca. 1518) lists booklets of annual almanacs with 
prognostications (eczāʾ-i taḳvīm); Samarqandi, indian, 
and herati papers; figures of the climes and a single map 
(ṣuver-i eḳalīm, pāre-i ḫarīṭa); chests containing scrolls 
of letters and miscellaneous documents (ṭomar-i mekā-
tib ve evrāḳ-i ḫurdavāt); as well as a hugely increased 
collection of holy books: Ṣūrat al-Anʿām manuscripts in 
small chests (82 volumes), sections of the Qurʾan in 
maghrībī script in boxes (68 volumes), sections of the 
Qurʾan in naskh script in six small chests (180 volumes), 
and two old worn-out volumes of Qurʾan sections.37 

To sum up, early inner Treasury registers from the 
reigns of bayezid ii and his successor Selim i demon-
strate that some Qurʾans and paper or parchment items, 
generally without bindings (such as scrolls, maps, archi-
val documents, and annual prognosticative almanac 
booklets), were deliberately excluded from ʿ atufi’s book 
inventory even though they were kept in the same build-
ing, much like the non-islamic books with bindings be-
longing to the inner Treasury collection. The latter 
books may have been omitted from ʿatufi’s inventory 
not because they were undervalued, but because they 
were categorized as being of the same order as treasured 
objects that were not expected to be regularly requested 
or circulated. The number of 161 “non-islamic books and 
others” cited above in bayezid ii’s 1502–3 register drops 
to 149 volumes of “non-islamic books” (kütüb-i gebrī) in 
Selim i’s ca. 1518 register. 

i have not come across any further reference to this 
group of foreign-language books in later registers, which 
implies that they perhaps faded into oblivion in the in-
ner Treasury basements. indeed, the modern cataloguer 
of the non-islamic manuscript collection (Gayri İslami, 
G.İ.), adolph Gustav deissmann, reported that these 
manuscripts were brought out from a cellar of the inner 
Treasury (aus einem der Keller des Schatzhauses), where 
they had been stored in chests. in 1927 he was shown 
these mostly Greek and latin codices, along with non-
islamic parchment and paper scrolls, loose sheets, and 
maps. during 1928 he examined these works belonging 
to the “legendary Serai-bibliothek,” and in 1929 he was 
shown the underground cellar of the inner Treasury, 
where “most books” were once held, but which at that 
time were kept in cupboards in the ground floor. Some 
of the non-islamic items, which had been damaged by 

the handwriting of ʿali; and a chest containing 20 non-
islamic (imrānī) books.33 

a larger number of books in foreign languages is cat-
alogued in the next surviving inner Treasury register, 
dated Shaʿban 907 (1502). compared to the 79 non-is-
lamic books stored in four chests that the previous reg-
ister lists, this one consolidates the category into a single 
entry, mentioning a total of 161 unidentified volumes 
with no reference to chests. These are defined as “non-
islamic books and others” (kitābhā-i imrānī ve ġayrihā), 
thereby setting them apart from the islamic books cata-
logued in ʿ atufi’s inventory a year later in 908 (1502–3).34 
one wonders whether non-islamic volumes would have 
been classified as treasury rather than library items dur-
ing the reign of mehmed ii, who collected them with an 
enthusiasm apparently unshared by his successor. in 
addition to giving away the inner Treasury’s byzantine 
relic collection as diplomatic gifts, bayezid ii is reported 
to have auctioned off his late father’s european paint-
ings at the bazaar, where they were largely bought by 
the venetian community of istanbul. The auctioning 
and gifting of some contents of the inner Treasury, how-
ever, is also documented in later periods as a common 
practice that was counterbalanced by the steady inflow 
of new items. in my interpretation, bayezid ii, who 
came to power with support from traditionalist factions 
opposed to mehmed ii’s radical imperial project, was 
making a conspicuous public statement by “deacces-
sioning” select items from his father’s inner Treasury 
collection soon after his enthronement.35 yet, the new 
sultan would perpetuate mehmed ii’s enduring cosmo-
politan imperial legacy in many other ways.

The only other manuscripts and works on paper or 
parchment mentioned in the 1502 inner Treasury regis-
ter are sections of the Qurʾan in Kufic script stored in a 
chest; 61 diverse scrolls of written or illuminated papers 
(derchā-i ṭomar-i mütenevviʿa), and a chest full of vari-
ous maps and documents (ḫarīṭahā-i mütenevviʿa ve 
evrāḳ). another inner Treasury register dated Shaʿban 
910 (1505) refers to what is probably the same chest as 
“one chest with written or illuminated scrolls, maps, and 
papers by painter-designers” (bir ṣandūḳ dercler ve ḫār-
talar ve naḳḳāş kāġıdlarıdur), the “papers”  presumably 
being loose sheets with paintings and drawings.36 
a later inner Treasury register from the end of Selim i’s 
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(khizāna) for storing books and a scriptorium/book 
workshop for copying and producing them, the otto-
man royal library in the inner Treasury was spatially 
separate from, yet institutionally connected to the court 
scriptorium (naḳḳāşḫāne).41 most likely established by 
mehmed ii as a dependency of the Topkapı palace built 
between 1459 and 1478, the scriptorium was housed in a 
converted byzantine church at the nearby hippodrome. 
it boasted figural gold mosaics and its basement curi-
ously functioned as the royal menagerie.42 The relative-
ly loose organization of court workshops under 
mehmed ii would be systematized and amplified by 
bayezid ii and later sultans.43 an undated wage register 
from bayezid’s reign shows that his palace staff included 
a group of eight “book calligraphers” (kātibān-i kütüb), 
another group of nine consisting of “book binders” 
(mücellidān) and their assistants, and painter-decora-
tors (naḳḳāşān) with their assistants consisting of twen-
ty-two persons,” adding up to a total of 39 employees.44

The no longer extant Timurid-Turkmen palatine li-
braries were succeeded by libraries in the sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century royal palaces of Safavid iran and 
mughal india, which have also disappeared without a 
trace. The latter seem to have been pavilions or halls, 
whether or not they incorporated workshop facilities. 
for instance, one of three buildings constructed in 1534 
for the mughal emperor humayun (r. 1530–40, 1555–56) 
at a waterfront garden in agra was a two-story octagonal 
pavilion whose upper chamber housed a royal library. 
called Khāna-i Dawlat (house of felicity), it was fur-
nished with “prayer carpets, books, jeweled pens, beau-
tiful folders, and fine albums with pictures and 
calligraphy.” upon regaining delhi, humayun created a 
similar library at the purana Qilʿa palace complex. once 
again a two-story octagonal pavilion, this extant red 
sandstone edifice popularly known as Sher mandal is 
generally believed to have been the site of a fatal acci-
dent. in 1556 humayun passed away after falling down 
the slippery stone staircase of his palace “library 
(kitābkhāna), which had recently been constructed.”45 
The emperor had just engaged in astronomical observa-
tion with a group of mathematicians on the roof terrace 
of that building before starting to descend. when he 
reached the second flight of steep steps, his foot slipped 

moisture and unfavorable storage conditions, were re-
stored by conservators sent from berlin in 1929.38

an inner Treasury register from the end of Sultan Sü-
leyman i’s reign (r. 1520–66), dated 971 (1564), shows 
that some books from the imperial library collection 
were housed in the throne room (dīvānḫāne) at that 
time, possibly in accordance with former tradition. be-
sides two large coffers (anbār) containing palace fur-
nishings and royal garments, the register lists 262 books 
stored within four cupboards (dolāb) in this hall. The 
itemized volumes are grouped according to language: 
“register of persian books” (defter-i kitābhā-i fārisī) with 
55 volumes; “register of Turkish books” (defter-i kitābhā-i 
türkī) with 118 volumes; and “register of the cupboard of 
arabic books” (defter-i dolāb-i kitābhā-i ʿarabiyyāt) con-
sisting of 89 volumes.39 

it is striking that the number of Turkish books, which 
filled two cupboards, surpasses the works in arabic and 
persian, which were kept in a single cupboard each, as 
the latter languages are predominant in ʿatufi’s inven-
tory. This difference in proportion reflects a notable 
cultural transformation during the Süleymanic age, 
which ushered in a growing process of ottomanization 
in various domains, including language.40 clearly, the 
262 books listed in Süleyman’s inner Treasury register 
do not represent all of the books kept inside that build-
ing, but were likely a selected corpus of precious or com-
monly consulted manuscripts stored in the throne 
room. The remaining volumes were probably distrib-
uted on the upper and lower floors of the inner Treasury 
in chests and cupboards subdivided by shelves. other 
books could have been stacked on top of one another 
according to diminishing size—as was common prac-
tice in medieval islamic and later ottoman libraries—
inside some of the “bursa-arched” built-in wall niches of 
the upper halls (figs. 7a–c). 

The Topkapı Book Treasury and Other Palatine Libraries

constituting the nerve center of the ottoman royal 
work shops overseen by the chief treasurer, the inner 
Treasury was not only a site for collecting, but also for 
commissioning the production of artifacts in multiple 
media, including manuscripts. unlike the Timurid and 
Turkmen institution of the kitābhāna/kutubkhāna, 
which is believed to have combined a treasury/library 
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figs. 7a–c. libraries in manuscript paintings. [7a] 
abu zayd and al-harith meet in a public library at 
basra, where a bookcase with niche-shaped shelves 
contains horizontally stacked volumes. Maqāmat 
of al-hariri, 634 (1237), paris, bibliothèque natio-
nale de france, mS arabe 5847, fol. 5b. (photo:  
© bibliothèque nationale de france) [7b] Three 
men in front of a built-in book cupboard, whose 
shelves contain horizontally arranged volumes 
with edges labeled with abbreviated titles. Second 
half of the fourteenth century, album painting, 
iran. (photo: © Staatsbibliothek zu berlin, pK [Sbb-
pK], diez album, diez a_fol. 71, p. 6, no. 1) [7c] 
“bursa-arched” wall niches with horizontally 
stacked volumes at the royal observatory in Galata, 
istanbul, where the chief astronomer Taqi al-din 
is shown working with his colleagues. 1581, Seyyid 
lokman, Shahanshāhnāmah, istanbul univer - 
sity library, f. 1404, fol. 57a. (photo: after Gülru 
Necipoğlu, The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture 
in the Ottoman Empire [london, 2011], 149, fig. 123)

a c

b
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umes. only two chests stored volumes in “occidental 
languages,” which were on catholic rituals, history, and 
mathematics and had been pillaged from the conquest 
of hormuz and from the ambassador of holstein’s 
house, where the learned secretary adam olearius (d. 
1671) had collected fine books. in 1684 the German phy-
sician-botanist engelbert Kaempfer also portrayed the 
royal library in isfahan as a storage space or manuscript 
treasury (Hofbücherei). its 9,000 to 10,000 volumes were 
kept in shelves and chests, and its staff included binders, 
calligraphers, and gilders. Kaempfer described the 
workshop of court painters (Hofmalerwerkstatt) as a dis-
tinct space.48 The spatial detachment of the royal library 
(kitābkhāna) from the workshop of painter-decorators 
(naqqāshkhāna) is also implied by a late Safavid source 
(ca. 1725), which refers to the separate heads of these 
two institutions.49 

while this spatial separation finds a parallel in otto-
man istanbul, what makes the royal library at the inner 
Treasury of the Topkapı palace special is its survival as 
a multifunctional building dating from the mid-1460s, 
along with its partially intact book collection. The earli-
est developmental stages and contents of this collection 
can now be reconstructed thanks to the fortunate dis-
covery of ʿatufi’s inventory. conceptually, the ottoman 
inner Treasury comes close to its counterparts in fif-
teenth- to early sixteenth-century palaces in central 
europe, where the private royal treasury (Schatzkam-
mer) combined long-prized possessions with “books 
and reliquaries, including objects that might be called 
works of art” before the emergence of the Kunstkammer 
from the 1550s onward, when separate libraries became 
more common.50 Not unlike the scenic treasury-cum-
library at the Topkapı palace, the palatine corviniana 
library in buda comprised two vaulted halls overlooking 
the danube. its precious books were arranged on gilded 
wooden shelves, with less valuable volumes stored  
in chests. a sofa extending between two windows was 
utilized by the king of hungary, matthias corvinus  
(r. 1458–90), for reading and holding discussions with 
scholars.51 

in an article on bayezid ii’s library inventory, miklós 
maróth has observed that the famous corviniana li-
brary, which was created around the same time,  featured 
only about 2,500 volumes and was the largest private 
royal library in europe. by contrast, maróth counted 

as he respectfully bowed upon hearing the call for the 
evening prayer.

The “illiterate” mughal emperor akbar (r. 1556–1605) 
inherited and enlarged his father humayun’s book col-
lection through gifts, conquests, commissions, and 
translations. by the time of his death, akbar’s library in 
the agra fort had expanded from about 4,000 volumes 
to 24,000, from which selected works were read aloud to 
him daily. according to the Āʿīn-i Akbarī (regulations of 
akbar), the imperial library collection was divided 
among several locations rather than being housed in a 
single purpose-made building. Some books were kept 
within and others outside of the private royal residence 
(harem): “each part is subdivided, according to the val-
ue of the books and the estimation in which the  sciences 
are held of which the books treat. prose books, poetical 
works, hindī, persian, Greek, Kashmīrian, arabic, are all 
separately placed. in this order they are also inspect-
ed.”46 as we shall see, ʿatufi’s inventory, too, organizes 
books by subject matter, separating prose works from 
those in verse, with the latter category subdivided into 
specific languages: arabic, persian, Turkish, and “mon-
golian.” books in non-islamic languages are excluded 
from his inventory. 

The Safavid royal library in isfahan was a hall with 
built-in wall niches, apparently not unlike the extant 
octagonal Chīnīkhāna (house of porcelain) at the dynas-
tic shrine of Shaykh Safi al-din in ardebil. The latter 
functioned as a “library-repository” to which Shah 
ʿabbas i (r. 1588–1629) donated manuscripts and a col-
lection of chinese porcelain.47 The french jeweler Jean 
chardin (1660s–70s) described a library staffed with 
bookbinders and a librarian among the court workshops 
(kārkhāna) of the Safavid palace complex in isfahan, 
which were grouped around a courtyard. he states that 
the library was a rectangular hall, 22 by 12 “paces,” whose 
walls were pierced with niches from bottom to top, each 
of them 15 to 16 “fingers” deep. in those niches, volumes 
were piled up on top of one another according to size 
and thickness, regardless of their subject matter, with 
the names of authors mostly inscribed on the edges of 
books written in persian, arabic, Turkish, and “coptic.” 
double curtains covered the niches, such that no books 
were visible upon entering the hall, but only the curtains 
and a double row of chests lined up along the walls, each 
of them four feet high and containing fifty to sixty vol-
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the total count recorded in the inventory, though not to 
the extent claimed. a note in this inventory explains 
that some books were marked as being worthy of the 
sultan, implying that these items could potentially be 
incorporated into the palace library, while the rest 
would be sold to pay the debts of the deceased owner.57

The books mehmed ii endowed as a waqf to the pub-
lic library of his grandiose mosque complex in istanbul 
(featuring eight madrasas, eight preparatory schools, a 
hospice, and a hospital, built between 1463 and the 
1470s) were fewer than those contained in his palace 
library. moreover, they had a narrower subject range, 
with entire areas of knowledge missing or underrepre-
sented. The public library’s holdings consisted of 1,241 
endowed books, of which only 839 were donated by the 
sultan and the rest were given by scholars and grandees, 
according to an updated catalogue prepared during 
bayezid ii’s reign.58 compared to his father’s donation, 
bayezid ii endowed an even smaller number of books to 
his own mosque-madrasa-hospital complex in edirne 
(ca. 1488), merely 42 volumes intended for use in the 
single madrasa where they were stored in a chest. Thus, 
the ottoman palace library surpassed in size and diver-
sity the waqf libraries belonging to public religious in-
stitutions, as was also the case in the mamluk Sultanate 
and most other islamic polities.59 

erünsal notes that the endowed holdings of public 
libraries in the early modern ottoman world barely ex-
ceeded five to six thousand volumes. according to in-
flated accounts, their medieval islamic counterparts 
boasted fifteen to twenty thousand books, not to men-
tion the legendary proportions of some early medieval 
royal and semi-royal libraries, whose stock reportedly 
reached several hundred thousand volumes. The pala-
tine library of the umayyad caliphs in cordoba is said to 
have featured 400,000 to 600,000 books, while that of the 
fatimid caliphs in cairo had 1,600,000 to two million 
volumes.60 These “outlandish” numbers cited in arabic 
narrative sources have recently been characterized as 
“symbolic and of no factual value,” having a “topos-like 
quality.”61

Reading Spaces and the Mobility of Books Stamped with 
Bayezid II’s Seal

in an undated Relatione, the Jewish court physician of 
Sultan murad iii (r. 1574–95), domenico hierosolimi-

about 5,700 volumes with approximately 7,200 titles in 
the inventory of the ottoman sultan’s library.52 it must 
be noted, however, that the actual number of titles was 
certainly higher because ʿatufi did not systematically 
list all items that were bound together in compendiums. 
moreover, the palace library collection would expand 
considerably in the last decade of bayezid ii’s (d. 1512) 
reign and beyond. 

The holdings of the corviniana library were rivaled 
only in western europe by the semi-public papal library 
at the vatican. by the end of pope Nicholas v’s pontifi-
cate (1447–55) the vatican library contained 1,160 books, 
a number pope Sixtus iv (1471–84) raised to 2,527 in 
1475, and to 3,650 at the end of his pontificate.53 fewer 
books existed at the celebrated palace library built be-
tween 1465 and 1472 for the duke of urbino, federico da 
montefeltro, who at the time of his death in 1482 had 
accumulated over 900 sumptuous manuscripts.54 The 
number of books (about 1,136) removed from the library 
of the palazzo medici at the time of the family’s expul-
sion from florence in 1494 was not much larger than 
that of its counterpart in urbino.55 

according to İsmail erünsal, the only contemporane-
ous ottoman library that came close to matching the 
number of manuscripts kept in bayezid ii’s inner Trea-
sury was the private library collection of müʾeyyedzade 
abdurrahman Çelebi (d. 1516), the sultan’s former inti-
mate companion when he was a prince in the amasya 
palace. after escaping from amasya in 1479 following 
mehmed ii’s order to execute him for allegedly having 
corrupted prince bayezid with addiction to alcohol and 
revelry, müʾeyyedzade spent several years in exile in 
mamluk Syria and aqqoyunlu iran. during those years 
he studied with celebrated scholars, including Jalal al-
din dawani (d. 1502) in Shiraz. upon returning to the 
ottoman empire, müʾeyyedzade became one of the 
foremost scholar-statesmen of bayezid ii’s reign and 
was said to have collected 7,000 books, which is proba-
bly an exaggeration.56 his agency in the transmission of 
rare books from the Timurid-Turkmen lands to bayezid 
ii’s library must have been considerable. only 2,112 vol-
umes are recorded in an inventory of müʾeyyedzade’s 
books, which was prepared by a committee in 1516 upon 
the order of Sultan Selim i, who commanded that books 
dispersed after his death be gathered together. There 
were probably unretrieved items that would have raised 
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which he claimed the sultan had donated to him. in 1692 
marsili purchased additional Greek manuscripts inher-
ited by the widow of mustafa agha, who was executed 
at edirne in 1691. a recently discovered library inven-
tory attributed to marsili itemizes his 17 Greek manu-
scripts once belonging to the Topkapı palace collection, 
which are now kept at the biblioteca universitaria in 
bologna.66 

domenico describes the more exclusive second li-
brary in the courtyard of male servants as “the other li-
brary that is private (secreta) and more inwards (più 
indentro), which is attached to the rooms of the Grand 
Signor and is the more famous.” it is unclear whether 
this private library at the sultan’s privy chamber com-
plex extending along the left wing of the third courtyard 
(which comprised multiple domed halls built by meh-
med ii and remodeled by Selim i) existed from the very 
beginning. The library may have been located near the 
extant dormitory of privy chamber pages that replaced 
earlier structures demolished in the nineteenth centu-
ry.67 according to domenico’s account of murad iii’s 
daily routine, each morning this bibliophile sultan left 
the harem where he slept. at the privy chamber com-
plex in the male quarters, he wrote for half an hour and 
read for an hour in his study (figs. 8a–b), to which he 
returned at noon to continue his studies until lunch was 
served there. in the evening he read books there once 
again before dinner, and then reentered the harem to 
sleep.68 domenico adds that some books were kept in-
side two cupboards in the sultan’s privy chamber itself 
(nella sua camera), where

there are on each side, two cupboards (armarij) with crys-
tal glass doors, and in these cupboards, there are always 
some two dozen illustrated manuscripts, which he is ac-
customed to read often. These cupboards are low, so that, 
sitting in the Turkish fashion, one can see the books that 
are there through the transparency of the crystal glass, in 
such a way that the Grand Signor can conveniently take 
them out, and he is accustomed to reading them often.69 

above these cupboards there was another small open 
cupboard (armarietto aperto) where purses full of coins 
were placed weekly as the sultan’s pocket money. This 
most private third space for books seems to be the one 
depicted in a late sixteenth-century painting, which rep-
resents murad iii accompanied by male attendants of 

tano, refers to two large libraries (libreria) in the third 
courtyard of the Topkapı palace, where the sultan was 
“served by men.”62 born in Safed in ottoman palestine, 
domenico held this post for “about twelve years in con-
stantinople” and then left for italy upon converting to 
the catholic faith in 1593. in my interpretation, the first 
library can be identified as that of the inner Treasury 
and the second library as the one within the privy cham-
ber complex in the same courtyard of male palace resi-
dents, where the sultans slept until murad iii’s reign. 
This sultan moved into a new bedroom pavilion at the 
women’s harem quarters, which was built by the chief 
architect Sinan in 986 (1578–79).63

domenico describes the first library (at the inner 
Treasury) as “a communal one (una commune) behind 
the rooms of the servants (camerieri) and pages” who 
served the sultan, a library to which domenico may 
have had access in his capacity as court physician. he 
locates the non-islamic manuscript collection of meh-
med ii in this “communal” library,

where there are books in all kinds of languages, of great 
beauty, all written by the pen, and in particular 120 items 
from those of constantine the Great, each one two cubits 
(braccia) long and not more than three palms (palmi)  wide, 
made of parchment fine as silk. in them are written the old 
and new testaments, and other histories and lives of the 
saints, all in letters of gold, covered [bound] with silver gilt, 
with jewels of inestimable value. No one is permitted to 
touch them.64 

The 120 byzantine codices of “constantine the Great” 
mentioned by domenico come close in number to the 
149 “non-islamic” books listed in Selim i’s inner Treasury 
register (ca. 1518) discussed above, though somewhat 
reduced. a further attrition occurred when the french 
ambassador in istanbul, pierre de Girardin, acquired 
fifteen rare Greek manuscripts and one in latin from  
the Topkapı palace collection in 1687 for the library of   
louis Xiv (now at the bibliothèque nationale in paris), 
with the aid of an italian renegade employed in the ser-
vice of the “seliktar” (Silahdar or Swordbearer at the 
privy chamber).65 it was apparently the same italian 
renegade from livorno, a former royal page called mus-
tafa agha, who, with the help of his friends at the palace, 
sold to count luigi ferdinando marsili (1658–1730) 
Greek manuscripts removed from the palace collection, 
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we learn from other sources that ottoman sultans 
had readers at the privy chamber where they were cus-
tomarily served meals in the presence of the chief physi-
cian. according to luigi bassano da zara (ca. 1537–40), 
ottoman dynastic chronicles and the history of alex-
ander the Great were always read out there after din-
ner to Sultan Süleyman. he adds that this sultan was 
well-versed in matters of philosophy and in the scien-
tific works of avicenna (ibn Sina, d. 1037) that were read 
aloud to him in arabic (fig. 10). The venetian diplomat 
benedetto ramberti (1534) reports that Süleyman was 
especially fond of reading the works of aristotle along 
with their commentaries in arabic and diligently stud-
ied theology to such an extent that he claimed to rival 
the muftis. a reader would read to him once or twice a 
week the histories of the deeds of his ancestors, which 

the privy chamber complex as he is seated on a domical 
canopied throne, with a colonnade visible in the back-
ground. if so, then the two cupboards described by do-
menico would have been located inside the third 
courtyard’s privy chamber, rather than within the sul-
tan’s new bedroom at the women’s quarters. a curious 
example of micro-architecture, the throne canopy is 
fronted in the painting by a pool with a central water-jet 
fountain and flanked by hinged cupboards, whose book-
shelves of gilded wood contain horizontally stacked 
manuscripts (fig. 9). The water-jet fountain is probably 
a now-lost “fountain near the privy chamber” men-
tioned in a repair document dated 1639–40, which lists 
expenses for gilding its dragon mouth-, curved-tulip-, 
and straight-tulip-shaped waterspouts that are visible in 
the painting.70 

figs. 8a–b. Sultan murad iii scrutinizing the manuscript that contains this very image at a desk in his study featuring built-
in book cupboards, accompanied by two leading privy chamber pages and dwarfs. Seyyid muhammed ibn emir hasan 
al-Suʿudi, Meṭāliʿü’l-saʿāde ve menābiʿü’l-siyāde (The ascension of propitious Stars and Sources of Sovereignty), ca. 1582.  
[8a] paris, bibliothèque nationale de france, mS Supplement Turc 242, fol. 7b. (photo: © bibliothèque nationale de france) 
[8b] New york, The pierpont morgan library, mS m.788, fol. 6b, purchased from demotte and company, 1935. (photo:  
© The pierpont morgan library)
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fig. 9. Sultan murad iii seated in a domical canopied throne 
with hinged bookcases featuring horizontally stacked man-
uscripts, accompanied by two leading privy chamber pages, 
attendants, and dwarfs. cenabi, Cevāhirü’l-Ġarāʾib,  Tercüme-i 
Baḥrü’l-ʿAcāʾib (Gems of marvels: Translation of the Sea of 
wonders), 1582. harvard art museums/arthur m. Sackler 
museum, The edwin binney, 3rd collection, 1985.219.2. (pho-
to: imaging department, © president and fellows of harvard 
college)

fig. 10. Sultan Süleyman conversing with a prince in the 
company of two leading privy chamber pages and dwarfs in 
his study, featuring a book cupboard whose shelves contain 
horizontally stacked volumes. Talikizade mehmed, Şehnāme, 
ca. 1596–1600. istanbul, TSmK, a. 3595, fol. 79a. (photo: ha-
di ye cangökçe, courtesy of emine fetvacı)

Süleyman’s secretaries guarded with reverence as “sa-
cred treasures,” since the sultan preferred those “true 
histories” over panegyrical flattery. Similarly, when 
the mughal emperor Shah Jahan (r. 1628–58) retired to 
his private royal quarters for dinner after the congre-
gational evening prayers, selections from “reliable 
books” of dynastic history were read to him “by eloquent 
courtiers who were knowledgeable about historical  
matters.”71   

reading practices, then, were not confined to private 
contemplation by the ottoman sultans themselves, but 
also involved books read out to them in the exquisite 
spaces of the privy chamber complex, fronted by domed 
pavilions grouped around a large pool on its marble ter-
race overlooking gardens. as such, spaces of reading in 
the Topkapı palace included airy pavilions with ample 
natural light and garden settings. The presence of books 
at the privy chamber is confirmed by archival docu-
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braries (appendix ii). a total of 1,186 manuscripts with 
this sultan’s seal are listed in the appendices of atbaş 
and Tanındı at the end of the present volume. addition-
al books with seal impressions of bayezid ii are identi-
fied in the essays of several authors, including that of 
cemal Kafadar, which has its own appendix comprising 
130 items.76 

accompanied by illustrative plates, my own book list 
at the end of this volume (appendix iii) is based on that 
of atbaş. it presents observations derived from the phys-
ical examination of a selected sample of more than fifty 
books at the Topkapı library, which are stamped with 
bayezid ii’s seal and/or dedicated to him. i have estab-
lished that in many volumes bearing his seal, the titles 
written on the opening pages and on paper labels pasted 
over the binding flaps match ʿatufi’s inventory entries 
exactly, or very closely (appendix iii: 4, 7, 10, 13, 14, 18, 
21–23, 25–37, 39–50). The absence of a match in a well-
preserved volume must therefore signify that it is a dif-
ferent manuscript copy from the one catalogued in the 
inventory. books stamped with bayezid ii’s seal but ex-
cluded from mS Török f. 59 may initially have been kept 
in other imperial palaces (e.g., the edirne palace, the 
Galata and old palaces in istanbul), or in the provincial 
palaces of princes. alternatively, such books may have 
been either written or catalogued after the inventory’s 
completion, between ca. 1502–4 and the sultan’s demise 
in 1512 (see appendix iii: 2–3, 6, 8–9, 19–20). There are 
also examples of books dedicated to bayezid ii that lack 
his seal impression, some of them undated and others 
written after the completion of ʿatufi’s inventory (ap-
pen dix iii: 1, 5, 11–12, 15–17, 24, 38).

The opening pages of extant manuscripts listed in the 
inventory generally identify volumes commissioned by 
mehmed ii and bayezid ii as having been made “by or-
der of the treasury” (bi-rasm khizāna) of the sultanate, 
sometimes specifying that they were ordered by the 
ruler himself or made to be read by him (bi-rasm 
muṭālaʿa; li-muṭālaʿa al-sulṭān). although not indicated 
as such, several inventory entries may refer to volumes 
inherited from earlier ottoman sultans, among whom 
murad ii stands out in particular as a bibliophile. from 
the luxury books dedicated to him, an example pre-
served in the Topkapı library bears impressions of 
bayezid ii’s seal and is cited in the inventory without 
reference to murad ii (in fact, ʿatufi never specifies for 
whom a book was made and when). 

ments from the reign of Selim i onward.72 These docu-
ments and notes written on manuscripts by librarians 
testify to the traffic of volumes between the privy cham-
ber and the inner Treasury, each occupying the two 
most view-commanding corners of the third courtyard 
across from one another.73 

The title pages of several extant books listed in mS 
Török f. 59 are inscribed with the phrase odadan çıḳan 
kitāb (i.e., book transferred from the privy chamber 
to the inner Treasury). if the private libraries inside 
and near the privy chamber mentioned by domenico 
 already existed during bayezid ii’s reign, one might 
imagine a similar movement of books loaned to these 
reading spaces from the inner Treasury. There was also 
a treasury known as the privy chamber Treasury or 
Swordbearer’s Treasury (Silahdar hazinesi), named af-
ter one of the leading pages to whom its key is believed 
to have been entrusted since the days of mehmed ii. 
late-ottoman chroniclers report that books were stored 
in cupboards in the treasury of the Swordbearer along 
with holy relics, currency, and weapons. manuscripts 
in the Topkapı library collection that are currently la-
beled “emanet hazinesi Kütüphanesi” came from this 
treasury.74 

To return to the inner Treasury books inventoried by 
ʿatufi, 784 manuscripts in the current collection of the 
palace library, which feature either a seal impression of 
bayezid ii, a dedication, or an annotation of ownership 
(ex libris) referring to him, have been analyzed by 
zeynep atbaş in her essay in this volume. of these man-
uscripts, 750 were stamped with the seal of bayezid ii 
and 117 feature dedications to him. None of the 146 man-
uscripts in this group that bear dedications to his father 
were stamped with mehmed ii’s seal.75 The remaining 
521 manuscripts consist of ottoman works not dedicated 
to any sultan and others produced in different regions 
of the islamic world between the ninth and early six-
teenth centuries. Since completing her essay, atbaş has 
identified 226 additional volumes at the Topkapı library 
that were stamped with bayezid ii’s seal, which are not 
discussed in her essay but have been appended as an 
“addendum” to her list of manuscripts bearing this sul-
tan’s seal impressions, comprising 1,010 items (appendix 
i). most likely this number will continue to grow, and it 
is complemented by zeren Tanındı’s ever-expanding list 
of 176 manuscripts stamped with bayezid ii’s seal that 
were transferred from the Topkapı palace to other li-
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may his sovereignty be everlasting” (min kutubi al-Sulṭān 
Bāyezīd bin Meḥemmed Khān -khallada mulkahu, ap-
pendix iii: 30, pl. 11 [2]). yet another book cited in the 
inventory, but dedicated to mehmed ii, features bayezid 
ii’s seal impressions and the following ex libris, which is 
repeated in many other volumes: “owned by Sultan 
bayezid son of mehmed Khan, may his sovereignty be 
everlasting” (Ṣāhibahu al-Sulṭān Bāyezīd bin Meḥemmed 
Khān -khallada mulkahu, appendix iii: 28, pl. 9 [1]). 

bayezid ii’s ownership notes are brief and formulaic 
compared to those documented later in the holdings of 
the mughal imperial library, which are inscribed by the 
successors of akbar with comments on the date of ac-
quisition and provenance, as well as personal observa-
tions and a ranking according to quality in five classes. 
Such mughal imperial notations are often accompanied 
by numerous seal impressions of successive owners and 
library supervisors, inspection records, and crowded 
notes, unlike the sparsely annotated opening pages of 
manuscripts belonging to the ottoman palatine library. 
The quotation above from the Āʿīn-i Akbarī indicates 
that the qualitative categorization of books determined 
their placement in the mughal imperial library, which 
was subdivided into sections according to the value of 
the books and the subjects they dealt with.78 however, 
the annotations and ownership notes of mughal manu-
scripts lack the systematic references to fields of knowl-
edge that are specified in the book titles assigned by 
ʿatufi in his inventory. These titles are repeated on the 
opening pages and binding labels of volumes catalogued 
by him, as we shall see below.

bayezid ii gifted books from his library to his two sons 
renowned for their own cultural patronage, ahmed and 
Korkud, whose manuscript collections were appropri-
ated upon their execution by their reigning brother Se-
lim i and reincorporated into the Topkapı palace library. 
from the books bayezid sent as gifts to the provincial 
palaces of these two princes, their differing personal in-
terests can be deduced. To prince ahmed, the sultan 
dispatched six divans (collected poems) and a Shāh-
nāmah in december 1483. later in february 1486, the 
same prince received nine more divans from his fa-
ther.79 in contrast, gifts sent to prince Korkud, a scholar, 
musician, poet, and calligrapher educated in mehmed 
ii’s palace, consisted of only one divan and four books 
on religious sciences. Korkud himself authored works in 
the latter field, all in arabic, ranging from theology, ju-

This exquisitely illuminated manuscript in persian on 
music theory by the famous theoretician ʿabd al-Qadir 
al-maraghi (d. 1435) was copied in 838 (1435) probably 
in Timurid herat, with a dedication to murad ii, shortly 
before the author’s death. it is one of two manuscript 
copies of the same work listed in the library inven-
tory: Maqāṣidu al-alḥāni li-ʿAbd al-Qādir al-Marāghī fī  
al-mūsīqī (meanings of melodies by ʿabd al-Qadir al-
maraghi, on music, 335 {17}). The title assigned by ʿ atufi 
is inscribed verbatim above the opening page and on the 
paper label pasted on the binding’s flap; the manuscript 
also bears two seal impressions of bayezid ii at its begin-
ning and end (appendix iii: 46, pl. 22 [1–3]). The author 
had served in the courts of the Jalayirids and their suc-
cessors in iran, iraq, and central asia. it is believed that 
ʿabd al-Qadir al-maraghi sent this manuscript to the 
court of murad ii where his youngest son, ʿabd al-ʿaziz, 
was a courtier and to whom the ottoman sultan had do-
nated a fief at edirne in 1421. in 1423, the author sent an 
earlier version of the same work (also dedicated to mu-
rad ii) to the ottoman court, where ʿ abd al-ʿaziz and his 
descendants perpetuated al-maraghi’s musical legacy in 
the court circles of mehmed ii and bayezid ii, and con-
tinued to be active under Selim i and Süleyman i. copies 
of an abridged persian treatise on music, dedicated to 
mehmed ii by ʿabd al-ʿaziz b. ʿabd al-Qadir, are listed 
in the library inventory: Naqāwatu/Nuqāwatu al-adwāri 
fī al-mūsīqī (best of the modes, on music, 335 {16}, 336 
{18}). one of these copies still exists in the Topkapı li-
brary: the top of its opening page bears the same title 
assigned by ʿ atufi in the inventory, while its first and last 
pages are stamped with bayezid ii’s seal (the sticky label 
on the binding is lost). The works on music dedicated by 
ʿabd al-ʿaziz’s son, mahmud, to bayezid ii in 1503 and 
later to Selim i are missing from the library inventory, 
in keeping with its date.77 

Some of bayezid ii’s personal books feature a nota-
tion of ownership (ex libris) not found in his father’s 
manuscripts. one such volume produced during his 
princehood in 870 (1466) is inscribed, “from the books 
of Sultan bayezid” (min kutubi Sulṭān Bāyezīd, appendix 
iii: 29, pl. 10). although it was subsequently stamped 
with bayezid ii’s almond-shaped seal of sovereignty 
upon his accession to the throne, this volume is not in-
cluded in ʿatufi’s inventory. a book listed in the inven-
tory that bears bayezid ii’s seal has a similar ex libris, 
“from the books of Sultan bayezid son of mehmed Khan, 
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selected books were stamped with the waqf seals of 
those rulers.83 

although Sultan ahmed iii (r. 1703–30) had the inner 
Treasury books inspected and stamped with his seal, 
this inventory check does not seem to have produced a 
new all-encompassing catalogue like that of ʿatufi. book 
collections confiscated from deceased individuals, 
which had been catalogued in separate registers, were 
stored at that time as self-contained sub-collections in 
designated windowsills, alcoves, cupboards, or chests in 
the inner Treasury.84 The freestanding library pavilion 
built for ahmed iii at the middle of the Topkapı palace’s 
third courtyard in 1719 brought together some of these 
separate collections as a charitable endowment of near-
ly 5,000 books, intended for the male inhabitants of the 
inner palace. This sultan’s endowment deed (waqfiyya) 
explains that, because the countless exquisite books ac-
cumulating since the foundation of the palace through 
“possession, purchase, or presentation to the royal trea-
sury” had remained hidden and dusty in cupboards 
(dolāblar), he decided to make them more accessible. 
ahmed iii thereby transformed the legal status of se-
lected books into a permanent waqf for the palace 
school and aghas. Some of these books had been brought 
out a year earlier, in 1718, from a basement of the inner 
Treasury (bodrum ḫazīnesi) by three palace officers: the 
Swordbearer and the chiefs of the privy chamber and 
inner Treasury. These items were handed over to the 
privy chamber’s keeper of books for the renewal of their 
bindings.85 

Thereafter, an endowment of 4,000 additional in-
ner Treasury books was bequeathed by mahmud i  
(r. 1730–54) to the public library he established next 
to the hagia Sophia mosque in 1740 (the ayasofya col-
lection, which was later moved to the Süleymaniye li-
brary). in 1742 mahmud i endowed a set of palace books 
to the second public library he had built at mehmed 
ii’s mosque complex (the fatih collection, which would 
also be transferred to the Süleymaniye library), and he 
established yet another library at the Galata palace 
in 1753. Thereafter, further volumes were endowed to 
the revan and baghdad kiosks at the Topkapı palace, 
which constituted dependencies of the privy chamber 
complex, while a library built for the corps of Garden-
ers in the palace’s outer garden by mustafa iii in 1767 
received more than 5,000 manuscripts.86 even then,   

risprudence, and mysticism to ethics. These works, 
which  are now kept in the ayasofya collection of the 
 Süleymaniye library, originated from the inner Trea-
sury of the Topkapı palace.80 

The portability and mobility of books meant that they 
circulated not only within the spaces of the imperial 
palace, but also beyond, leaving their habitat during 
royal outings to suburban palaces and military cam-
paigns in which sultans carried their favorite books. for 
instance, i found lists of books in a register dated 1008–
13 (1599–1605) that mehmed iii had requested from the 
Topkapı palace during his seasonal stays at the subur-
ban davudpaşa palace outside the city walls of istanbul. 
it is also known that Selim i lost a chest full of books (bir 
ṣandūḳ kitāb) in the course of his campaign in mamluk 
Syria-egypt (1516–17), some items of which were recov-
ered by the governor of cairo, Khayr bek. one of the lost 
books was the ilkhanid historian wassaf’s (d. 1323) 
chronicle, Tārīkh-i Waṣṣāf, which happened to be the 
sultan’s chief “entertainment” during that campaign. 
upon conquering cairo, Selim i ordered the work to be 
copied by the palace tutor (sarāy ḫocası) mevlana 
Şemseddin, a speedy copyist who was able to transcribe 
the Qurʾan in merely ten days.81 when Sultan Süleyman 
passed away during his last campaign in hungary in 
1566, the inventory of his personal belongings sent back 
to the inner Treasury from belgrade consisted of 41 
chests, one of which was “a chest containing books” (bir 
ṣandūḳda kitāblar olur).82 

although the number of islamic manuscripts listed 
in ʿatufi’s inventory (approximately 5,700 volumes) 
would increase thereafter, many of these works were 
gifted by the sultans as personal presents to individuals 
and as pious endowments (waqf) to institutions from 
the inner Treasury. it is important to emphasize that 
ʿatufi’s inventory was not a legal document, just as pal-
ace library manuscripts stamped with bayezid’s seal 
were his own private property, rather than a legally in-
alienable pious endowment collection. Therefore, sul-
tans who subsequently inherited these books as 
personal property were free to donate them as private 
gifts to individuals or as pious endowments to libraries 
within imperial mosque complexes. Starting in the eigh-
teenth century, sultans also endowed separate libraries 
within the Topkapı palace grounds, at which point the 
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distinguish these volumes from one another. The title 
line includes the assigned name of the book and its au-
thor, followed by the science or discipline (category of 
knowledge) to which it belongs: Kitābu sharḥi al-
Mukhtaṣari li-ʿAḍūd al-Dīn fī uṣūli al-fiqhi (book of the 
abridged commentary by adud al-din [al-iji], on the 
principles of Jurisprudence).90 

This is precisely the format that bayezid ii instructed 
his palace librarian to follow when cataloguing the im-
perial book collection, as indicated by the arabic pref-
ace of the inventory, according to which ʿatufi was 
ordered to designate the titles and affiliated disciplines 
of each volume. The librarian explains that when his 
illustrious patron “resolved to attend to the books of the 
religious sciences” (bi-riʿāyati kutubi ʿulūmi al-dīni), he 
ordered this slave of his to 

determine the titles of the books in his imperial treasury 
(bi-taʿayyuni asmāʾi kutubi khizānatihi al-ʿāmirati) and to 
classify every book according to its particular discipline 
(bi-khuṣūṣiyyati fannihi), writing [this information] on the 
front pages and the bindings, and [he commanded me] to 
write these in the [present] register in a way that corre-
sponds to the titles and descriptions (al-asmāʾi wa-al-
awṣāfi) that are [written] on the front pages and the 
bindings—without altering [these] in any way [marginal 
note:] that is to say, any semantic way, not any literal way. 
for on rare occasions the text in one differs from the text 
in the other without changing the understood meaning. as 
for such differences, they concern either substitution, or 
addition and subtraction, or pre-position and post-position 
(12 {5–10}, translated in appendix v).

This passage is somewhat ambiguous concerning 
ʿatufi’s duties. it suggests that he had to first determine 
the title and discipline of a book, then to write this in-
formation on both the opening page (al-ẓuhūr) and the 
binding (al-julūd) of the book, and finally to copy the 
assigned identification in the inventory. however, many 
books must have already featured preexisting titles writ-
ten by former librarians on their opening pages and/or 
bindings. in such cases ʿ atufi would have simply checked 
to ascertain their correctness, revising or rewriting this 
information on the book’s opening page and binding, 
thereafter recording it exactly in the inventory. other 
volumes whose titles were waiting to be identified and 
classified would have involved greater scrutiny on his 
part. 

numerous precious books remained in the inner Trea-
sury, as  revealed by their current call numbers in the 
Topkapı library, which start with the letter h, denoting 
hazine (Treasury). 

The transfer of books from the imperial palace collec-
tion to waqf libraries had a precedent in the mamluk 
context, where private libraries contributed to the for-
mation of those in endowed religious institutions. 
hence, the freezing of private collections into waqf li-
braries depleted the holdings of the mamluk palace li-
brary and those of the elites.87 a systematic comparison 
of the booklist of mS Török f. 59 and existing manu-
scripts stamped with bayezid ii’s seal could help, in the 
long run, to reconstruct the contents and early history 
of the inner Treasury library as a collection. The waqf 
seals of later sultans and notes by subsequent owners, 
borrowers, and librarians promise to provide additional 
clues regarding the afterlives of manuscripts listed in 
ʿatufi’s inventory and their dispersal to other collections 
in and beyond modern Turkey.88 future codicological 
research on the materiality, marginalia, glosses, and 
colophons of these books will shed light on their pro-
duction, circulation, and reception, as well as ottoman 
readership, librarianship, and collecting practices.89 
The inventory also carries the potential to make wider 
contributions to the history of manuscripts, arts of the 
book, libraries, cataloguing, and collecting in general.

parT ii: The palace library iNveNTory

The Classification of Knowledge and Categorization of 
Books

That some book titles on the opening pages of extant 
manuscripts are believed to have been written in 
bayezid ii’s own hand points to his personal involve-
ment in the cataloguing project of the palace library that 
he delegated to his librarian. in one such manuscript the 
title written in a single line above the opening page, 
which is stamped with bayezid’s almond-shaped seal at 
the lower left corner, has been authenticated by a di-
agonal note: “This is the noble handwriting of Sultan 
bayezid, one line, it is true” (Sulṭān Bāyezīdüñ ḫaṭṭ-i 
şerīfidür, bir saṭır, ṣaḥḥ) (fig. 11). Nine copies of that man-
uscript are listed in ʿatufi’s inventory with exactly the 
same title (75 {15–19}, 76 {1–3}), making it impossible to 
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fig. 11. opening page of a book on the principles of jurisprudence, at the top of which the title was written by bayezid ii; 
the red ink inscription praises the scholar molla hüsrev, who transcribed the manuscript. Stamped with bayezid ii’s almond-
shaped seal, the small round inner Treasury seal of Selim i, the large round waqf seal of mahmud i, and the oval seal of his 
waqf inspector. istanbul, SK, ayasofya 981, fol. 1a. (photo: courtesy of zeren Tanındı)
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names of authors, the librarian also occasionally as-
signed generic titles to books based on their subject 
matter, or simply listed a keyword followed by a disci-
plinary affiliation. The fact that various titles are given 
to different copies of the same work in ʿatufi’s inven-
tory reflects the notorious flexibility of premodern titles. 
ʿatufi avoided systematizing headings or naming books 
in a more consistent manner, perhaps to accommodate 
preexisting labels or to distinguish different copies of 
the same work. The recognizable hand in naskh script, 
with some variations, that transcribed the titles and dis-
ciplines of many manuscripts stamped with bayezid ii’s 
seal can be attributed to ʿatufi and/or his assistant(s), 
who copied and modified previous headings, as well as 
created new ones. 

ʿatufi’s task involved a combination of procedures. 
even though the affiliated disciplines of books were of-
ten missing from their previously assigned titles, the 
volumes must have been loosely grouped according to 
discipline in the library spaces and chests. after all, 
mehmed ii’s librarian molla lutfi wrote a well-known 
treatise in arabic on the classification of religious and 
linguistic sciences, titled al-Maṭālib al-ilāhiyya fī 
mawḍūʿāt al-ʿulūm al-lughawiyya (The divine Questions 
in the Subjects of the philological Sciences), and his 
teacher ʿali Qushji reportedly composed an encyclope-
dia of knowledge called Mawḍūʿāt al-ʿulūm (Subjects of 
the Sciences) that has not yet come to light.92 The rele-
vance of such encyclopedic classifications of the sci-
ences to the cataloguing of libraries has long been 
recognized. it may well be that the classificatory system 
devised by ʿ atufi was partly rooted in an earlier encyclo-
pedic conception envisioned by molla lutfi and his 
royal patron, mehmed ii, who was the true founder of 
the palace library. whether or not this was the case, it is 
rather improbable that ʿatufi organized ex novo the en-
tire library, whose formation was a cumulative process 
initiated by his predecessors. interestingly, ʿatufi’s in-
ventory lists four copies of medieval classifications of 
the sciences by the Sunni ashʿarite scholars abu hamid 
al-Ghazali (d. 1111) and fakhr al-din al-razi (d. 1210). it 
has been observed that al-razi’s classification, which 
integrated the religious and rational sciences, was wide-
ly imitated by sixteenth-century authors in iran.93  

Such a scenario appears to be confirmed by my phys-
ical examination of books stamped with bayezid ii’s 
seal. in several volumes, older titles on the opening 
pages have been crossed out or left in place but modified 
with interlinear insertions or accompanied by titles as-
signed by ʿ atufi, which differ in that they systematically 
include field classifications at the end. occasionally the 
previous title inscribed above the opening page was al-
tered by crossing out some words and adding others. 
additions to the end of book titles identified the affili-
ated discipline of a work as being either “on” (fī) or “per-
taining to” (min qibali) a specified field of knowledge 
(see fig. 14a below, also appendix iii: pl. 5 [1], 10, 22 [1]). 
Such designations, which were assigned to each book by 
the librarian, were recorded above the opening page 
(fol. 1a) or flyleaf, and on the sticky label of the binding 
flap. remarkably, the designations written on the books 
themselves match exactly (or nearly so) those that ap-
pear in the entries of the inventory, which were record-
ed subsequently. 

a telling example that sheds light on the cataloguing 
procedure is a famous Timurid calligraphy album com-
piled during Shahrukh’s reign (r. 1405–47) in herat (ap-
pendix iii: 40, pl. 17 [1]). The title written above fol. 1a, 
which also bears bayezid ii’s seal impression, perfectly 
matches the corresponding entry in ʿatufi’s inventory 
(the binding’s sticky label is lost): Safīnatun fīhā khuṭūṭun 
nafīsatun wa-Rasāʾilu fī mujalladin aʿẓama (a compen-
dium containing exquisite calligraphy and epistles 
within a large bound volume, 257 {9}).91 a slanted note 
in Turkish, also attributable to ʿatufi and written along 
the left edge of that page, reads: “let it be recorded under 
divans” (devāvīnde derc oluna). clearly, this note was 
necessitated by the complex task of assigning one spe-
cific field of knowledge to the diverse texts collected 
within this monumental album, which is listed in the 
inventory under persian divans and versified books. The 
note confirms that the librarian first wrote the title on 
the book itself, before the same information was record-
ed in the relevant section of the inventory, perhaps with 
the help of one or more assistants. 

ʿatufi, or an assistant of his, wrote in each book and 
in the inventory itself the title given by the author, 
sometimes abbreviating it, or citing the popular title by 
which it was widely known. Not always indicating the 
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been lost. Since these headings are repeated verbatim 
later on, at the beginning of each of the twenty disciplin-
ary subdivisions, i have reconstructed the missing six 
“sections” (tafṣīl) between pages 1 and 2 as follows: 

[1] Tafṣīlu al-maṣāḥifi al-ʿazīzati (The holy Qurʾan, pages 
12–17) 

[2] Tafṣīlu kutubi al-tafāsīri wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-qirāʾati 
(Qurʾanic exegesis and the science of recitation, pages 
18–28)

[3] Tafṣīlu kutubi al-aḥādīthi wa-kutubi asmāʾi al-rijāli 
wa-an sābihim wa-kutubi manāqibi aṣḥābi al-ḥadīthi 
wa-ku tubi shamāʾili al-nabī -ṣallā Allāhu ʿ alayhi wa-sal-
lama- (Traditions, reporters of traditions and their 
genealogies, lives of companions who reported tradi-
tions, and the prophet’s character, pages 30–42) 

[4] Tafṣīlu kutubi al-adʿiyati wa-kutubi khawāṣṣi al-Qurʾāni 
wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-wafqi (books of prayers, properties 
of the Qurʾan, and the science of magic squares, pages 
45–55)

[5] Tafṣīlu kutubi ʿilmi uṣūli al-dīni, ay, ʿilmi al-kalāmi 
( Science of the principles of religion, or the science of 
philosophical theology, pages 56–68)

[6] Tafṣīlu kutubi uṣūli al-fiqhi (principles of jurisprudence, 
pages 73–80)

The extant pages of the table of contents (pages 2–5) 
list the following sections: 

[page 2] 
[7] Tafṣīlu kutubi al-fıqhi wa-kutubi manāqibi al-aʾimmati 

(Jurisprudence and lives of the imams, pages 83–101) 
[8] Tafṣīlu kutubi al-taṣawwufi wa-kutubi al-naṣāʾiḥi wa-al-

mawāʿiẓi wa-kutubi manāqibi al-mashāyikhi wa-al-
awliyāʾi -quddisa sirruhum- wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-akhlāqi 
(Sufism, exhortations and admonitions, lives of the 
shaykhs and saints, and the science of ethics, pages 
105–51)

[9] Tafṣīlu al-kutub al-ṭibbiyati [wa-mā yataʿallaqu bi-al-
ṭibbi bi-jihatin min al-jihāti ka-kutubi al-sumūmi wa-
kutubi al-falāḥati] (medicine, and what is related to 
medicine with respect to toxicology and agriculture, 
pages 151–72) 

[10] Tafṣīlu kutubi al-siyari wa-al-tawārīkhi wa-kutubi ādābi 
al-ḥarbi wa-kutubi umūri al-riyāsati wa-al-salṭānati wa-
al-siyāsati wa-kutubi al-furūsiyyati wa-al-bayṭarati, 
yaʿnī farasnāmah [ay bayṭarnāmah] wa-kutubi bāz-
nāmah, wa-kutubi sagnāmah wa-kutubi ʿajāʾibi al-
makhlūqāti wa-kutubi ṣuwari al- aqālīmi (biography 
and history, etiquette of war, matters of rulership 
and sultanate and politics, horsemanship, veterinary 
 practice; namely, books of the horse [or falconry], 

i would argue that a similar integration characterizes 
ʿatufi’s individualized classification of knowledge.

The entries of mS Török f. 59 exemplify the concilia-
tion of revelation with reason in the palace library col-
lection, which merges the religious and rational 
sciences. yet in the arabic preface quoted earlier, ʿatufi 
states that bayezid ii had commissioned the inventory 
because of his particular attention to “books in the sci-
ences of religion” (kutubi ʿulūmi al-dīni, 12 {5–6}). The 
librarian received the order to prepare the inventory 
just around the time when the mosque and madrasa 
complex of bayezid ii in istanbul was being built, be-
tween 906 and 911 (1501–5), perhaps with a view to de-
termine some of the canonical books whose copies 
would be supplied to the single madrasa of that institu-
tion. however, the fact that many of the disciplines clas-
sified in the inventory were hardly represented in 
madrasa libraries reveals the incomparably broader ho-
rizons of the palace library collection. 

as one would expect, this document presents an in-
tellectual universe in which knowledge has been hierar-
chically organized in a descending order of authority, 
starting with the Qurʾan and religious sciences, followed 
by other disciplines that add up to a total of twenty sec-
tions (tafṣīl). a comparable hierarchy of knowledge 
characterized fifteenth-century renaissance italy, 
where medieval theological literature dominated most 
library catalogues, with the bible in the first place and 
humanistic works “simply added on.” in response to his 
royal patron’s special attention to the religious sciences, 
some of ʿatufi’s inventory categories (such as philoso-
phy and theology) and individual book entries occasion-
ally resort to specifying their degree of adherence to the 
shariʿa. by contrast, the unconventional mughal em-
peror akbar is said to have ordered his librarian to cata-
logue books in three sections, “giving the first place to 
books of verse, medicine, astrology, and music; the mid-
dle place to works on philosophy, religious mysticism, 
astronomy, and geometry; and the lowest place to com-
mentaries, the traditions (hadith), books on theology, 
and on all subjects connected with the sacred law.”94 

in the table of contents of ʿatufi’s inventory, the list-
ed fields of knowledge abruptly begin with jurispru-
dence because pages corresponding to the section 
headings of the first six categories of knowledge have 
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[19] Tafṣīlu kutubi al-ḥikmati al-islāmiyyati [wa-hiya allatī 
tabḥathu fīhā ʿ alā qānūni al-sharʿi al-sharīfi al-naba wī] 
wa-kutubi ʿ ilmi al-jadali wa-kutubi al- manṭiqi wa-kutu-
bi al-ḥikmati al-falsafiyyati (islamic philosophy [in 
which investigated subjects are in conformity with 
rules of the prophetic law], the science of dialectic, 
logic, and “philosophical” philosophy, pages 339–63)

[page 5]
[20] Tafṣīlu al-kutubi al-mutarjamati min al-Tawriyati [Taw-

rāti] wa-al-Zabūri wa-al-İnjīli (Translations of the To-
rah, psalms, and the bible, pages 364–65)

The boundaries between these twenty sections of the 
inventory are somewhat blurred by the librarian’s listing 
of different manuscript copies of the same book under 
more than one discipline to which they could simulta-
neously belong. as is explained in ʿatufi’s Turkish pref-
ace discussed below, by doing so he kept in mind the 
fields from which readers might request the books in 
question. This flexibility need not be construed as con-
fusion and uncertainty on his part, then, but rather as a 
reflection of his familiarity with the fluid readership 
practices of scholarly and court circles of his time. 
hence, the classification system of the palace library 
inventory was colored by the learned librarian’s choices 
and inferences about the expectations of readers. 

Rules of the Inventory and Book Repositories

The prefatory section of ʿatufi’s inventory in ottoman 
Turkish is unique in its explication of the rules he de-
vised in cataloguing the imperial book collection, in ac-
cordance with his patron’s specific instructions 
discussed above. Those instructions were summarized 
in the brief arabic preface that follows the much longer 
one in Turkish. Titled “The rule of the register and its 
exceptions” (Qānūnu al-daftari wa-shawādhdhuhu, 
5–9), the Turkish preface outlines principles the librar-
ian adopted in the naming, classification, and inventor-
ization process, along with compromises necessitated 
by exceptions to those rules (see my translation in ap-
pendix iv at the end of this volume). one can only imag-
ine the complications he faced in the intellectual 
organization and physical maintenance of the treasury 
spaces where the books were kept. ʿatufi was confront-
ed with challenges ranging from identification and field 
classification to the spatial organization of books, which 
entailed different yet integrated strategies. The rules 

books of the veterinarian, houndsmanship, wonders 
of creation, and figures of the climes, pages 175– 
203) 

[page 3] 
[11] Tafṣīlu al-dawāwīni al-ʿarabiyyati wa-al-kutubi al-

manẓūmati bi-al-ʿarabiyyati wa-kutubi al-khuṭabi wa-
al-kutubi al-musajjaʿati wa-al-kutubi al-amthāli 
wa-kutubi al-tarassuli wa-al-inshāʾi wa-al-siyāqati wa-
al-arqāmi wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-ʿarūḍi wa-ʿilmi al-qawāfī 
wa-al-shiʿri wa-al-muʿammā (arabic divans, versified 
books in arabic, [followed by arabic, persian, Turkish] 
orations, rhymed prose, proverbs, official documents, 
prose composition, secretarial accounting, ciphers, the 
science of prosody, the science of rhyme, poetry, and 
literary puzzles, pages 203–28) 

[12] Tafṣīlu al-dawāwīni al-fārisiyyati wa-al-kutubi al-
manẓūmati bi-al-fārisiyyati (persian divans and versi-
fied books in persian, pages 230–59) 

[13] Tafṣīlu al-dawāwīni al-turkiyyati wa-al-mughūliyyati 
wa-al-kutubi al-manẓūmati bi-al-turkiyyati wa-al-
mughū liyyati (Turkish and Turkic [“mongolian,” most-
ly chaghatay] divans, and versified books in Turkish 
and Turkic, pages 261–67) 

[14] Tafṣīlu kutubi ʿilmi al-maʿānī (Science of rhetoric, pag-
es 268–77) 

[15] Tafṣīlu kutubi ʿ ilmi al-ṣarfi wa-al-naḥwi (Science of mor-
phology and syntax, pages 280–92) 

[16] Tafṣīlu kutubi al-lughati al-ʿarabiyyati wa-al-fārisiyyati 
wa-ghayrihimā (lexicons in arabic, persian, and other 
languages, pages 293–300) 

[page 4]
[17] Tafṣīlu kutubi ʿilmi al-taʿbīri wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-firāsati 

wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-kīmiyāʾi wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-aḥjāri wa-
kutubi al-ramli wa-kutubi al-fāli wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-
nayrinjāti wa-kutubi al-ṭilsimāti wa-kutubi al-sīmiyāʾi 
wa- kutubi al-ʿazāʾimi wa-kutubi ʿ ilmi al-jafri wa-kutubi 
al-ṣināʿāti al-ʿajībati wa-kutubi al-ḥiyali wa-kutubi al-
siḥri (Science of dream interpretation, science of 
physiog nomy, science of alchemy, science of stones, 
geomancy, omens, science of nayranjāt [magical 
tricks], talismans, sīmiyāʾ [letter magic], the adjuration 
of spirits, the science of jafr [letter divination], won-
drous mechanical arts/automata, engineering feats, 
and sorcery, pages 302–11) 

[18] Tafṣīlu kutubi ʿilmi al-nujūmi wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-hayʾati 
wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-ḥisābi wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-handasati 
wa-kutubi ʿilmi al-mūsīqī wa-kutubi al-lahwi ka-al-
shaṭranji (Science of stars, the science of configura-
tions [theoretical astronomy], the science of arith metic, 
the science of geometry, the science of music, and en-
tertainments like chess, pages 313–37) 
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tions given by bayezid ii, who ordered ʿ atufi not to alter 
the titles written on the books and their bindings in any 
way when recording them in the inventory, as is ex-
plained in the arabic preface quoted above. a necessary 
exception to this rule concerns lengthy books extending 
over several volumes that have been recorded under 
one entry in the inventory, in which case the corre-
sponding number of volumes is indicated next to that 
single title. Such an entry varies in form, but not content, 
from the individual titles written in each of the volumes, 
which are accompanied by their own specific volume 
number. in incomplete sets, only the number of the ex-
isting volumes has been written in the inventory next to 
the title. 

The fourth rule is that books in verse, whatever their 
subject matter, have been separated as a group from 
books in prose, which are grouped according to disci-
pline (generally, prose entries indicate the language of 
the work only when it is not arabic, the default lan-
guage). instead, the volumes in verse are catalogued 
together under the category of divans and versified 
books, in accordance with their language, namely, ara-
bic, persian, or Turkish/Turkic (8 {7–19}, 9 {1–5}). an 
exception to this rule is versified works that are highly 
acclaimed (ġāyet muʿteber) and considered fundamen-
tal to a particular discipline (rükn-i fenn). These works 
have been listed together with prose books in their cor-
responding discipline. if a versified book exists in sev-
eral copies, most of these are listed under works in verse, 
with only a few copies incorporated under the associ-
ated discipline from which they might perchance be 
requested. 

The linguistic classification of versified books by 
ʿatufi hints that they were regarded primarily as literary 
pieces. The large number of panegyrical, Shāhnāmah-
style versified histories in the inventory glorifying the 
exploits of bayezid ii, mehmed ii, and their ancestors 
demonstrates the cultural prestige of such works, which 
blur the boundaries between literature and history. The 
languages of these works testify to the trilingualism of 
the ottoman court, which would diminish with the   
increasing Turkification of book culture from the 
late sixteenth century onward.95 The literary genre 
of  versified histories also began to be overshadowed 
around that time by histories written in flamboyant 

established in the Turkish preface seem to have ad-
dressed not only his royal patron, who ordered him to 
prepare the inventory, but also future librarians and 
possibly potential readers. 

The first rule established by ʿatufi is that each vol-
ume, whether it pertains to one or more disciplines 
(fenn), should be placed in a single repository or book 
treasury (maḫzen, lit. magazine) and listed only once, 
under a single corresponding discipline in the inven-
tory (5 {13–19}, 6 {1–4}). an exception to this rule is 
books with a single title that may be relevant to two 
disciplines. Such books were listed under separate 
disciplines in the inventory only if several manuscript 
copies existed, because of the probability that they may 
be requested (istenmek iḥtimāli eclinden) from each of 
those two disciplines, presumably by the sultan or other  
readers. 

The second rule is that volumes containing several 
book titles (i.e., multiple-text compendiums) are classi-
fied under the discipline corresponding to whichever 
title is more esteemed (muʿteber) and thus more likely 
to be requested, or alternatively on the basis of rarity 
(ḳalīl el-vücūd) (6 {5–18}). an exception to this rule is 
multiple-text volumes containing several equally es-
teemed and rare works, in which case a subjective clas-
sificatory choice would be made by the librarian. 
however, if a second copy of a volume containing the 
very same set of texts was available, it was listed under 
a different discipline corresponding to another es-
teemed book title that might be requested. This special 
treatment of compendiums indicates ʿatufi’s acute 
awareness of the problems posed by the multiplicity of 
works bound within single volumes. The inventory, 
whose sections on specific disciplines generally begin 
with more popular or rare books, therefore has fascinat-
ing implications for reading practices and the relative 
esteem of certain titles over others. 

The third rule is that the title of each book (ism-i 
kitāb), which is recorded in the inventory according to 
a particular manner (bir üslūb-i ḫāṣṣ), must be the same 
as (bi-ʿaynihī) the way it appears on the binding flap 
(maḳleb) and on the opening page (ẓahr). This rule was 
systematically applied, with the exception of a few rare 
cases and inadvertent mistakes (6 {18–19}, 7 {1–19}, 8 
{1–7}). The rule clearly responds to the explicit instruc-
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in exactly the same way on the opening pages of books, 
on their binding flaps, and in the inventory is remark-
able. besides its epistemological concern with system-
atic classification according to fields of knowledge, this 
requirement reveals that the inventory was not only in-
tended to catalogue the library holdings. it was also 
meant to facilitate locating specific works upon request, 
while at the same time contributing to efficiency and 
speediness in inspecting books during inventory checks. 
however, the absence of a total count of volumes in mS 
Török f. 59 suggests that periodic inventory counting 
was less of a concern than finding books upon de-
mand.96 

erünsal has pointed out that, by contrast, the cata-
logues of ottoman public libraries describe the physical 
appearance of books in as much detail as possible, so as 
to “ensure that valuable copies were not replaced by in-
ferior copies” by those who borrowed them. The prime 
concern in mS Török f. 59 is to emphasize “the finding 
of information as quickly as possible, and for this reason 
classification became important.”97 i would like to add 
that the palace library was used not only by the sultan, 
his intimate entourage, and residents of the inner pal-
ace, but it also seems to have provided limited access to 
privileged courtiers and scholars. ʿatufi specifically 
mentions in his Turkish preface that he classified book 
headings with a view to the disciplines from which they 
were more likely to be requested (istenmek iḥtimāli 
eclinden / maṭlūb olınmasına iḥtimāl / istene diyü iḥti-
māl). indeed, some interlinear and marginal emenda-
tions in the inventory are accompanied by annotations 
listing books that had been “demanded” (maṭlab), 
meaning that they had been checked out by the sultan 
or possibly other readers. Since these books include sev-
eral technical medical treatises and lexicons, it seems 
likely that at least some of them were loaned to the chief 
court physician or other physicians.98 Several books 
that were permanently given away as gifts by the sultan 
are indicated in the inventory with the Turkish expres-
sion “has been donated” (ʿaṭāʾ olundı).99 

That nonresident members of the court were permit-
ted restricted access to the royal library’s books is re-
vealed by two late sixteenth-century inner Treasury 
records, which list a fixed set of more than sixty-five 
medical books given to successive court physicians on 

 ottoman  Turkish prose interpolated with Turkish, ara-
bic, and persian quotations in verse.

The fifth rule established by ʿatufi is that each head-
ing written on the opening page and binding flap of a 
book is to be recorded in the inventory by placing a lin-
ear mark (butta, a line drawn to distinguish separate 
names in a catalogue) in red ink above its beginning, 
and a red triple zero (üç ṣıfır) at its end. an exception to 
this rule is double- or multi-volume works, which are 
cited in the inventory only once, under a single heading 
marked by these signs (9 {5–12}). The purpose of this 
convention is to visually distinguish individual items in 
the inventory, whether single- or multi-volume, so as to 
make them rapidly identifiable. Thus, the inventory fa-
cilitates searching by means of visual aids, which also 
include section headings for each of the twenty disci-
plines that are calligraphically differentiated by bolded 
majuscule letters in red ink. furthermore, the separa-
tion of these sections and their subsections has been 
indicated with blank spaces. 

These five “rules of the register” (el-ḳavānīn el-def te-
riyye) are followed by a brief section on “The rule of the 
book repository” (ḳanūn-i maḫzen-i kütüb) (9 {13–19}). 
here, ʿ atufi explains that the disciplines of separate sec-
tions (tefāṣīl, namely, the twenty subject categories 
i reconstructed above), which are enumerated in the 
inventory’s table of contents (fihrist), must be written 
the same way (bi-ʿaynihī) on labels affixed to the top of 
the corresponding book repositories. moreover, deluxe 
manuscripts (nefāyis) in each discipline are to be as-
signed a place (mekān) different from that of ordinary 
books (ġayr-i nefāyis). above these distinct spaces 
should be written “deluxe repository” (nefāyis maḫzeni) 
or “non-deluxe” repository (ġayr-i nefāyis). The stated 
purpose of this rule is to avoid mixing volumes belong-
ing to these separate repositories when they are peri-
odically taken out of the treasury and placed under 
sunlight to prevent mildew. another striking rule is that, 
on those occasions, “islamic books must be treated in 
accordance with religious decorum” (kütüb-i İslāmiyye-
nüñ riʿāyeti dīn riʿāyetine rāciʿdür).

Taking a step back, it is worth speculating about the 
intended purpose of the book inventory in light of the 
rules outlined by ʿatufi. his royal patron’s insistence on 
writing book titles and their corresponding disciplines 
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the gigantic fatimid palatine book treasury (khizānat  
al-kutub) in cairo, which stored works in all domains of 
knowledge known at that time, had forty storage sections 
or khizānas (khazāʾin, sing. khizāna), rooms or walk-in 
closets with built-in shelves, or cupboards recessed in 
walls. each of these had locked doors from which was 
hung a list of contents identifying subject matter. The 
books were grouped in two sections, an outer and a less 
accessible inner one, with a reading bench reserved for 
the fatimid caliph, who also borrowed books. The pal-
ace library of the buyid ruler ʿadud al-dawla (d. 983) in 
Shiraz was a hall with book repositories on both sides, 
each having a catalogue and shelves labeled according 
to subject matter, whereas books in the tenth-century 
Samanid royal library in bukhara were stored in cof-
fers.104 

physical evidence for the book repositories and their 
attached labels at the inner Treasury of the Topkapı pal-
ace has entirely disappeared. The repositories were 
probably cupboards subdivided by shelves, and built-in 
wall niches or alcoves, accompanied by chests. i have 
confirmed that on the few remnants of tiny paper labels 
pasted on the bindings of books (along the outer face of 
the fore-edge section of their flaps) titles were written 
horizontally, to be legible when the volumes were 
stacked on top of one another in various repositories. 
These sticky labels lack call numbers, just as the inven-
tory does not provide the total number of books. many 
books in ʿatufi’s inventory are listed in multiple copies, 
suggesting that they were not intended only for use by 
the sultans but also by denizens of the palace. The col-
lecting of several copies of a single title also indicates 
attention to specific criteria of merit for particular vol-
umes: degree of esteem among readers, rarity, variant 
text editions including autographs and those with 
unique marginal glosses or commentaries, translated 
versions, chains of ownership pedigree, materiality, cal-
ligraphic and aesthetic quality. 

The curricular focus of the “palace school” for pages 
residing in the third courtyard of the Topkapı was on 
religious indoctrination, ethics, politics, literary skills, 
and some crafts (music, archery, hunting, sports such 
as wrestling, or other dignified activities depending on 
talent). The curriculum is described by Giovan anto-
nio menavino, a twelve-year-old Genoese slave who 

long-term loan.100 while these books could have been 
used outside the palace, i find it more likely that they 
were stored at the chief physician’s Tower (hekimbaşı 
Kulesi), near the privy chamber where this officer pre-
sided over meals served to the sultans. This tower pavil-
ion of the walled-in private garden extending in front of 
the third courtyard functioned as a royal pharmacy and 
office that was frequented by court physicians. late six-
teenth- and early seventeenth-century archival records 
list books from the inner Treasury that were donated as 
gifts and loaned out to residents of the inner palace, in-
cluding aghas, court astrologers (müneccim), the sultan, 
and royal women.101 

The main purpose for the compilation of ʿatufi’s in-
ventory, then, was to facilitate locating requested books 
and to make the library more accessible by means of 
its subject catalogue, whose twenty disciplinary cate-
gories exactly matched those written on the labels of 
corresponding book repositories. probably because 
generic titles and multi-text compendiums rendered 
alpha  betization impractical, the individual books 
within the inventory’s separate sections were not or-
ganized alphabetically. moreover, the number of books 
was expected to fluctuate due to the deaccessioning of 
works as gifts and new acquisitions, for which blank 
spaces were left at the end of each section and subsec-
tion. rather than following an alphabetical order, books 
grouped according to fields of knowledge were ordered 
with an eye to popularity and rarity. Those in greater 
demand were placed at the beginning of the inventory 
sections, which further aided the search for requested 
books and their proper storage after being returned.102 

This brings to mind an endowment deed dated 966 
(1559) concerning the public library of one bedreddin 
mahmud in Kayseri, which has been summarized by 
erünsal. The deed stipulates annual inventory checks 
in the month of ramadan, the dusting of all books at 
that time, and their replacement in the book repository 
(maḫzen) according to the order indicated in the book 
catalogue (fihrist).103 The Topkapı palace library, too, 
had a topographical dimension with a direct correspon-
dence between the sections of disciplines listed in its 
inventory and the labels placed on its book repositories. 
So did some of its medieval islamic royal counterparts, 
whose holdings were more numerous. for instance, 
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cited earlier in relation to the career of ʿatufi, who left 
the palace service in 1504. according to menavino 
(1504–14), the “palace school” (schola del Serraglio) had 
four tutors (no longer two), who taught 80 to 100 newly 
arrived youngsters in “the dormitory called New cham-
ber” (casa chiamata Lengioda). bayezid ii is known to 
have increased the number of palace tutors and books, 
founding this new dormitory in the third courtyard of 
the Topkapı palace, called yeni oda (New chamber) or 
Küçük oda (Small chamber), as a preparatory school for 
higher-grade dormitories. The sultan also established 
another preparatory school for the youngest pages at 
the Galata palace.107 The dormitories of pages at the 
Topkapı featured some endowed book collections of 
their own, which are presently catalogued in the palace 
library under the denomination “Koğuşlar” (dormito-
ries).108 

rare manuscripts belonging to the inner Treasury 
collection were likely permitted to be copied for the 
public libraries of madrasas and the private libraries of 
prominent scholars or statesmen upon request. it has 
been proposed, for example, that the aforesaid scholar-
statesman müʾeyyedzade, who was bayezid ii’s former 
boon companion as a prince, may have been allowed 
access to the palace library.109 likewise, the undated 
petition of an anonymous royal astronomer-astrologer 
to access some items in bayezid ii’s treasury (khizāna) 
has been cited as evidence for the possibility of special 
consultations of its contents: in this case, an astrolabe 
and two astronomical books, along with the horoscopes 
of the sultan and his two sons, princes ahmed and 
Korkud. intending to use these items in his own calcu-
lations, the petitioner apparently had insider informa-
tion about the contents of the inner Treasury, which 
included not only the specific books he requested, but 
also astrolabes. in fact, an astrolabe dated 1505–6 and 
signed by an astronomer called “al-ahmar al-Nujumi al-
rumi” has an inscription that echoes the dedications of 
manuscripts produced by order of bayezid ii’s treasury. 
it reads: li-rasm khizānati al-sulṭān al-aʿẓam al-sulṭān 
ibn al-sulṭān sulṭān Bāyezīd ibn Meḥemmed Khān -khal-
lada mulkahu (by order of the treasury of the Greatest 
Sultan, the Sultan Son of the Sultan, Sultan bayezid 
son of mehmed Khan—may his sovereignty be ever- 
lasting).110 

was presented to bayezid ii by the famous corsair and 
 ottoman navy admiral Kemal reis. menavino was 
educated for five years in the imperial palace, where 
he remained between 1504 and 1514. his description 
shows that palace tutors instructed the pages so that 
they would become loyal muslims and learned warrior-
statesmen, also possessing such virtues as erudition, 
polished speech, excellent gentlemanly manners, and 
honest morals. The youngest novices initially learned to 
speak, read, and (to a lesser degree) write Turkish, fol-
lowed by reading the Qurʾan along with books in arabic 
and persian under the guidance of teachers. promoted 
to upper-grade dormitories, where they began to per-
form specific services for the sultan, older pages read 
more advanced books for pleasure. Those selected to 
reside as chamberlains in bayezid ii’s privy chamber 
were required to be well-read (ben literati). menavino 
specifies that among these pages were the sultan’s three 
favorites, who had to be “handsome, graceful, good war-
riors, well-read, well-bred, and optimal speakers.” The 
scholar-diplomat Guillaume postel, who accompanied 
a french embassy in 1536–37, reports that Sultan Süley-
man frequently visited the place in his palace where the 
royal pages studied (du costé ou ils estudient).105 he adds 
that Süleyman, who read interpretations of the religious 
law but more often works by aristotle or averroes (ibn 
rushd, d. 1198) in arabic, occasionally inquired about 
the opinions of elderly palace tutors (vieus Hogealar ou 
docteurs) who were employed to instruct the pages in 
islamic law. 

it can therefore be surmised that the library books 
were partly intended for the education of pages, princes, 
chancery trainees, and polyglot scribes. The latter had 
traditionally conducted diplomatic correspondence in 
Greek, latin, Serbian, arabic, persian, uyghur, and ot-
toman Turkish, but by the mid-1520s Sultan Süleyman 
instituted a monolingual practice that restricted the lan-
guage of official documents produced in the central 
chancellery to ottoman Turkish (except for arabic and 
persian in some cases).106 The educational aims of the 
“palace school” within the residential third courtyard of 
the Topkapı palace must have contributed to the ency-
clopedic scope of the royal library, given the close con-
nection between the position of the librarian and the 
two tutors of pages in bayezid ii’s undated wage register, 
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“transcribed to be recited by the Sultan [bayezid ii] (ku-
tiba li-tilāwati al-Sulṭān) (15 {10}).113 

The special status accorded to deluxe manuscripts 
penned by celebrated calligraphers shows that aesthet-
ic concerns were important, even though they are over-
shadowed by subject matter in the classification system 
of the library inventory. books commissioned by meh-
med ii and bayezid ii from the court scriptorium differ 
visually from non-ottoman manuscripts. The latter 
were unified with ottoman court productions to some 
degree by the addition of new bindings, illuminated 
frontispieces, and headings. variations in the aesthetic 
qualities of manuscripts, their paper type, relative size, 
and bindings provided visual clues about the stratified 
ranking of books, with luxury volumes (nefāyis) stored 
in separate repositories standing out from the rest.

with their lavish bindings, the illuminated and illus-
trated manuscripts of the palace library attest to the 
value attached to aesthetic quality in the production of 
new deluxe manuscripts and the refurbishment of old 
ones. however, the only manuscripts described in some 
detail by ʿatufi are the Qurʾans, which occupy a place of 
honor at the very beginning of his inventory. unlike 
other manuscripts, they are listed with reference to pa-
per type, paper size, and calligrapher. one of these is 
even identified as a gift from the ruler of egypt (15 {19}); 
this may have been the exquisitely illuminated, undated 
Qurʾan dedicated to Sultan Qaʾitbay (Qaytbay, r. 1468–
96) that once belonged to the Topkapı palace collec-
tion.114 if so, it might have been sent with a gift-bearing 
embassy of Qaʾ itbay that was received in 1485 by bayezid 
ii in edirne, a mission that did not succeed in preventing 
the protracted ottoman-mamluk war that broke out 
soon thereafter (1485–91).115 alternatively, it is possible 
that the Qurʾan arrived with one of several later mamluk 
embassies received between 1490 and the completion of 
the library inventory.116 

Dating the Inventory and Codicological Examination of 
Manuscripts

my aim in this section is to contextualize the inventory 
and to establish a repeatable methodology for codico-
logically identifying extant manuscripts that belonged 
to the palace library at the time ʿatufi catalogued its 
holdings. examining volumes stamped with bayezid ii’s 

like court physicians, then, royal astronomer-astrolo-
gers who were privy to bayezid ii’s secrets as  confidants 
appear to have been among the privileged users of the 
imperial library. The implication is that deluxe man-
uscripts may also have been accessible to the staff of 
the court scriptorium (naḳḳāşḫāne) and to royal book 
scribes (kātibān-i kütüb) on occasion. indeed, bayezid 
ii is rumored to have had calligraphy specimens of the 
celebrated yaqut al-mustaʿsimi (d. 1298) taken out from 
the palace library so that his favorite court scribe and 
calligraphy tutor, Shaykh hamdullah (d. 1520), could 
study them closely in order to improve upon these 
admired models. after a period of spiritual seclusion, 
hamdullah miraculously accomplished the challeng-
ing feat and codified the ottoman versions of the six 
canonical scripts. loose-leaf representational images 
and calligraphic scrolls are listed in the inner Treasury 
registers discussed earlier. a few entries in ʿatufi’s in-
ventory also refer to bound albums. one example is 
the aforementioned Timurid calligraphy album pro-
duced in herat during Shahrukh’s reign, whose dated 
specimens span the years 1267 to 1434 (appendix iii: 40,  
pl. 17 [1–2]). Since it includes a substantial series of 
works by yaqut and his students, this splendid album 
was almost certainly among the inner Treasury items 
bayezid ii loaned to Shaykh hamdullah for study pur-
poses.111 a comparable competitive streak in bayezid’s 
artistic patronage can be detected in the report that he 
ordered the ottoman statesman-poet veliyüddinzade 
ahmed pasha to compose poetic replies (naẓīres) to 
each of the ghazals the Timurid statesman-poet mir 
ʿali-Shir Navaʾi (d. 1501) had sent as gifts to the sultan 
from herat.112 

as a calligrapher tutored by the amasya-born Shaykh 
hamdullah, who belonged to the Khalwati Sufi order, 
bayezid ii was sensitively attuned to the aesthetic prop-
erties of calligraphy. Therefore, despite its parsimonious 
entries, mS Török f. 59 identifies several Qurʾans, prayer 
books, and divans as having been written in the hand of 
yaqut (12 {13}, 15 {16}, 17 {18}, 46 {8}, 204 {13–14}, 207 
{2–3}, 213 {7–8}, 286 {13}) and Shakyh hamdullah 
(known as ibn al-Shaykh; 12 {15–16}). Some prayer books 
and volumes or sections of the Qurʾan are specified as 
having “exquisite writing” (bi-khaṭṭin nafīsin) (14 {8–9}, 
15 {6, 10, 12, 13}, 47 {8, 12}), one of these being a Qurʾan 
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work of advice (146 {18–19}) specifically made for 
bayezid ii’s “imperial book treasury” (khizāna-yi ʿ āmira-
yi kutub-i sulṭānī). it is known that dawani dedicated 
works to this sultan, who in turn offered him gifts and 
corresponded with him via letters, some of which have 
survived. Several students of dawani were invited by 
müʾeyyedzade to istanbul, where they benefited from 
this influential statesman’s patronage.118 

The cultural horizons of the ottoman palace library 
expanded with the migration of books, scholars, poets, 
painters, calligraphers, and binders from the Timurid, 
Turkmen, mamluk, and other courts throughout the fif-
teenth and early sixteenth century. for instance, meh-
med ii’s 1473 victory over the aqqoyunlu ruler uzun 
hasan resulted in an inflow of scholars, artisans, and 
probably manuscripts from the latter’s seized “armory, 
treasury, and other belongings” (cebeḫānesi ve ḫazīnesi 
ve bāḳī esbābı), along with his secretary (munshī), Say yid 
muhammad of Shiraz.119 Shortly thereafter, in 1475, the 
aqqoyunlu prince ughurlu muhammad mirza (d. 1477), 
to whom mehmed ii gave his daughter in marriage, 
most likely brought personal treasures and books with 
him when he sought political asylum at the ottoman 
court. ughurlu muhammad mirza’s son born from that 
marriage, Göde (Short) ahmed beg, married a daughter 
of bayezid ii and occupied the aqqoyunlu throne in 
Tab riz during his brief reign in 1497. İdris bidlisi had 
served as secretary (munshī) to this son-in-law and 
nephew of bayezid ii in Tabriz before joining the court 
of the ottoman sultan.

i find it significant that ʿatufi’s book inventory was 
prepared prior to the further expansion of the ottoman 
palace library collection under Selim i, whose victories 
in Safavid iran (1514) and mamluk Syria-egypt (1516–17) 
triggered an additional influx of books.120 These new 
books were complemented by rare volumes acquired 
from ottoman private libraries belonging to deceased 
scholars (such as müʾeyyedzade), as well as Selim i’s ex-
ecuted brothers, princes Korkud and ahmed. like his 
predecessors, Selim i was an ardent bibliophile. accord-
ing to one of his intimates, this sultan’s gaze was rarely 
separated from books, as he harbored an interest nei-
ther in women nor in sleep. after his accession to the 
throne in 1512, he surveyed “all the exquisite books kept 
in the imperial Treasury (ḫizāne-i ʿāmire), casting a 

seal in conjunction with corresponding entries in the 
inventory provides tantalizing clues to manuscript con-
noisseurs with a taste for detective work. apart from its 
addictive potential, such a codicological exercise can 
yield unexpected revelations about the expansive vistas 
and striking exclusions of the palace library collection, 
which was dominated by post-mongol manuscripts 
from the eastern islamic lands.

The brief arabic preface of mS Török f. 59 corrobo-
rates bayezid ii’s agency in shaping the conceptual 
framework of the palace library inventory. This docu-
ment bears witness to a systematic reorganization and 
itemized classification of books in the inner Treasury, 
whose collection of objects had been recatalogued a 
year earlier, in 907 (1502). Shortly thereafter, the sultan 
commissioned two multivolume dynastic histories, cul-
minating in his own reign, from the scholars İdris bidli-
si and Kemalpaşazade (ibn Kemal), which were written 
in persian and ottoman Turkish, respectively. The for-
mer work was completed in 911 (1506), and the latter in 
916 (1510); therefore, they are missing from mS Török f. 
59.117 These histories celebrated the consolidation of 
bayezid ii’s imperial rule after the elimination of the 
rival contender to the throne, prince cem (d. 1495), and 
the victorious conclusion of an ottoman-venetian naval 
war (1499–1503). it was in the same context of confi-
dence that bayezid commissioned the library inventory.

The multilingual bidlisi, who had formerly served as 
secretary (munshī) to the last aqqoyunlu Turkmen rul-
ers, wrote mostly in persian but also in arabic and Turk-
ish. he joined bayezid’s court shortly after the 
aqqoyunlu capital Tabriz fell in 1501 to the Safavid ruler 
Shah ismaʿil i (r. 1501–24). leaving Tabriz around 1502, 
he dedicated three early works to bayezid ii just before 
mS Török f. 59 was completed. The palace library inven-
tory lists only these three books, which bidlisi presented 
to the sultan in 1503, prior to being commissioned to 
write his multivolume ottoman dynastic history around 
1504 (22 {12–13}, 144 {4–5}, 194 {13–14}). like müʾey-
yedzade, the aforementioned scholar-statesman of 
bayezid ii’s court, bidlisi had studied in Shiraz with 
dawani. Two of the latter’s works in persian are featured 
in the palace library inventory: six copies of dawani’s 
world-famous manual on ethics (114 {2–7}) dedicated to 
the aqqoyunlu ruler uzun hasan (r. 1453–78), and a 
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preface in smaller naskh script (12 {10}). it specifies that 
“this lowly slave [and he is the author of this register, not 
its transcriber]” (al-ʿabdu al-ḥaqīru [wa-huwa muʾallifu 
al-daftari lā kāti buhu]), obeyed the sultan’s command 
and finished the inventory in 908 (1502–3). The note also 
confirms that ʿ atufi worked with one or more assistants 
who were scribes (kātib). indeed, two scribes were as-
signed to İdris bidlisi for transcribing clean copies of his 
drafts between 1504 and 1506, when he was writing his 
multivolume ottoman dynastic history in persian com-
missioned by bayezid ii.123

another revealing entry i noticed in the inventory 
indicates that bayezid ii’s famous chancellor Tacizade 
caʿfer Çelebi had passed away, by the addition of the 
pious phrase “may God’s mercy be upon him” next 
to his name. This is perplexing because Tacizade was 
executed by Selim i in 1515, long after ʿatufi had com-
piled the book inventory. The entry refers to Tacizade 
as the deceased translator of a history book on the 
kings of ancient persia: Tarjamatu Kitābi al-muʿjami 
bi-al-tur kiyyati li-Tāj-zādah -raḥimahu Allāhu taʿālā- fī 
al-tawārīkhi (Translation of Kitāb al-Muʿjam into Turk-
ish by the late Tacizade—may God bless his Soul—on 
history, 185 {5}). The full title and author of this work are 
not specified, but fehmi Karatay’s catalogue of Turkish 
manuscripts kept at the Topkapı palace museum library 
identifies the extant volume as an abridged translation 
of Sharaf al-din fadl allah al-Qazwini’s (d. 1329) Kitāb 
al-muʿjam fi āthār mulūk al-ʿajam (book of the alpha-
betically arranged deeds by the [ancient] Kings of per-
sia), which had been translated by order of bayezid ii, 
as indicated in the manuscript’s dedication medallion 
(fol. 1a). Since Qazwini’s history in persian was trans-
lated into Turkish by Sarıca Kemal (d. after 1489), the 
inventory’s entry may have misidentified the translator, 
unless Tacizade had retranslated it.124 

The title listed in ʿatufi’s inventory is repeated ver-
batim, including the pious phrase at the end, above the 
manuscript’s opening page (fol. 1a) and on the authentic 
rectangular paper label pasted on the flap of its bind-
ing (appendix iii: 44, pl. 21 [1–4]). This suggests that 
the volume must have been catalogued after Tacizade’s 
death in 1515. The entry nevertheless concerns a book 
dedicated to bayezid ii that is stamped at the beginning 
and end (fols. 1a, 132a) with his seal, which could not 

quick glance on each, one by one, from beginning to 
end.”121 

The book inventory commissioned by bayezid ii 
demonstrates that, long before Selim i’s conquests, a 
considerable collection of arabic, persian, ottoman 
Turkish, and Turkic (mostly chaghatay, with some Qip-
chaq and Tatar) manuscripts had already been assem-
bled at the inner Treasury. These works were acquired 
through diverse channels, ranging from inheritance, 
gifts, and commissions to purchase and booty. Some of 
them were likely brought by rulers, princes, nobles, 
scholars, calligraphers, and artists who had immigrated 
to the ottoman lands. ʿatufi’s inventory reveals that in 
addition to their patronage of manuscripts produced in 
their own court scriptorium, the ottoman sultans were 
prodigious book collectors. This predilection, which was 
also shared by the ruling elites, eventually turned istan-
bul into the foremost international market for books in 
the middle east. books plundered during periods of up-
heaval in iran and central asia often flowed to the ot-
toman capital, where they would be clandestinely sold. 
a telling episode shows how a rare manuscript that had 
been brought to istanbul and purchased for mehmed 
ii’s imperial treasury (ḫāzīne-i ʿāmire) was eventually 
returned to ʿ ali-Shir Navaʾi in herat in 1485, when it was 
revealed in the bursa shariʿa court to have been stolen 
from the endowed manuscripts of the Timurid ruler 
Shahrukh mirza.122 

as noted earlier, the date ʿ atufi provides in his arabic 
preface, 908 (1502–3), differs from that of the two arabic 
chronograms on the first page of the inventory, which 
give the completion date as 909 (1503–4). This time lag 
is consistent with the explicit reference on that page to 
the inventory’s transcription from a rough draft into a 
clean copy (1 {8–9}), after which time supplementary 
annotations and corrections appear to have been added. 
a note written in two lines of smaller naskh script in the 
same hand, inserted by ʿatufi at the lower right corner 
of this first page, reads: “it [presumably the double chro-
nogram] was composed and written by the lowly author 
of this honorable register” (ʿanshaʾahū wa-ḥarrarahū al-
ḥaqīru muʿallifu hādhā al-daftari al-khaṭīri, 1 {19–20}). 
however, the inventory itself was apparently tran-
scribed in a different hand than that of its author, ʿ atufi, 
as is implied by an interlinear note added to the arabic 
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a few add-ons in a different taʿlīq hand are identifiable 
at the end of several subsections.125 

other perplexing entries that may be spotted by re-
searchers in the future will require a more detailed ex-
amination of ʿatufi’s inventory and the corresponding 
extant manuscripts.126 although the Tacizade entry 
raises the possibility that another clean copy of the in-
ventory could have been made during Selim i’s sultan-
ate, perhaps due to wear and tear of the original over the 
course of about a decade, this seems quite unlikely. The 
contents of ʿatufi’s inventory do not appear to have 
been changed significantly, except for minor updates 
and emendations. Such an inference is supported by the 
fact that none of the ottoman dynastic chronicles writ-
ten after the inventory’s preparation, including those by 
Kemalpaşazade and İdris bidlisi mentioned earlier, are 
listed in mS Török f. 59. Nor do we find any reference 
whatsoever to the names of later sultans who succeeded 
bayezid ii. The inner Treasury’s book collection no 
doubt continued to grow during the last decade of 
bayezid’s reign, after the completion of the library in-
ventory. Some of the new acquisitions were presented 
to the sultan as gifts, in return for which he bestowed 
awards that are recorded in the aforesaid İnʿāmāt Defteri 
(register of rewards) covering the period between 909 
(1503–4) and 917 (1512), starting with the year ʿatufi fin-
ished the clean copy of the library inventory.127 how-
ever, the sample of books i examined at the Topkapı 
library reveals that works written after 1503–4, which are 
included in zeynep atbaş’s list of extant volumes 
stamped with bayezid ii’s seal (appendix i), are consis-
tently missing from ʿ atufi’s inventory (see my appendix 
iii). 

various annotations added to the only surviving 
clean copy of mS Török f. 59 attest to the practical as-
pect of this somewhat fluid document, which was meant 
to serve successive librarians as a functional tool for re-
cording newly acquired, given away, and checked out 
volumes of the royal library. Nevertheless, the extant 
copy of ʿatufi’s inventory does not appear to have been 
used extensively, judging by its nearly pristine condi-
tion. This suggests that separate documents were sub-
sequently deployed to record the lending and gifting of 
the royal library’s holdings after ʿatufi left his post as 
librarian in 1504. additional acquisitions were probably 

have been used after the sultan’s death in 1512. it can be 
hypothesized, then, that the volume had been stamped 
with bayezid’s seal  during his reign, but it was not in-
cluded in ʿatufi’s inventory for some reason. curiously, 
the volume’s flyleaf has a shorter title written above 
it, without the name of Tacizade or the pious phrase 
showing that he had died (appendix iii: 44, pl. 21 [2]): 
Tarjumah-i Tārīkh-i muʿjam bi-al-turkiyya (Translation 
of Tārīkh-i muʿjam into Turkish). a variant title written 
under this flyleaf title in an elegant monumental cur-
sive script mentions Tacizade, but it does not refer to 
his death: Mukhtaṣar-i Tārīkh-i Waṣṣāf-i Turkī, tarjuma-i 
Tāj-zāda (abridgement of wassaf’s history in Turkish, 
translated by Tacizade). however, as noted above, Kara-
tay identifies the author of the persian text as Qazwini, 
rather than wassaf. 

closer scrutiny of the two-line title on fol. 1a referring 
to Tacizade’s death indicates that an earlier title under 
it was carefully erased. at the end of the first line, the 
barely legible last word of the erased former title reads 
Waṣṣāf, an error that was corrected and replaced with 
the new title that also appears in the inventory. hence, 
the two variant titles on the flyleaf were in all likeli-
hood written earlier than the one on fol. 1a and on the 
sticky label of the binding. This last version, matching 
verbatim the entry in the inventory, omits the author’s 
name and identifies the translator as Tacizade (though 
whether or not this was a misidentification requires fur-
ther research).

while the puzzling entry appears to be indistinguish-
able from the rest of the inventory, it may well have 
been added to the clean copy of ʿatufi’s inventory (com-
pleted in 1503–4) by a scribe in a similar naskh script 
after Tacizade’s death in 1515, when the previously over-
looked volume was perhaps catalogued. indeed, this 
entry comes at the very end of a subsection of the inven-
tory followed by blank lines, where it was probably in-
serted because the book had been translated for bayezid 
ii, dedicated to him, and stamped twice with his seal. 
Such empty spaces in the inventory not only divide the 
subject groupings of the book collection into subsec-
tions, but also anticipate the library’s future growth. 
These spaces indicate that the inventory’s contents were 
intended to be updated by adding new items, but only 
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able to identify one of these volumes with certainty and 
can suggest possible candidates for some of the others: 

1) Kitābu aḥādītha fī al-miʿrāji muṣawwarun, 39 {15}, listed 
among books on hadith: possibly a chaghatay Turkic 
Miʿrājnāma in uyghur script produced in Timurid herat in 
1436–37, which features paintings identified by marginal 
annotations in ottoman Turkish and arabic, although it is 
not stamped with bayezid ii’s seal. it lacks its opening page 
with assigned title, as well as the sticky label of its binding 
(bibliothèque nationale de france, paris, Supplément Turc 
190).130 

2) Sulāymānnāmah al-muṣawwaru fī al-tawārīkhi, 178 {5}, 
listed among books on history: perhaps uzun firdevsi’s 
incomplete Turkish Süleymānnāme, dated 1490 and dedi-
cated to bayezid ii, though not stamped with his seal. The 
pages with seal impressions may have been removed when 
the manuscript received its new binding, at which time all 
pages were cropped to fit the binding (dublin, chester be-
atty library, T. 406).131 

3) Kitābu Kalīla wa-Dimna al-muṣawwaru fī al-tawārīkhi, 
189 {10}, listed among books on history, presumably in 
arabic. 

4) Kitābu Kalīla wa-Dimna al-muṣawwaru bi-al-fārisiyyati 
fī al-tawārīkhi, 189 {11–12}, listed among books on history: 
probably not the persian copy made in Timurid herat and 
dedicated to prince baysunghur in 1429 (TSmK, r. 1022). 
Stamped with bayezid ii’s seal (on fols. 1a and 146b), it 
lacks a sticky label on its binding, and the abbreviated title 
above its opening page comes close to, but does not ex-
actly match, the entry in ʿatufi’s inventory. This Timurid 
manuscript’s variant title Kitābu Kalīla wa-Dimna fī al-
tawārīkhi omits the phrase al-muṣawwaru bi-al-fārisiyyati. 
Therefore, this is more likely one of the five other manu-
scripts listed in the inventory, which lack references to il-
lustrations and have exactly the same title (189 {7–8, 
11}).132 

5) Kitābu tawārīkha muṣawwarun bi-al-fārisiyyati, 191 {5}, 
listed among books on history.

6) Kitābu farāʾidi al-sulūki al-muṣawwaru fī umūri al-salṭa-
nati, 197 {4}, listed among books on rulership.133 

7) Kitābu bāznāmah muṣawwarun bi-al-fārisiyyati, min 
qibali umūri al-riyāsati, 199 {18}, listed among books per-
taining to rulership.

8) Kitāb-i shāhnāmah-i muṣawwar, 240 {9}, listed among 
persian divans and versified books: probably not the Shāh-
nāmah of firdawsi, dated 895 (1490) and made in aqqo-
yunlu Shiraz, which is stamped with bayezid ii’s seal on 

recorded in specific registers of sub-collections annexed 
to the original core collection catalogued by ʿ atufi. That 
these sub-collections were likely kept in their own indi-
vidual cupboards is implied by a register at the palace 
archives, which records some books that had been 
checked out from the inner Treasury by murad iii. vol-
umes handed over to him in 1588–89 via one of the privy 
chamber dwarfs included “an anthology from the cup-
board of books that came with the felicitous sultan,” that 
is, from the provincial capital manisa where murad iii 
had resided as a prince. a second anthology he request-
ed at that time was “from the cupboard of books that 
came with the late Sultan Selim [ii] from the prince ly 
province [i.e., manisa].” This register shows that some 
special new collections were kept intact in designated 
cupboards. The same register lists a Qurʾan given by a 
different dwarf “to be read by the junior lady” (küçük 
ḫānım) in ramadan 1589.128 

That women of the imperial harem had access to 
 inner Treasury books is also confirmed by an earlier reg-
ister dated 1557–58, which refers to a copy of the ʿ Antar-
nāma (The romance of ʿantar) in three volumes loaned 
to the “senior lady” (büyük ḫānım).129 Six multivolume 
arabic and Turkish copies of this chivalric romance by 
ʿantar ibn Shaddad, the heroic pre-islamic arab war-
rior-poet and adamant lover of ʿabla, are listed in the 
palace library inventory (188 {3–7}). of these, only one 
comprises a set of three deluxe volumes in Turkish, 
which must be the copy borrowed by that senior lady: 
Kitābun fākhirun fī Qiṣṣati ʿAntar bi-al-turkiyyati fī tha-
lātha mujalladātin (a luxurious book on the Story of 
ʿAntar in Turkish in three volumes, 188 {6–7}). 

it is rather disappointing for the art historian that 
ʿatufi’s inventory only identifies ten books as illustrated 
(muṣawwar). These are a compendium of hadith on the 
prophet’s ascension (Miʿrājnāmah), a book of Solomon 
(Sulāymānnāmah), two copies of ibn al-muqaffaʿ’s (d. 
756?) mirror for princes called Kalīla wa Dimna, an un-
named history in persian, a book pertaining to rulership, 
a treatise in persian on falconry (Bāznāmah), a persian 
book of Kings (Shāhnāmah), a persian mathnawi by 
ʿassar Tabrizi (d. ca. 1390) titled Mihr u Mushtarī (Sun 
and Jupiter), and an Automata of badiʿ al-zaman abu 
al-ʿizz ismaʿil b. al-razzaz al-Jazari (fl. twelfth century). 
Through codicological examination i have only been 
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with illuminations, 255 {19}, 256 {1}). in a few instances 
drawings are mentioned within the title, as in Kitābun 
fī nuqūshi al-aḥjāri wa-manāfiʿihā (a book with draw-
ings of Stones and Their benefits), 201 {13–14}; Ṣuwaru 
ālāti al-ḥarbi (figures of war machines, 196 {6}); and in 
geography books illustrated with maps (ṣuwar, taṣwīr, 
ashkāl) such as those of al-istakhri (d. 957) and ptolemy, 
202 {10–14}, 203 {4–9}.

There is generally a perfect or near-perfect match be-
tween titles in ʿatufi’s inventory and those written on 
the opening pages and binding flaps of extant manu-
scripts. Therefore, the librarian’s omission of systematic 
references to illustrations in book titles may have been 
partly conditioned by his practical concern for abbre-
viation. This omission also hints at the secondary status 
of illustrations with respect to subject matter, which 
constituted the main focus of ʿatufi’s classificatory sys-
tem. physical examination of manuscripts reveals that 
many more illustrated books were included in the in-
ventory—particularly in the sciences, literature, and 
history—that have not been identified as such in ʿ atufi’s 
entries.137 

extant illustrated books stamped with bayezid ii’s 
seal that are listed in the inventory without reference to 
their illustrations include rashid al-din fadl allah al-
hamadhani’s (d. 1318) Tansūkhnāmah-i Īlkhān (Treasure 
book of the ilkhan), an ilkhanid treatise on chinese 
medicine copied in 1313;138 the early thirteenth-century 
manuscript of ayyuqi’s romance of Warqa wa-Gul-
shāh;139 the arabic translation of dioscorides’s De Ma-
teria Medica (on medical materials) dated 1228;140 and 
the late thirteenth-century pierpont morgan library 
copy of ibn bakhtishu’s “book of benefits of animals” in 
persian.141 another renowned illustrated manuscript 
stamped with bayezid ii’s seal is the freer Gallery copy 
of the divan of Sultan ahmad Jalayir (d. 1410), who had 
sought refuge from Timur’s siege of baghdad at the ot-
toman sultan bayezid i’s (d. 1403) court. its lavishly il-
luminated second version is at the Turkish and islamic 
art museum in istanbul. both manuscripts were prob-
ably among the three copies with identical titles, listed 
as Dīwān-i Sulṭān Aḥmad in the library inventory.142 
whether we can presume that the acquisition of these 
volumes and others could go back that far is an open 
question.

fols. 1a and 584a (istanbul university library, f. 1407). The 
title on its opening page, Kitāb shāhnāmah, differs from the 
one assigned by ʿ atufi, which ends with the word muṣawwar. 
besides, it lacks a sticky label on its original leather binding 
embossed with a longer title identifying the author.134

9) Kitāb-i Mihr u Mushtarī muṣawwarun, 251 {17}, listed 
among persian divans and versified books: probably not 
the copy of this work by ʿassar Tabrizi made in aqqoyunlu 
Shiraz in 1482, which is dedicated to bayezid ii and 
stamped with his seal on fols. 1a and 191b. it lacks a title 
assigned by ʿatufi on its opening page and has no sticky 
label on its binding (TSmK, a. 3563). perhaps the manu-
script listed in the inventory is the illustrated copy at the 
Süleymaniye library (fatih 4130), dated dhu’l hijja 894 
(November–october 1489), which lacks its opening pages 
that would have been inscribed by ʿatufi, but it is stamped 
with bayezid ii’s seal at the end (fol. 221a).135 

10) Kitābun muṣawwarun li-l-Raʾīs al-Jazarī fī al-sanāʾiʿi al-
ʿajībati wa-al-ḥiyali, 310 {11–12}, listed among books on 
wondrous mechanical arts/automata and engineering feats: 
confidently identifiable as TSmK, h. 414, whose slightly 
cropped title above fol. 1a exactly matches the entry in the 
inventory. under the cropped title is written a variant title 
with the same words in a different order: Kitābun li-l-Raʾīs 
al-Jazarī al-muṣawwarun fī al-sanāʾiʿi al-ʿajībati wa-al-ḥiyali. 
This volume is stamped with bayezid ii’s seal on fols. 1a 
and 174a, but it no longer preserves a sticky label on its 
binding. another illustrated copy of al-Jazari’s work (TSmK, 
a. 3472) produced at diyarbakır in 602 (1205–6) is also 
stamped with bayezid ii’s seal (fols. 1a, 179a), but its title 
lists the author’s name differently without mentioning il-
lustrations: Kitābu Abī al-ʿIzz al-Jazarī fī al-umūri al-ʿajībati 
wa-al-ḥiyali (fol. 1a). This variant title corresponds verba-
tim to that of another volume listed in ʿatufi’s inventory 
(201 {16}), whose abbreviated title on the renewed sticky 
label of its binding is Kitābu al-hiyali li-Abī al-ʿIzz.136 

To these ten manuscripts specified as “illustrated” in the 
inventory, one can add a few other entries alluding to 
anthologies with painted images that have yet to be 
identified. one of these is an oversize album referred to 
as Kitābun kabīrun fī awwaliḥi qaṣāʾidu wa-fīḥi taṣāwīru 
kathīratun ʿajībatun (a large book with Qasidas in the 
beginning and containing many wondrous figural 
representations, 257 {5–6}). another anthology is de-
scribed as Kitābun fīhi daʿawātun wa-ashʿārun wa-
Qaṣīdatu Burda wa-Rasāʾilu wa-taṣāwīru gharībatun 
bi-al-tadhhībi (a book with prayers, poems, a Qasida 
burda, epistles, and curious figural representations 
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manuscript’s production in favor of the years between 
ca. 1486 and 1503–4.145

Sara Nur yıldız has identified another version of this 
Shāhnāmah (cambridge university library, or. 196, fols. 
2a–105b), which is the same work except that its intro-
duction is slightly different, and its colophon provides 
the completion date of 891 (1486), which is missing from 
the undated Topkapı version. The author of the cam-
bridge manuscript, which lacks seal impressions of 
bayezid ii and an authentic sticky label on its binding, 
identifies himself as Āhī (fol. 3a, line 1) and calls his work 
a Shāhnāmah in the colophon (fol. 104b). while its cal-
ligraphy and binding seem original, the spaces that are 
reserved in it for illustrations were apparently filled 
later with paintings in a Qajar-like style. interestingly, 
an incomplete draft of the same work with deleted lines, 
interpolations, and spaces reserved in it for illustrations 
marked as maḥall-i taṣvīr, has been identified by zeren 
Tanındı in the Süleymaniye library (fatih 4092, fols. 
53b–140a). Tanındı points out that the author, named 
malik-zadah mahmud, was an émigré from herat who 
first joined prince bayezid’s court in amasya and then 
moved with him to istanbul.146 This undated early draft, 
once again referring to the author’s pen name as Āhī (fol. 
54b), is a close variant that deserves to be studied in 
relation to the two later versions of the same work.147 
darwish mahmud bin ʿabdullah Naqqash, who signed 
the colophon of the somewhat humble Topkapı manu-
script, has convincingly been identified as both its scribe 
and painter (fol. 98b, fig. 12d). he had formerly worked 
at the court scriptorium of the aqqoyunlu ruler yaʿqub 
beg (r. 1478–90) in Tabriz, due to which his persianate 
painting style differs from the europeanizing manner of 
his ottoman colleagues.

The rectangular sticky label on the binding of the 
Topkapı Shāhnāmah is authentic, judging by its old pa-
per and miniscule naskh script (figs. 12e, 12f). Several 
other manuscripts with titles matching those of ʿatufi’s 
inventory feature similar original rectangular labels on 
their binding flaps, written in tiny script (appendix iii: 
pl. 1 [3], 2 [2], 6 [2], 9 [3], 18 [3], 20 [3], 21 [4], 22 [3], 23 
[3]). unfortunately, some volumes cited in the inven-
tory no longer preserve their opening and last pages 
with seals, or their original bindings. moreover, not all 
of the somewhat crude sticky labels of cut paper on ex-

besides such celebrated manuscripts, the inventory 
lists a surgical atlas in Turkish without mention of its 
illustrations: a copy of the Cerrāhiyye-i Ḫāniyye (The 
ilkhanid Surgery book) dedicated to mehmed ii in 870 
(1465–66). its author, Şerefeddin Sabuncuoğlu (d. after 
1468), was a physician-surgeon practicing at the amasya 
hospital built in 1308 during the ilkhanid period.143 an-
other volume whose illustrations are not cited by ʿatufi 
is an anonymous arabic treatise on hydraulic automata 
(pneumatics), attributed to the banu musa brothers of 
ninth-century baghdad, titled Kitābun fī al-ḥiyali wa-al-
umūri al-ʿajībati fī ʿamali ālāti al-māʾi (a book on me-
chanics and wondrous matters in the practice of 
hydraulic machines). illustrated with some figural im-
ages whose faces have been deliberately effaced, this 
manuscript copy, probably from the fourteenth century, 
bears seal impressions of bayezid ii (appendix iii: 35, pl. 
14 [1–2]).144 

an additional illustrated manuscript to which baye-
zid ii’s librarian assigned a title with no mention of its 
paintings is a versified history in persian, covering the 
early years of this sultan’s reign from 1481 up to 1485 (figs. 
12a–f). in the manuscript’s illuminated heading on fol. 
2b the work is identified by its author, whose pen name 
was formerly thought to be Ummī, as Shāhnāmah az 
guftār-i Malik-i Āhī (a Shāhnāmah recounted by malik 
ahi, figs. 12b, 12c). Stamped with bayezid ii’s seal on its 
first and last pages (figs. 12a, 12d), the manuscript pre-
serves the original rectangular sticky label pasted along 
the fore-edge of the flap of its binding that reads, Naẓmu 
Qiṣṣah-i Sulṭān Bāyezīd Khān -khallada Allāhu taʿālā 
khilāfatahu (versified Story of Sultan bayezid Khan, 
may God make his caliphate everlasting, figs. 12e, 12f). 
The same title appears in ʿatufi’s inventory under the 
section on persian divans and versified books (249 {19}, 
appendix iii: 48). differing from the title specified by 
the author ahi, the one given by ʿ atufi is repeated above 
the manuscript’s opening page (fol. 1a) except for the 
pious phrase at the end, which is omitted: Naẓmu 
Qiṣṣah-i Sulṭān Bāyezīd Khān (fig. 12a). The Shāhnāmah 
of ahi dedicated to bayezid ii (on fols. 13b and 97a–98b) 
must therefore have entered the imperial library collec-
tion before or around the time ʿatufi prepared the in-
ventory. hence, one can discount a later date for this 
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figs. 12a–f. istanbul TSmK, h. 1123, persian Shāhnāmah of bayezid ii by malik-i ahi. [12a] opening page (fol. 1a) with the 
title assigned by ʿatufi and bayezid ii’s almond-shaped seal. [12b] illuminated headpiece with the author’s original title (fol. 
2b). [12c] page with the author’s pen name Āhī spelled in the first line, and ahmed iii’s almond-shaped seal (fol. 3a). [12d] 
final page (fol. 98b) with bayezid ii’s seal and colophon signed by the painter-calligrapher. 

a b

c d
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figs. 12e, 12f. leather binding with authentic rectangular sticky label on its flap. istanbul TSmK, h. 1123. (photos: Topkapı 
palace museum library)

e

f
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mS Török f. 59 attests to the universalistic ambitions 
behind the ottoman palace library, which contains 
manuscripts classified under all fields of knowledge as 
the embodiment of an encyclopedic ideal. This docu-
ment unsettles the long-held assumption that interest 
in such a wide range of humanistic subjects had van-
ished in the “post-classical” islamic world (after ca. 
1200), a conclusion largely informed by the relative nar-
rowness of madrasa curricula. The inventory confirms 
that books excluded from the curriculum of religious 
institutions nevertheless circulated in private and com-
mercial realms. in addition to its astonishing diversity, 
the ottoman palace library collection stands out for the 
sheer quantity and quality of its holdings, as well as for 
its inventory in arabic, which remained the universal 
language of islam and cosmopolitan scholarship, de-
spite the rising status of vernacular languages in the 
early modern era. in contemporary europe, too, latin 
was still the standard in significant private libraries, 
with vernacular languages amounting to “no more than 
a tenth to a third” of their collections in the late fifteenth 
century.148 

Straddling the late medieval and early modern ages, 
the reigns of mehmed ii and bayezid ii marked a time 
when ottoman cultures of knowledge dynamically ab-
sorbed currents not only from the latin west, but espe-
cially from the mamluk, Turkmen, and Timurid realms 
through both émigré and local rumi scholars who had 
studied abroad in those regions. although relatively few 
intellectual interactions with the islamic west have 
been documented, the exodus of muslim and Jewish 
scholars from al-andalus further expanded the cultural 
horizons of the ottoman palace library from 1492 on-
ward, as signaled above by the presence of a maghribi 
keeper of books in bayezid ii’s service in 1505–6.149

The library inventory also testifies to a previously un-
derestimated connectivity with the indian ocean world, 
particularly the deccan. it is noteworthy to find among 
its entries two works in persian on literary prose by Kh-
waja mahmud Gawan Gilani, an iranian merchant who 
immigrated to india in 1453, the year mehmed ii cap-
tured constantinople, and died in the same year as the 
ottoman sultan, in 1481. This author became the chief 
court merchant (malik al-tujjār, prince of merchants) 
of the deccani bahmanid Sultanate and was eventually 

tant bindings have survived. Nor do the remaining la-
bels have the same type of paper, shape, and hand writing. 
unlike the authentic, small rectangular labels with tiny 
script, larger labels with cartouche-shaped, rounded, or 
triangular endpoints were added by subsequent librar-
ians to replace damaged binding labels (appendix iii: 
pl. 4 [3], 5 [2], 8 [3], 9 [2], 12 [4], 13 [3], 14 [2], 15 [2]). The 
latter generally have variant titles written in monumen-
tal naskh or nastaʿlīq script on relatively new paper. 
These titles often list the number of lines per page and 
rarely mention affiliated disciplines, unlike the original 
rectangular sticky labels attributable to ʿatufi or his as-
sistants.

This means that reconstructing with certainty the 
holdings of the palace library in the year 1502–3 (allow-
ing for minor revisions and additions to the inventory 
in and around 1503–4) requires not only identifying 
bayezid ii’s seal impressions on extant manuscripts, but 
also establishing that the titles written on their opening 
pages and binding flaps correspond exactly or very 
closely to the entries in ʿatufi’s inventory. verifying a 
perfect or nearly perfect fit through codicological ex-
amination opens the way to answering other kinds of 
questions regarding the biographies of manuscripts 
catalogued in mS Török f. 59, including their date, prov-
enance, patronage, and circulation, which may provide 
important insights to historians of art and intellectual 
culture. 

parT iii: The palace library collecTioN 

Cultural Pluralism: Remarkable Manuscripts Associated 
with Mehmed II and Bayezid II

in this concluding part focusing on highlights from the 
palace library collection, i assess some telling traces left 
in the inventory’s pages that bear witness to the court 
cultures and personal proclivities of the library’s two 
successive founders, mehmed ii and bayezid ii. The im-
perial cosmopolitanism of the inventory stands in con-
trast to the relative “parochialism” of the few surviving 
medieval islamic library catalogues and book lists, 
which are dominated by the works of local scholars. 
with its dialectic between transregional and indigenous 
perspectives, the manuscript collection catalogued in 
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The fluidity of transregional cultural interchanges 
between the ottoman domains and the eastern islamic 
lands would gradually diminish after the establishment 
of the Shiʿi Safavid state in iran (1501), which intensified 
the process of Sunnitization between the reigns of 
bayezid ii, Selim i, and Süleyman i. This development 
was accompanied by the absorption of the mamluk 
Sulta nate into the ottoman empire (1516–17), the 
 por tuguese domination of the indian ocean, and the 
pro gressively eroding cultural memory of the presti-
gious Timurid tradition following the demise of Sultan 
husayn bayqara (d. 1506) in herat. The foundation of a 
record number of madrasas in istanbul and in other ma-
jor cities of the empire starting with the reign of meh-
med ii contributed to the synthesis of transregional 
intellectual traditions with local rumi ones, giving rise 
to growing ottomanization during the Süleymanic age 
and beyond. The late sixteenth-century linguistic Turki-
fication of ottoman intellectual culture, in turn, coin-
cided with the emergence of a new chapter of enhanced 
connectivity among the increasingly persophone courts 
of the Safavids, mughals, and deccani Sultanates. The 
pluralism of the book collection catalogued by ʿatufi 
therefore brings into clearer focus the potentialities of 
a path not followed by later ottoman sultans, whose 
court cultures drifted away from multilingualism and 
initiated the codification of less flexible, domesticated 
knowledge systems.

ʿatufi’s deviations from former islamic classifica-
tions of the sciences were in part conditioned by the 
specific contents of the palace library, whose collec-
tion responded to the intellectual orientations of meh-
med ii, bayezid ii, and their courts. in other words, the 
collection and its collectors were inseparable. hence, 
ʿatufi’s classificatory system was not an entirely ab-
stract theoretical construct, as in the case of encyclope-
dic enumerations of the sciences. books collected and 
commissioned by both sultans ranged from standard 
works with a curricular dimension to rare titles that of-
ten reflected their own personal interests. Given that 
this was the collection of an imperial palace library, it 
is only natural that it comprised a large percentage of 
books on rulership, politics, advice, ethics, religion, ju-
risprudence, philology, epistolography, recordkeeping, 
literature, poetry, history, and some courtly pastimes 

promoted to the position of prime minister with the 
honorific title “Khwāja-i Jahān” in the court of muham-
mad Shah iii (r. 1463–82). 

mostly importing horses in return for indian tex-
tiles, the erudite statesman-merchant mahmud Gawan 
engaged in trade with the ottoman territories (diyār-i 
Rūm) during mehmed ii’s reign, as recorded in the bursa 
registers. for instance, in 1479 his three agents arrived in 
bursa via arabia with consignments of “diverse textiles 
and goods” (envāʿ-i aḳmīşe ve emtiʿa). one of the agents 
died there, at the caravansaray of mahmud Gawan’s 
namesake, the learned ottoman grand vizier mahmud 
pasha (d. 1474), where those commodities were being 
traded. Just before mahmud Gawan’s execution in 1481, 
six of his agents came to bursa, where one of them fell ill 
in the same caravansaray; from there, some of the agents 
moved on to the balkans to market their fabrics. The 
palace library inven tory lists mahmud Gawan’s theo-
retical treatise on literary prose and secretarial arts as 
Kitābu manāẓiri al-inshāʾi li-Khwājah-i Jahān (book of 
vistas of prose composition by Khwaja Jahan, 220 {17}), 
along with the collection of his epistolary correspon-
dence, Kitābu riyāḍi al-inshāʾi fārisī li-Maḥmūd al-Gīlānī 
(book of Gardens of prose composition in persian by 
mahmud of Gilan, 220 {14}). The latter includes letters to 
mehmed ii, and another one addressed to his grand vi-
zier mahmud pasha in which the author praises his own 
literary talents and eloquence. after mahmud Gawan’s 
demise, bayezid ii received a bahmanid ambassador at 
edirne in 1485, along with others sent by rulers of the 
mamluk Sultanate (accompanied by the deccani en-
voy), the crimean Khanate, hungary, poland, and puglia 
(in southern italy) in order to congratulate the sultan’s 
recent victories. yet the two manuscripts of mahmud 
Gawan’s works probably entered the ottoman palace 
library under mehmed ii, given that the author’s agents 
regularly visited diyār-i Rūm during the reign of this 
sultan, who was known for his enthusiastic patronage 
of foreigners, particularly scholars and men of persian 
letters. in fact, mehmed ii’s preference for foreign talent 
was jokingly lamented in a Turkish poem presented to 
him by Çatladı Kasım, quoted later by the poet lamiʿi  
(d. 1531): “if you wish to stand in high honor on the 
 sultan’s threshold / you must be a Jew or a persian or a 
Fireng (euro pean)!”150 
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inventory drawn up under bayezid ii, either because the 
latter sultan was less concerned with the burning phil-
osophical-theological questions that deeply preoccu-
pied his father, or because the manuscript was never 
presented to him. Nonetheless, bayezid too sent gifts to 
Jami and in return received qasidas dedicated to him.152 

as is well known, mehmed ii also asked two scholars 
affiliated with the ottoman court to evaluate the ashʿari 
theologian al-Ghazali’s (d. 1111) criticism of philosophers 
in Tahāfut al-falāsifa (The incoherence of the philoso-
phers). in this competition, hocazade muslihuddin 
mustafa b. yusuf (d. 1488) prevailed with a slight margin 
over ʿalaʾ al-din al-Tusi (d. 1482), who showed greater 
lenience toward philosophers. it is thought provoking 
that the palace library inventory lacks an entry on the 
andalusian philosopher ibn rushd’s (averroes) defense 
of aristotelian philosophy, titled Tahāfut al-tahāfut 
(The incoherence of incoherence), against al-Ghazali’s 
polemical work. Several copies of the latter are included 
in the inventory, however, along with the responses to 
this work written for mehmed ii (62 {11–17}, 63 {6–9}, 74 
{10}, 348 {18–19}). ʿatufi even approvingly designates 
one of the copies of Ghazali’s Tahāfut as a work “on the 
annulment of philosophical philosophy” (fī ibṭāli al-
ḥikmati al-falsafiyyati). This copy was bound together in 
a single volume with the philosophical treatises of avi-
cenna and Suhrawardi, along with a work on Sufism by 
ibn al-ʿarabi’s (d. 1240) student Sadr al-din al-Qunawi 
(d. 1274), who settled in Konya (348 {17–19}, 349 {1–2}). 
while averroes’s Tahāfut may have been available out-
side the imperial palace, neither hocazade nor ʿalaʾ al-
din al-Tusi referred to it in their responses to Ghazali’s 
Tahāfut commissioned by mehmed ii. This has given 
rise to a disagreement in scholarship as to whether or 
not averroes’s Tahāfut was known to the ottomans at 
that time. based on ʿ atufi’s inventory, it can be surmised 
that a manuscript of averroes’s work did not exist at the 
palace library of mehmed ii, unless his successor disap-
provingly gave it away. while bayezid ii’s librarian 
maintained a critical distance to books on “philosophi-
cal philosophy,” the culture of debate promoted by 
mehmed ii nonetheless contributed to the accommoda-
tion of works with divergent viewpoints in the palace 
library, which do not appear to have been systemati-
cally censured or purged thereafter.153 

(hunting, falconry, horsemanship, archery, music, and 
chess). 

among the scientific manuscripts at the Topkapı li-
brary prepared during mehmed ii’s reign, which zeynep 
atbaş has examined in her essay in this volume, the larg-
est number of works were on arabic and persian philol-
ogy (27 manuscripts, 10 of which were commissioned 
by the sultan), including lexicons, books of grammar, 
prosody, and rhetoric. The second largest group was on 
wisdom and philosophy (19 manuscripts, 12 of which 
were dedicated to mehmed ii), followed by the third 
major group on medical texts (16 copied for him). ac-
cording to well-known venetian reports soon after the 
fall of constantinople, mehmed ii was tutored daily by 
an arabic-speaking philosopher, and two italian physi-
cians trained in Greek and latin respectively read to him 
ancient and contemporary works on history. mS Török 
f. 59 captures mehmed ii’s penchant for philosophi-
cal and theological debates, as well as his at traction to 
Shihab al-din al-Suhrawardi’s (d. 1191) illu minationist 
(ishrāqī) Neoplatonic mystical philosophy fused with 
philosophical theology. This controversial Sufi phi-
losopher-shaykh had been executed in aleppo for his 
“heretical” works, which cited those of hermes Tris-
megistus, pythagoras, plato, and plotinus. many copies 
of his treatises and their commentaries are included in 
ʿatufi’s inventory, several of which were commissioned 
by mehmed ii or produced during his reign (appendix 
iii: 26 [1–5], pl. 8 [1–3]). while the inventory’s entries on 
philosophy are numerically dominated by avicenna’s 
works and their commentaries, the second largest group 
consists of Suhrawardi’s treatises with accompanying 
commentaries.151 

mehmed ii was unsuccessful in his attempt to recruit 
the Naqshbandi Sufi litterateur and scholar ʿabd al-
rahman Jami, who was on his way back from the hajj to 
the Timurid capital herat, to the ottoman court in 1474. 
but later, the sultan sent a gift-bearing embassy to he-
rat, requesting that Jami write a work assessing the re-
spective positions of philosophers, theologians, and 
Sufis on a specific list of metaphysical questions that 
had been debated for centuries. in response to this re-
quest, Jami wrote The Precious Pearl, which only reached 
istanbul shortly after the sultan’s death in 1481. The work 
commissioned by mehmed ii is missing from the library 
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(alchimia). bayezid was also held to be “exceptionally 
well-read in his [religious] law (doctissimo ne la sua 
leze), astrology (astrologia), and theology (theologia), 
and continually studied (studia continuamente)” works 
by arab, persian, and other muslim authors.154

interestingly, the library inventory cites a book on 
holy warfare authored with literary skill by the sultan 
himself, Risālatu Sulṭān al-Salāṭin Sulṭān Bāyezīd Khān 
-zīdat saʿādatahu fī al-dārayni- muṣannaʿatan fī al-
jihādi (Treatise of the Sultan of Sultans, Sultan bayezid 
Khan— may his bliss be increased in both worlds—
artistically fashioned on Jihad, 214 {15–17}). while this 
work has not yet come to light, an arabic commentary 
on hadith concerning belief and jihad that the preacher 
ʿatufi dedicated to bayezid ii in 1511 still exists in the 
Topkapı library, hinting at the sultan’s abiding interest 
in this subject. it has been observed that Sinan pasha, 
the tutor-cum-vizier of mehmed ii, mostly wrote arabic 
treatises on the mathematical sciences, jurisprudence, 
and theology during his pupil’s reign, whereas under 
bayezid ii’s rule he authored Turkish works on the lives 
of saints, religion, and Sufism. This change in orienta-
tion may have been a response to the differing priorities 
of intellectual culture during each sultan’s reign, in con-
junction with shifting factional rivalries and political 
circumstances. The relative fall from favor of “philoso-
phers” (müte felsefīn), who had previously overshadowed 
legal scholars, and the concomitant rise of studies on 
islamic “jurisprudence” (fıḳh) under bayezid ii is alluded 
to in a Turkish letter by Ghulam Sinan (d. 1506). The 
disgruntled author of that undated letter, written (ca. 
1495–96) shortly after the execution of the supposedly 
heretical former palace librarian molla lutfi, had been 
a student of the mathematician-astronomer ʿali Qushji 
(d. 1474) in istanbul. in 1485 he dedicated to bayezid ii a 
commentary on the astronomy treatise his teacher ʿali 
Qushji had presented to mehmed ii more than a decade 
before, in 1473 (appendix iii: 27).155

dominated by religious sciences and Sufism, books in 
the palace library that were written for bayezid ii also 
encompassed astronomy-astrology, mechanics, medi-
cine, literature, and history. according to the essay by 
zeynep atbaş in this volume, among extant scientific 
works produced for and dedicated to bayezid ii, those 
on astrology-astronomy constituted the largest group 

mehmed ii composed Turkish poems collected, per-
haps posthumously, in a divan that is conspicuously 
missing from the palace library inventory. among un-
identified literary works associated with mehmed ii, 
ʿatufi cites a compendium in the sultan’s own handwrit-
ing under books on rhetoric, titled Majmūʿatun fī al-
nawādiri wa-al-fawāʾidi bi-khaṭṭi al-Sulṭān al-maghfūri 
al-marḥūmi Meḥemmed Khān -ṭāba tharāhu- (a com-
pendium of witticisms and wise Sayings in the hand-
writing of the late Sultan mehmed Khan, may his Grave 
be pleasant, 218 {7–8}). another intriguing unknown 
work is an epistle in Turkish verse that combines an en-
comium of mehmed ii with a eulogy of his new mosque 
in istanbul (Risālatun fī madḥi Meḥemmed Khān -ṭāba 
tharāhu- wa-madḥu al-jāmiʿi al-jadīdi bi-al-turkiyyati al-
manẓūmati, 266 {15–16}). 

also boasting a divan of his own, which is not listed 
in the inventory unlike that of his rival prince cem (244 
{19}), bayezid ii appears to have had somewhat nar-
rower interests compared to those of his father. yet 
his intellectual curiosity was broader than commonly 
imagined, judging from two well-informed ambassa-
dorial reports written at the same time that ʿatufi pre-
pared the library inventory. The 1503 Relazione of the 
venetian ambassador andrea Gritti, who had lived for 
many years in the ottoman capital as a prominent mer-
chant-diplomat, explains that the “pious” (religioso) and 
“melancholic” (melanconica) bayezid, who excelled in 
horse back hunting, “professes to have some knowledge 
of philosophy (filosofia), but above all devotes attention 
to cosmography (cosmografia), in which they say he is 
extremely well-educated (instruittissimo).” according to 
another report by Gritti’s secretary from the same year, 
in which bayezid ii is judged as less “cruel and terrifying” 
(crudo et teribele) than his father, this 63-year-old sultan 
received the venetian ambassador wearing a dark green 
camlet caftan over a likewise dark-colored robe and a 
small turban, “all signs of being devoted to religion” (tut-
ti segni esser dedito a la religione). The secretary notes 
that, though bayezid had given up wine long ago, he 
was unable to abstain from excessive sexual intercourse. 
he adds that the sultan was said to be an expert in ar-
chery, which he practiced constantly, and pursued as a 
hobby the “mechanical arts” (le arte mechanice), includ-
ing carving in carnelian and silver, as well as “alchemy” 
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the “arabs and iranians.” bidlisi contrasted mehmed ii’s 
personal attention to the needs of these intellectuals 
and their direct access to the sultan’s presence with 
bayezid ii’s impersonal and relatively meager patronage 
of foreigners in favor of rumis (ottomans) and convert-
ed slave servants (ḳul).157

The numerous Qurʾans listed in ʿatufi’s inventory in-
clude exquisite copies penned by internationally re-
nowned calligraphers and those attached to bayezid ii’s 
court. The list also features multiple copies of the sura 
al-Anʾām (17 {16–19}, 48 {11–12}). we learn from bayezid 
ii’s abovementioned Genoese page, menavino, that 
forty readers of that sura (called enamcılar) frequented 
the sultan’s residence every morning. each held a book 
while reading the al-Anʾām aloud for about an hour, as 
they sat on their knees in a circle formation at the palace 
mosque: it was believed that all wishes of bayezid ii 
would be fulfilled by having that sura recited forty times 
daily. Some Qurʾan manuscripts are specified in ʿatufi’s 
inventory as including sections on Qurʾanic divination 
(fāl al-Qurʾān). The presence of works on the science of 
magic squares (ʿilm al-wafq) and amulets (al-ḥamāʾil) in 
the inventory’s fourth section (tafṣīl) is noteworthy, es-
pecially since these were not always codices.158 The in-
clusion of multimedia objects inscribed with talismanic 
texts in this section seems to have been conditioned by 
the very nature of those esoteric sciences, which were 
not confined to books. although ʿatufi generally ex-
cludes from the library inventory any items not bound 
as volumes, here he lists many amulets folded in various 
shapes (circular, triangular, square); others written on 
paper or silk; talismanic shirts and a felt cap (45 {7–9}); 
as well as inscribed tablets of silver, copper, and wood 
(45 {18–19}, 46 {1–2, 7–8}). 

The inclusion of talismans among books on religious 
sciences is congruent with the prominence of works 
on occult and esoteric knowledge in the seventeenth 
section of the library inventory, subjects of interest to 
both mehmed ii and bayezid ii. That section contains 
dynastic horoscopes as well as apocalyptic prophecies. 
an anonymously listed example of the latter, datable 
to mehmed’s reign, is titled Kitābu ṣayḥati al-būmi fī 
ḥawādithi al-rūmi min qibali ʿilmi al-jafri wa-al-wafqi 
(The owl’s cry on the events of rome, pertaining to 
the Sciences of letter divination and magic Squares, 

(24 manuscripts). books on history also occupy a promi-
nent place in mS Török f. 59, which is not surprising giv-
en that this  sultan’s reign marked a turning point in the 
development of a dynastic tradition of ottoman histori-
ography in Turkish and persian. likewise, ʿ atufi’s inven-
tory demonstrates the emergence of a nascent tradition 
of Turkish divans in the ottoman court. Never theless, 
the 7-page list of Turkish poetry is overshadowed by 27 
pages on persian poetry. The 27-page-long section on 
arabic poetry, on the other hand, contains a polyglot 
subcategory on arabic, persian, and Turkish/Turkic 
works on literary prose composition (inshāʾ) and manu-
als on secretarial skills.156 

it has been noted that under bayezid ii’s patronage, 
there was a substantial increase in the number of illu-
minated Qurʾans and copies of the sixth sura (al-Anʾām), 
with relatively fewer luxury manuscripts commissioned 
on other subjects in comparison to the deluxe volumes 
created for his father’s treasury in diverse disciplines. 
Qurʾans copied for bayezid ii by Shaykh hamdullah 
eclipsed other manuscript types in the luxury of their 
bindings, illuminations, and calligraphy. The somewhat 
humble appearance of the other manuscripts dedicated 
to this sultan speaks to their predominantly functional 
and educational role. most of them seem to have been 
presented to him as gifts, rather than commissioned by 
order of the royal treasury. compared to the many clas-
sics by well-established medieval islamic authors pro-
duced for his father’s library, the gifts received by 
bayezid were often works by relatively unknown con-
temporary and local authors. This is in keeping with his 
policy of rewarding indigenous and, to a much lesser 
degree, imported talent with donations to promote cul-
tural production within the ottoman domains. by con-
trast, contemporary sources stress mehmed ii’s 
persistent patronage of foreign artists, poets, and schol-
ars: wherever in the world he heard of a man of “out-
standing talent,” the sultan tried to attract him to his 
capital with generous gifts. according to İdris bidlisi, the 
aforesaid Göde ahmed beg (grandson of uzun hasan 
and mehmed ii, and son-in-law of bayezid ii, who brief-
ly possessed the aqqoyunlu throne in 1497) used to 
praise mehmed ii in court gatherings at Tabriz, ap-
plauding his policies, justice, wisdom, and generous 
patronage of émigré scholars and artists from lands of 
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ential ottoman scholars. in keeping with its date of 
compilation, the library inventory lists only two early 
works by mirim Çelebi, who was a contemporary of 
ʿatufi’s and was appointed bayezid ii’s tutor in the 
mathematical sciences around the mid-1490s (98 {14–
15}, 315 {17–18}). commissioned by this sultan, mirim 
Çelebi’s second work is a persian commentary on the 
Timurid ruler ulugh beg’s catalogue of stars. it is record-
ed in the inventory as Sharḥu Zīj-i Ulugh Beg li-Mawlānā 
Mīrim Çelebi -sallamahu Allāhu taʿālā- fī al-nujūmi 
(commentary on the Zīj of ulugh beg by mawlana mi-
rim Çelebi—God almighty Grant him Salvation—on 
astrology, 315 {17–18}). exactly the same title is written 
in the opening page of an autograph manuscript dated 
1499 and stamped with bayezid ii’s seal. Given that the 
multilingual scientist-scholar mirim Çelebi would sub-
sequently engage with ibn al-haytham’s (d. ca. 1040) 
and Kamal al-din al-farisi’s (d. ca. 1318) arabic treatises 
on optics, he most likely consulted the palace library 
copies of these works listed in ʿatufi’s inventory (359 
{7–10}).160 

interestingly, both manuscript copies of al-farisi’s 
arabic book on optics, which revised that of ibn al-hay-
tham, are marked in the inventory’s margin as having 
been “checked out,” which demonstrates that they were 
being consulted by an unidentified reader: Tanqīḥu al-
manāẓiri [maṭlab] (revision of the optics, 359 {8–9}), 
Kitābu tanqīḥi al-manāẓiri min qibali al-ḥikmati [maṭlab] 
(book of the revision of the optics, pertaining to phi-
losophy, 359 {9–10}). instead of classifying this work and 
ibn al-haytham’s work on optics (a discipline combin-
ing physics, metaphysics, and mathematics) under the 
mathematical sciences, ʿatufi lists them in the inven-
tory’s section on philosophy, as books “pertaining to 
philosophy.” one of the two copies of al-farisi’s manu-
scripts is still kept at the Topkapı library and bears the 
seal impressions of bayezid ii in its first and last pages.161 

remarkably, all surviving manuscripts of the cele-
brated arabic treatise on optics by the mathematician-
astronomer, physician, and philosopher ibn al-haytham 
are known to have been preserved in istanbul librar-
ies.162 what has not been noticed previously, however, 
is that nearly each of these rare manuscripts bears seal 
impressions of bayezid ii. They were transferred from 
the Topkapı palace, where only some copies remain, to 

309 {17}). it has been suggested that this work, generally 
attributed to ibn al-ʿarabi, may have been authored by 
ʿabd al-rahman b. muhammad al-bistami (d. 1454). it 
alludes to eschatological traditions, such as “The hour 
will not arise before Great constantinople and its  cities 
have been conquered.” its likely author, al- bistami, who 
passed away in ottoman bursa a year after the capture of 
byzantine constantinople by mehmed ii, was a hanafi 
scholar and Sufi, born in mamluk antioch. influenced 
by ibn al-ʿarabi, he studied in mamluk Syria and egypt 
before joining the court of mehmed’s father, murad ii, 
to whom he dedicated several works, and trained in-
fluential early ottoman scholars such as mehmed Şah 
el-fenari (d. 1436). ibn al-ʿarabi’s writings are also well 
represented in the palace library inventory, as are occult 
texts by his contemporary, the ifriqian Sufi ahmad al-
buni (d. 1225 or 1232–33), along with the tenth-century 
Epistles of the Brethren of Purity (Ikhwan al-Safaʾ) that 
inspired them both. The Greek holdings of mehmed 
ii’s library likewise contained works on prophecy, 
apocalypticism, and the occult, responding to millenar-
ian expectations aroused by his conquest of constan - 
 tinople.159

ʿatufi’s inventory abounds in treatises on astrology-
astronomy and cosmography-geography, again fields of 
interest to both mehmed ii and his successor. entries on 
the mathematical science of astronomy highlight the 
continuous lineage of this subject from the courts of the 
mongol ilkhanids and Timurids to that of the ottomans. 
The genealogy goes back to the ottoman-born astrono-
mer-mathematician Qadizade al-rumi (d. after 1440)—
the tutor of ulugh beg who became one of the directors 
of the ruler’s observatory in Samarqand—and to his col-
league ʿali Qushji (d. 1474), both of whose works are 
listed by ʿ atufi. The combined legacy of these two Timu-
rid scholars was personified in mirim Çelebi (d. 1525), 
their great-grandson. This ottoman astronomer-math-
ematician furthered the tradition of the “Samarqand 
School” in the lands of rum. his father, born from the 
marriage of Qadizade al-rumi’s son to a daughter of ʿali 
Qushji’s in Samarqand, came with ʿ ali Qushji to istanbul 
and married the daughter of the ottoman scholar hoca-
zade muslihuddin mustafa (winner of the abovemen-
tioned competition set up by mehmed ii). The offspring 
of that marriage, mirim Çelebi, was educated by influ-
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medical treatises recorded in the inventory are espe-
cially plentiful. yet those written for bayezid ii by ʿatufi 
himself emphasize prophetic and preventive medicine, 
unlike their scientific counterparts commissioned by 
mehmed ii. works on medicine dedicated to bayezid ii 
were often written by contemporaneous physicians 
(appendix iii: 17, 19–21). interestingly, the royal library 
inventory cites an extant persian medical treatise on the 
treatment of joint pains, dedicated to mehmed ii who 
is known to have suffered from gout. (according to Grit-
ti’s Relazione mentioned above, bayezid ii also had gout 
problems that impeded his horsemanship exercises.) 
written by the physician masʿud b. hakim al-din al-
Tabib al-hasani, this manuscript’s illuminated frontis-
piece roundel states that it was made “by order of the 
sultan’s treasury” (bi-rasm khizānati al-sulṭān). Subse-
quently stamped with bayezid ii’s seal, the colophon of 
the manuscript produced for mehmed ii gives the date 
June 8, 1476 (appendix iii: 18, pl. 5 [1–2]). Several extant 
copies of avicenna’s Qānūn fī al-ṭibb were also created 
for mehmed ii, who requested two latin books on this 
treatise from the vassal rectors of ragusa in 1466 and 
1477. These were a commentary by Taddeus florentinus 
and Gentilis fulginas, and the first book of marsilius de 
Sancta Sophia’s edition of avicenna’s Canone, accompa-
nied by three other unnamed medical books in latin. 
The books were intended for the sultan’s italo-Jewish 
physician and confidante Jacopo da Gaeta (from Gaeta 
near Naples), who eventually converted to islam as 
yakub pasha.167 

books collected and commissioned by mehmed ii 
include arabic translations of Greek, latin, and Syriac 
texts. one of these is a book of prognostication on es-
chatological mysteries, which predicts that the final 
fourth monarchy will be under the “ruler of constanti-
nople” (malīk al-Rūm). This manuscript was translated 
from Syriac into arabic, and its dedication reveals that 
it was made by order of mehmed ii’s treasury (bi-rasm 
khizāna). i have established that its title on fol. 1a, Kitābu 
Dāniyāl al-nabī -ʿalayhi al-salāmu- (book of the prophet 
daniel, peace be upon him), corresponds exactly to 
an entry in ʿatufi’s inventory (308 {8}). once belong-
ing to the inner Treasury collection, the manuscript 
bears seal impressions of bayezid ii on its first and last 
pages. an early sixteenth-century hebrew chronicle of 

royal public libraries in the eighteenth century ( ayasofya 
and fatih collections, now at the Süleymaniye  library). 
The title above the flyleaf of one of these manuscripts is 
identical to an entry in ʿatufi’s inventory: Kitābu bin al-
Haytham fī al-manāẓiri min qibali al-ḥikmati (book of 
ibn al-haytham on optics, pertaining to philosophy, 359 
{7}) (fig. 13a). i was surprised to discover that this man-
uscript has a previously overlooked dedication in its 
opening page (fol. 1a), stamped with bayezid ii’s seal, 
which states that it was produced to be read by meh  - 
med ii (bi-rasm muṭālaʿa) (fig. 13b). The monumental 
manuscript is the only known premodern copy that con-
tains the full text of ibn al-haytham’s Kitāb al-Manāẓir 
(book of optics), consisting of seven books or volumes 
(jild) (fig. 13c). in keeping with the dedication to meh-
med ii, the completion date given in its colophon is 869 
(1464–65) (fig. 13d).163 

besides this large-format single-volume manuscript, 
another entry in ʿatufi’s inventory refers to a medieval 
six-volume set in smaller format: Kitābu bin al-Haytham 
fī al-manāẓiri min qibali al-ḥikmati fī sitti mujalladātin 
(book of ibn al-haytham on optics, pertaining to phi-
losophy, in Six volumes, 359 {7–8}). once belonging to 
the inner Treasury collection, these volumes with vary-
ing dates (476/1083 and 636/1239) are now kept at the 
Topkapı and Süleymaniye libraries. each of the six vol-
umes is stamped with bayezid ii’s seal and repeats ver-
batim the title assigned by ʿatufi, with the exception of 
specifying its particular volume number. classified as 
pertaining to philosophy, they contain all seven books 
of the Optics.164 it has been shown that the monumental 
single-volume manuscript mentioned above was copied 
from these six volumes, however, without scrutinizing 
the ottoman context in which this skillfully curated 
scholarly edition was reconstituted from a disparate 
medieval set.165 another large-format manuscript of ibn 
al-haytham’s Optics at the Topkapı library, containing 
only the first three books, was copied in 915 (1509) from 
the same medieval set according to a librarian’s note on 
fol. 1a. This manuscript testifies to a continuing interest 
in optics during bayezid ii’s reign, perhaps in the circle 
of mirim Çelebi, but it lacks the sultan’s seal impressions 
and is excluded from ʿatufi’s inventory that was com-
piled earlier.166 
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figs. 13a–d. ibn al-haytham’s Book of Optics copied in 869 (1464–65) for Sultan mehmed ii. [13a] flyleaf with title assigned 
by ʿatufi. [13b] opening page (fol. 1a) with dedication to mehmed ii in gold stating the manuscript was produced to be 
read by him; stamped with bayezid ii’s almond-shaped seal, the round waqf seal of mahmud i, and the oval seal of his waqf 
inspector. [13c] heading with introduction to volume i (fol. 1b). [13d] final page (fol. 677b) with dated colophon and bayezid 
ii’s seal. istanbul, SK, ayasofya 2448. (photos: Süleymaniye library)
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med ii’s reign, with revised versions produced under 
bayezid ii. examples listed in the inventory include Tar-
jumatu Kitābi Qusṭanṭīniyya wa-Ayāṣūfiyya, bi-al-turkiy-
yati fī al-tawārīkhi (Translation of the book on 
constantinople and hagia Sophia into Turkish, on his-
tory, 200 {16–17}) and Kitābu dhikri qalʿati Qusṭanṭīniyya 
wa-binā’i Ayāṣūfiyya fī al-tawārīkhi (book on the castle 
of constantinople and the construction of hagia So-
phia, on history, 201 {1–2}). in the seventh volume of his 
persian history of the ottoman dynasty covering the 
reign of mehmed ii, İdris bidlisi mentions that he con-
sulted some byzantine chronicles in writing that vol-
ume. it has been suggested that he likely made use of a 
Greek source translated into persian by order of meh-
med ii on the foundation myths of constantinople and 
the construction of hagia Sophia, which was probably 
accessible to bidlisi at the palace library of his patron 
bayezid ii.171 

Titles classified by ʿ atufi in the cosmography-geogra-
phy section of the inventory blur the historical and 
legen dary boundaries of these disciplines, thereby faci-
litating the assimilation of translated non-islamic works 
that are relegated to the realm of mythology. likewise, 
pre-ottoman translations of works by Greek philoso-
phers and scientists have been seamlessly absorbed into 
other sections of the inventory that correspond to such 
diverse fields as Sufism, philosophy, ethics, politics, 
medicine, and the mathematical sciences. These trans-
lations are accompanied by manuscripts of the alexan-
der romance classified under persian and Turkish 
literature, as well as arabic and persian copies of aris-
totle’s book of advice to alexander, listed under advice 
literature and politics.172 

mehmed ii’s well-known interest in Greek histories 
of the macedonian empire-builder did not exclude 
their islamic versions, which also enjoyed popularity in 
fifteenth-century Timurid and Turkmen courts. Three 
entries on alexander the Great are grouped together in 
ʿatufi’s inventory in such a way that they form a sepa-
rate subsection within the history section, preceded and 
followed by blank spaces (182 {11–14}). The first entry, 
Tarjumah-i Iskandarnamah min al-Rūmī ilā al-Turkī 
fī al-tawārīkhi (Translation of the book of alexander 
from Greek into Turkish, on history), may have been a 
translation made for mehmed ii, given that alexander 

the  ottoman empire reports that mehmed ii frequently 
had the book of daniel read out to him by rabbi isa-
iah meseni. The chronicle even claims that the sultan 
undertook the study of hebrew to be able to read the 
book of daniel, since he had learned about its supposed 
reference to the messianic king of constantinople (i.e., 
mehmed himself). This otherwise dubious account 
throws light on the context in which this translation was 
commissioned by mehmed ii.168 a Greek manuscript 
on divination and magic at the Topkapı library, the Tes-
tament of Solomon (G.İ. 17), is believed to have “been 
designed as one of a pair” with Kitābu Dāniyāl, based on 
their close codicological correspondence and identical 
bindings covered with crimson velvet (a unique feature 
characterizing some books owned by mehmed ii that 
have patterned velvet covers, usually red and green).169 

another book translation attributed to mehmed ii, 
now lost, is the florentine humanist scholar leonardo 
bruni aretino’s 1422 commentary on the first volume of 
polybius’s Punic Wars. This book in latin, which the sul-
tan ordered to be translated, had been presented to 
mehmed ii as a gift prior to 1463 by Niccolò ardingelli, 
a prominent textile merchant of the florentine com-
munity in istanbul. Two translations cited in the cos-
mography-geography section of ʿatufi’s inventory were 
probably made for mehmed ii as well: Risālatun fī bayāni 
madīnati Fulūrindīn (Treatise on the city of florence, 
201 {5–6}), and Kitābun fī madīnati al-Banāṭiqa wa-
riyāsatihā min qibali al-tawārīkhi (book on the city of 
the venetians and its Government, pertaining to his-
tory (201 {8–9}).170 These unknown manuscripts are 
classified by bayezid ii’s librarian together with works 
on wonders (ʿajāʾib) and marvels/curiosities (gharāʾib) 
that encompass other geographies, such as india, china, 
and constantinople.

mehmed ii’s attentiveness to the ancient history of 
his new capital is exemplified by Greek and latin texts 
on the antiquities of constantinople that were copied 
and translated during his reign. although not dedicated 
to him, a Diēgēsis peri tēs Hagia Sophias (Narrative con-
cerning hagia Sophia) manuscript in Greek, transcribed 
by michael aichmalotes in 1474, still exists at the palace 
library (G.İ. 6). it could have been consulted for the 
adaptive translations of the Diēgēsis into persian and 
Turkish in the ottoman court toward the end of meh-
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verted to islam as mehmed beg. The arabic annotations 
of the accompanying large-scale world map were writ-
ten by this son, who translated several Greek texts into 
arabic for the sultan, including the Greek orthodox 
creed composed upon the sultan’s request by maximos 
iii (the patriarch of istanbul between 1476 and 1482) and 
the bible. amiroutzes’s younger son, alexandros, later 
İskender beg, was nicknamed the “philosopher’s Son” 
(filozofoğlu) and held the position of chief treasurer 
(ḫazīnedārbaşı) or minister of finance. Three manu-
scripts of the arabic translation of ptolemy’s Geograph-
ia are listed by ʿ atufi (203 {5–9}). Two manuscript copies 
of this work that originated in the palace library have 
come to light, both of which are dedicated to mehmed 
ii and bear bayezid ii’s seal impressions, with a partial-
ly preserved version that may well be the third copy 
mentioned in the inventory.176 

These entries on three translated ptolemy volumes 
are preceded in the inventory by a fourth anonymous 
book on the science of astronomical geography, proba-
bly also prepared for mehmed ii: Kitābu [ʿilmi ṣaḥḥ] 
hayʾati ashkāli al-arḍi fī al-ṭūli wa-al-ʿarḍi al-maʿrūfi bi-
jughrāfiyyā. all four titles, which are in keeping with 
reports about this sultan’s abiding interest in the math-
ematical sciences of geography and cartography, are 
grouped together as a subsection, separated by empty 
spaces from their islamic versions, which are classified 
under “books on wonders of creation.” among manu-
scripts stamped with bayezid ii’s seal are some medieval 
islamic works on geography illustrated with diagram-
matic maps, which are classified in ʿatufi’s inventory 
under history or pertaining to history. These include a 
copy made for mehmed ii, revealing the diversity of his 
interests in cartography, which encompassed both is-
lamic and translated Greek classics. The palace library 
also has two thirteenth- to fifteenth-century Greek ver-
sions of ptolemy’s Geographia (TSmK, Seragliensis 27, 
57) and one in latin dated ca. 1450 (TSmK, Seragliensis 
latinus 44). These manuscripts could have been con-
sulted for mehmed ii’s translation project, but we do not 
know when they were acquired.177 

Since the arts of war were a consuming passion 
and skill of mehmed ii, it is believed that he acquired 
latin and italian illustrated treatises on military en-
gineering and tactics. The palace library inventory 

the Great was his role model.173 The second entry is an 
unspecified Kitābu Iskandarnāmah fī tisʿi mujalladātin 
fī al-tawārīkhi (book of alexander in Nine volumes, on 
history), two volumes of which i have located at the 
Topkapı library. This Turkish work can be attributed 
to Taceddin ahmedi’s (d. 1413) brother hamzavi: both 
 volumes feature bayezid ii’s seal impressions, their titles 
match the inventory entry, and they were copied dur-
ing mehmed ii’s reign (the last, ninth volume is dated 
1470). This semi-mythical literary work must have been 
listed under the inventory’s history section because it 
is largely written in prose and incorporates a historical 
section on the ottoman dynasty. The third item in the 
alexander group is a translation from Greek into arabic, 
although not specified as such: Kitābu al-aḥwāli wa-al- 
akhbāri al-iskandariyyati wa-akhbāri ḥukamāʾi zamāni 
Iskandār al-mazbūri fī al-tawārīkhi (book on the State 
of affairs and Traditions of alexander and Traditions of 
Sages in the age of the aforementioned alexander, on 
history). This entry can be confidently identified with a 
volume of epistles exchanged between alexander and 
aristotle that once belonged to the palace library. dated 
716 (1316), it bears the same title and the seal impressions 
of bayezid ii on its first and last pages (figs. 14a–b). The 
long title is repeated verbatim on the partly damaged 
authentic rectangular paper label pasted on the flap of 
the binding (fig. 14c). The previously unnoted dedica-
tion under the title on fol. 1a explains that it was made 
by order of the imperial treasury (li-rasm khizānati al-
ʿāmirati) of Sultan bayezid ii.174 This new evidence re-
vealed by my codicological examination of the volume 
signals an ongoing interest in alexander the Great at 
the court of bayezid ii. after all, İdris bidlisi’s dynastic 
history refers to this sultan as the “alexander” of the age 
and the “ceasar of rum,” titles also used by mehmed ii. 
Scholars have identified the compendium of epistles, 
compiled from hellenistic sources in the umayyad pe-
riod, as a Graeco-arabic epistolary “novel.” yet ʿatufi 
classifies it under the section on history, thus endowing 
it with greater factual authority.175

other translated works cited in the inventory include 
the rendition of ptolemy’s Geographia from Greek into 
arabic, commissioned in 1465 by mehmed ii from the 
previously mentioned byzantine scholar George amir-
outzes and his arabic-speaking son basileios, who con-
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figs. 14a–c. correspondence between aristotle and alexander the Great. [14a] opening page (fol. 1a) with title assigned by 
ʿatufi at the top, a description of contents and dedication to bayezid ii stating the manuscript was made by order of his 
treasury, stamped with his seal. [14b] final page (fol. 127b) with dated colophon and bayezid ii’s seal. [14c] authentic rect-
angular sticky label on the binding flap. istanbul, SK, fatih 5323. (photos: Süleymaniye library)
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the disciples of zoroaster who influenced plato. The No-
moi was accused of espousing paganism and was con-
signed to fire (in 1454, 1460, or 1462) by George Gen nadios 
Scholarios, the aristotelian Greek-orthodox patriarch 
of ottoman constantinople. its remaining fragments in 
arabic, which had apparently been translated from the 
latest Greek autograph version by plethon, exist in the 
only known copy of this anthology at the palace library. 
i was able to confirm that the volume bears an impres-
sion of bayezid ii’s seal and its title corresponds exactly 
to the following entry in ʿatufi’s inventory: Tarjumatu 
al-baqiyyati min Kitābi Yamisṭūs al-wathanī fī madhāhibi 
al-awwalīna min ʿabadati al-aṣnāmi (Translation of the 
remains of the book of Gemistos the pagan on the doc-
trines of the ancients on the worship of idols, 311 {13}; 
see appendix iii: 13, pl. 4 [1–3]). This title, which was 
inscribed by bayezid’s librarian, has been misattributed 
to a modern conservator of manuscripts at the Topkapı 
museum.179 

The arabic manuscript, in which the author is dispar-
aged as a pagan (al-wathanī) and Sabean (al-Ṣābī), com-
prises rites of idol worship, theurgic prayers to zeus and 
the gods, illuminationist cosmological concepts, divina-
tion, and magic. according to its preface, the work was 
burnt for fear of the possibility that it might lead astray 
the vulgar commoners (al-ʿawāmm), implying that the 
palace elites were above such temptation. interestingly, 
this work has been classified in the inventory’s section 
on occult sciences as a book “on wondrous affairs” (mar-
ginal annotation: fī al-umūri al-ʿajībati), indicating that 
it came to be regarded as a “curiosity,” whatever the 
original intention may have been for its translation. 
ʿatufi also lists a formerly unknown second copy of the 
same work that seems to be lost: Tarjumatu Kitābi 
Yamisṭūs al-wathanī tarjamatan thāniyatan fī madhāhibi 
ʿabadati al-aṣnāmi (Translation of the book of Gemistos 
the pagan, Second Translation on the doctrine of the 
worship of idols, 311 {14}).

entries on translated works imply that the unusually 
rich collection of lexicons and grammars catalogued in 
ʿatufi’s inventory (pages 293–300) may have been par-
tially related to translation projects undertaken by 
mehmed ii, and to a lesser extent by his successor as 
well. The inventory lists bilingual lexicons (arabic-per-
sian, persian-arabic, Turkish-persian, Turkish-arabic, 

contains more than a few titles in this field, such as a 
work called Ṣuwaru al-ālāti al-ḥarbi (figures of war ma-
chines, 196 {6}). Some of the listed treatises on military 
strate gy were translated from Greek, but their present 
 whereabouts, dates, and places of translation have yet 
to be determined: these include two copies of a work 
titled Risālatun fī ādābi al-ḥurūbi mutarjamatun ʿan al-
yū nāniyyati bi-al-ʿarabiyyati (a Treatise on the etiquette 
of war Translated from the Greek into arabic, 196 {8–9, 
12–13}); and a volume combining an arabic and a per-
sian translation from Greek belonging to the same 
genre (Risālatun fī ādābi al-ḥurūbi mutarjamatun ʿ an al-
yūnāniyyati bi-al-ʿarabiyyati wa-Risālatun mutarjama-
tun bi-al-fārisiyyati ʿan al-yūnāniyyati fī ādābi al-ḥarbi  
(a Treatise on the etiquette of war Translated from the 
Greek into arabic, and a Treatise Translated from the 
Greek into persian on the etiquette of war, 196 {9–11}). 

it is unclear whether these translated treatises were 
produced in an ottoman context or elsewhere, making 
it difficult to associate them with mehmed ii or bayezid 
ii. according to Gritti’s 1503 Relazione cited above, the 
latter sultan reformed the ottoman army by regulating 
its discipline, improving the quality of armaments, and 
not sparing any expense on portable artillery or men 
knowledgeable in using such weapons. Gritti also 
praised bayezid’s reorganization of the cavalry soldiers 
and naval forces that resulted in “marvelous” (meravigli-
ose) victories. İdris bidlisi’s dynastic history presented 
to bayezid ii in 1506 similarly claims that none of the 
former ottoman sultans possessed such an esteemed 
and well-equipped navy as he did.178 These accounts 
suggest that treatises on military sciences would have 
been prized not only by mehmed ii but also by his suc-
cessor.

a translation project from Greek into arabic that has 
been attributed to mehmed ii, who was known for his 
interest in Suhrawardi, resulted in an anthology redo-
lent with Sufi illuminationist concepts. This anthology 
combines the undestroyed fragments of the late-byzan-
tine Neoplatonist philosopher George Gemistos 
plethon’s (d. 1452) controversial neo-pagan work, the 
Nomoi (book of laws), with the same author’s Compen-
dium Zoroastreorum et Platonicorum dogmatum (Sum-
mary of the zoroastrian and platonic doctrines) and his 
edition of the Chaldaean Oracles, which he attributed to 
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cally arranged arabic-persian-Turkish-Greek names of 
medicines (299 {5–7}). another multilingual example is 
al-zamakhshari’s (d. 1144) Kitābu muqaddimati al-adabi 
fī al-lughati (book of introduction to literature, on lan-
guage), an arabic lexicon listed in the inventory with 
one volume comprising interlinear translations into 
persian and Turkish, and another volume having trans-
lations into persian and latin (frankish: al-afranjiyyati, 
294 {11–13}). one additional lexicographic treatise men-
tioned in the inventory, Risālatu tarjamati al-ʿibriyyati 
bi-al-fārisiyyati fī al-lughati (Treatise on the Translation 
of hebrew into persian, on language, 299 {19}–300 {1}), 
hints at a concern for translating hebrew texts, possibly 
in the ottoman court where Jewish scholars thrived. 

besides testifying to a culture of translation, the many 
lexicons and grammars catalogued by ʿatufi reflect the 
context of multilingualism prevailing at the ottoman 
palace with its contingent of converts, wherever or 
whenever these handbooks were prepared. They ap-
pear to have been aids for linguistic training and for 
reading works in diverse languages. These handbooks 
would have been essential reference tools for scholars 
and students alike. Though relatively few, the translated 
classics that are seamlessly integrated into the islamic 
corpus in ʿ atufi’s inventory are far from negligible. These 
include translations of works by hermes Trismegistus, 
pythagoras, plato, aristotle, euclid, hippocrates, di-
oscorides, Galen, philo of byzantium, apollonius of 
perga, hero of alexandria, apollonius of Tyana, an-
dromachus, polemon of laodicea, ptolemy, porphyry, 
zosimos of pano polis, pappus of alexandria, cassianus 
bassus Scholas ticus, and muristus. 

The inner Treasury also housed classics in Greek and 
latin (besides books in hebrew, armenian, Syriac, Ser-
bian, italian, and french), alongside their translations 
made in various times and places. for instance, one of 
the surviving Greek manuscripts that once belonged to 
the palace library is homer’s Iliad, copied (ca. 1463) for 
mehmed ii, who developed an interest in the legends of 
Troy, western anatolia, and Greece while he was based 
in manisa (magnesia) as a prince (1446–51). ʿatufi’s in-
ventory curiously cites an anonymous translation titled 
Ḥikāyat-i Īdhīpūs min al-tawārīkhi (The Story of oedi-
pus, on history, 194 {4}), which is probably the legend 
of the mythical Greek king of Thebes related by homer 

Greek-arabic, Greek-persian, Greek-Turkish), trilingual 
arabic-persian-Turkish lexicons, and even quadrilin-
gual lexicons with interlinear translations. examples of 
the latter include two copies of a lexicon with  interlinear 
translations that once belonged to the palace library 
and are now kept at the Süleymaniye library. each of 
these quadrilingual lexicons carries previously unnoted 
seal impressions of bayezid ii, although they may well 
have been associated with his father’s court. one of 
these (SK, ayasofya 4750) is identified by ʿatufi as 
Risālatu kalimātin ʿarabiyyatin mutarjamatin bi-al-
fārisiyyati wa-al-rūmiyyati [ay al-yūnāniyyati] wa-al-
sarfiyyati (a Treatise of arabic words Translated into 
persian and Greek [or ancient Greek] and Serbian, 296 
{2}). The other copy (SK, ayasofya 4749) is bound to-
gether with several lexicons and grammar textbooks 
written in the same hand within a compendium, whose 
contents are described by ʿatufi as: Risālatu kalimātin 
ʿarabiyyatin mutarjamatin bi-al-fārisiyyati wa-al-
rūmiyyati wa-al-sarfiyyati; wa-Kitābu Īsāghūji ʿalā al-
lughati al-ʿarabiyyati mutarjamun bi-al-yūnāniyyati fī 
al-manṭiqi; wa-Risālatu al-amthilati al-muṭṭaridati al-
mutarjamati bi-lughatin ʿarabiyyatin fī mujalladin 
wāḥidin (a Treatise of arabic words Translated into 
persian, Greek, and Serbian; and the Book of Isagoge 
[porphry’s “introduction” to aristotle’s “categories”] in 
arabic Translated into Greek, on logic; and a Treatise 
on regular examples of conjugation Translated [from 
Greek] into arabic, in a Single volume, 296 {10–13}).180 

another compendium of multilingual lexicons and 
grammar manuals described in an entry by ʿatufi exists 
in the Topkapı library (296 {3–8}; see appendix iii: 25). 
it begins with a persian-Turkish lexicon written by mu-
hammad b. hajji İlyas (d. before 1460) titled Kitābu 
Tuḥfati al-hādiyati (Gift of the rod), with interlinear 
translations in Greek, latin (frankish: al-afranjiyyati), 
and “other languages.” This piece is followed by the 
abovementioned book on logic, porphyry’s Isagoge in 
arabic with interlinear Greek translations. Then come 
treatises on regular examples of conjugation translated 
into persian and other languages; on philosophical 
 sciences; on the correction of the names of Greek phi-
losophers; and on the Greek terminology used by as-
tronomy scholars.181 an additional quadrilingual lexicon 
is defined in the inventory as comprising the alphabeti-
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omitted from ʿatufi’s inventory, which was compiled 
just around that time. instead, the inventory cites an 
earlier polemical work on theology by the same author 
that aims to refute the proofs of the Jews against islam. 
The earliest extant copy of the latter in the Topkapı li-
brary was dedicated to bayezid ii in 1497 and is stamped 
with his seal.183 

another Jewish astronomer-cum-physician affiliated 
with bayezid’s court, moses Galeano (moses ben Judah 
Galeano), wrote in arabic under the name musa Jalinus 
(moses Galen). he is believed to have been a “potential 
transmitter of scientific information between the otto-
man empire and the veneto, primarily between 1497 
and 1502,” when he visited venice and padua. one of his 
teachers was elijah mizrahi (d. 1526), the chief rabbi of 
istanbul and a scholar of mathematics and astronomy. 
a short arabic treatise on astronomy written by musa 
Jalinus, “the physician” (al-ṭabīb), has recently been 
identified in a compendium at the Topkapı library. it is 
titled “an account of Some of the impossibilities Neces-
sitated by the hypothesis of the proposal of the orb of 
the epicycle and the eccentric and the demonstration 
of the Necessity of the motions of the heavens and all 
its parts in one direction).”184 a noteworthy reference 
by musa Jalinus to the seating order at bayezid ii’s court, 
which resembled the position of the heavenly bodies, 
indicates that he participated in such courtly assem-
blies: “Thus the divine decree is that the most ready to 
receive perfection is placed higher and the more distant 
from receiving perfection lower, as is the case in the or-
dering of how we sit before the Sultan.”185 

my codicological examination of the compendium, 
in which musa Jalinus’s piece is preceded by an impor-
tant work by the andalusian scholar al-bitruji (d. ca. 
1204), has revealed that the title written above the open-
ing page (fol. 1a) stamped with bayezid ii’s seal perfect-
ly matches the titles of two identical works listed in 
ʿatufi’s inventory: Kitābun ʿajībun fī al-hayʾati wa-Risā-
latun ukhrā fī mujalladin wāḥidin (a wondrous book on 
Theoretical astronomy and another Treatise, in a Single 
volume, 332 {14–16}). The inventory thus provides previ-
ously unknown evidence that this extraordinary com-
pendium not only belonged to bayezid ii’s palace 
library, but that it once existed in two manuscript copies 

and post-homeric traditions. another intriguing entry 
among the lexicons section reads, Kitābu mulḥaqāt-i 
Dānistan min al-lughati al-rūmiyyati wa-al-sarfiyyati 
[wa-Risālatu ḥikāyati Qirīsūs bi-khaṭṭin ʿarabiyyin 
 wa-ghayrihi wa-awrāqin fīhā khuṭūṭun mukhtalifatun 
fī mujalladin wāḥidin] (book of appendices of the 
Dānistan on the language of Greek and Serbian [and 
Treatise of the Story of croesus in the arabic Script and 
other Scripts, and folios with various Scripts, in a Single 
volume], 297 {1}). The “Story of croesus” in this com-
pendium may have been an interlinear translation in 
arabic script of a byzantine Greek text on legends con-
cerning this ancient king of lydia, who reigned in west-
ern anatolia (ca. 560–46 bce). croesus was mentioned 
by herodotus and used by byzantine rhetoricians as an 
exemplum for his legendary wealth and fall from power 
upon losing divine favor.182

Some ottoman-period volumes at the Topkapı li-
brary that are stamped with bayezid ii’s seal consist of 
translations from persian into arabic that were made 
for his father. among them are two manuscripts on 
logic, a subject on which several works were dedicated 
to mehmed ii (appendix iii: 32–33). cited in ʿatufi’s in-
ventory, one of these two manuscripts has a fascinating 
dedication explaining that mehmed ii commissioned 
the translation of this book on logic because he consid-
ered the persian language better suited to poetry than 
to the specialized terminology used by scholars in the 
sciences (al-ʿulūm wa-al-maʿārif), unlike arabic with its 
greater clarity and strength of expression. The author 
praises the sultan’s appreciation of books and philoso-
phy, thanks to which he raised the lighthouse of “the 
ancient sciences” (al-ʿulūm al-awāʾil, fols. 2a–2b, see ap-
pendix iii: 33). 

a manuscript concerning astronomy, on the other 
hand, was translated for bayezid ii from hebrew into 
arabic by its Jewish author, iliya (ilyas b. ibrahim al-
yahudi, d. after 1512). called ʿabd al-Salam al-muhtadi 
upon his conversion to islam, the author is believed to 
have written that treatise in hebrew before immigrating 
from al-andalus to istanbul. he translated the treatise, 
which explicates an astronomical instrument invented 
by him and called al-Dābid, into arabic in 1502 upon 
bayezid ii’s request (appendix iii: 38). This treatise is 
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science and an art/craft. The compendium is identified 
on fol. 1a as Risālatun ṭibbi bi-al-turkī maʿa Madkhalu 
Babūs fī al-ḥiyali ka-jarri al-athqāli (a Treatise in Turk-
ish on medicine, and introduction of pappus, on me-
chanical devices for lifting weights, fig. 15a). This 
compendium is not listed in ʿatufi’s inventory precisely 
because its contents, combining medicine and mechan-
ics, were bound together in a single volume subsequent-
ly, as revealed by its binding from the late ottoman 
period. in fact, in this compendium, only pappus’s trea-
tise is stamped with bayezid ii’s seal at its beginning and 
end. Therefore, one of the three individual copies of 
pappus’s treatise listed in the palace library inventory 
with the same title must surely have been this one: Mad-
khalu Babūs fī al-ḥiyali ka-jarri al-athqāli, 310 {5–6}, 335 
{4–5}).189 

Surprisingly, the geometrical diagrams in this par-
ticular copy are accompanied by drawings in a europe-
anate pictorial idiom, which reveals a familiarity with 
contemporary western treatises featuring scientific il-
lustrations. an emphasis on architectural construction 
is apparent in the depiction of mechanical devices for 
lifting weights, such as a block of stone, a classical col-
umn base, and an obelisk. indeed, the description of 
contents on the opening page of this treatise specifi-
cally refers to “the constructions of geometry needed by 
carpenters (or masons)” (al-aʿmāli al-handasiyya allatī 
yuḥtāju ilayhā al-najjārūn) (figs. 15b–d). 

The applied sciences represented in many other en-
tries of ʿatufi’s inventory, including al-Jazari’s illus trated 
Automata discussed earlier, demonstrate a practice-
oriented facet of the palace library collection. one such 
example is a copy of abu al-wafaʾ al-buzjani’s (d. ca. 
997–98) celebrated treatise on applied geometry, titled 
Kitābu fīmā yaḥtāju ilayhi al-ṣāniʿ min aʿmāli al-handa-
sati (book on what is Needed by the craftsman/artisan 
from Geometrical constructions). This deluxe arabic 
manuscript, copied ca. 1447–49 by order of the treasury 
of the Timurid ulugh beg (d. 1449), had entered the ot-
toman palace library from which it migrated to the 
ayasofya collection at the Süleymaniye library. bearing 
seal impressions of bayezid ii at its beginning and end, 
it is listed in ʿ atufi’s inventory with a similar but slightly 
modified title incorporating the author’s name and 
omitting the word al-ṣāniʿ: Kitābu Abī al-Wafāʾ fīmā 

like many others. ʿatufi’s two identical entries on this 
anonymous compendium judge the first work (by al-
bitruji) as a “wondrous book,” while the second item 
bound together with it is listed as “another treatise” 
(that of musa Jalinus).186 

musa Jalinus also produced some hebrew transla-
tions of arabic treatises describing astronomical instru-
ments. This special interest of his was shared by bayezid 
ii, to whom various astronomers dedicated treatises on 
the same subject. Two planispheric astrolabes con-
structed for this sultan have come to light, and a third 
spherical astrolabe has hypothetically been attributed 
to musa Jalinus. his works furthermore bear witness to 
the fascination with alchemy and wondrous mechanical 
devices at bayezid ii’s court, as noted in the 1503 report 
by Gritti’s secretary cited above. musa Jalinus even con-
structed a wheeled moving humanoid automaton in 
wood with a long gown, which he operated in istanbul 
at the assembly of an unnamed military judge (kazas-
ker). it is tempting to speculate that the kazasker musa 
Jalinus tried to amaze with this robot might have been 
the powerful scholar-statesman, bibliophile, and patron 
of intellectuals and poets, müʾeyyedzade, who served as 
the military judge of anatolia in 1501–5 and of rumelia 
in 1505–11. müʾeyyedzade did commission musa Jalinus 
to translate a latin text into arabic, which was com-
pleted in 1506–7: the introduction to the tables of abra-
ham zacuto of Salamanca (originally in hebrew).187 

bayezid ii’s personal attention to mechanics and en-
gineering is exemplified by his bridge project across the 
Golden horn and “other works” for which leonardo da 
vinci and michelangelo were unsuccessfully invited to 
istanbul (ca. 1502–3 and 1506, respectively). The inven-
tory’s books on mechanics and engineering may have 
been partly related to this sultan’s building projects, not 
only the unrealized bridge but also his mosque complex 
in istanbul that was under construction during the same 
years, between 1501 and 1505.188 

The undated copy of a translated treatise on mechan-
ics (bound together with a medical text in a single vol-
ume later in the eighteenth century) could have been 
commissioned by bayezid ii, if not his father. Stamped 
with bayezid’s seals on its first and last pages, this is an 
arabic rendering of pappus of alexandria’s Greek trea-
tise on mechanics, which the author defines as both a 
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fig. 15a. opening page (fol. 52a) with title assigned by ʿatufi at the top and a description of contents, stamped with bayezid 
ii’s almond-shaped seal and the oval seal of mahmud i’s waqf inspector. [15b] mechanical device for lifting a column base 
(fol. 97a). [15c] mechanical device for lifting a block of stone. [15d] mechanical device for lifting an obelisk (fol. 101a). istan-
bul, SK, ayasofya 3624. (photos: Süleymaniye library)
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figs. 16a–c: abu al-wafaʾ al-buzjani’s book on practical geometry. [16a] opening page (fol. 1a) with title assigned by ʿatufi 
at the top, illuminated dedication medallion stating the manuscript was produced by order of ulugh beg’s treasury, stamped 
with the seals of bayezid ii, mahmud i, and the inspector of mahmud i’s waqf. [16b] final page with bayezid ii’s seal. [16c] 
authentic rectangular sticky label on the binding flap. istanbul, SK, ayasofya 2753. (photos: Süleymaniye library)

a b

c
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which books were actively collected, copied, and con-
sulted, rather than locked up and forgotten. The fact 
that many of us still read and consult these books is a 
testimony to their continuing agency.

NoTeS 

Author’s note: photographs of folios and bindings from some 
Topkapı palace library manuscripts discussed in this essay are 
reproduced in my appendix iii at the end of this volume, to 
which i provide cross-references here. i am grateful to zeynep 
atbaş and zeren Tanındı, whom i consulted on many questions 
throughout the preparation of this essay. i have indicated arabic 
case endings (iʿrābs) in transliterating book titles cited from 
the palace library inventory, rather than following the standard 
convention according to which they are omitted. my decision to 
match the transliteration system adopted by bayezid ii’s librar-
ian in mS Török f. 59 was informed by a concern to demonstrate 
how closely the titles ʿatufi assigned to books correspond to the 
titles written on the first pages and bindings of extant manu-
scripts catalogued by him. 
1. oriental collection of the library of the hungarian acad-

emy of Sciences, budapest: magyar Tudományos akadémia 
Könyvtára Keleti Gyűjtemény, mS Török f. 59. a microfilm 
of the manuscript was obtained for the harvard university 
library upon my request in 2004, thanks to the assistance 
of andrás riedlmayer, and with the help of the Keeper of 
the oriental collection at that time, dr. Kinga dévényi. my 
preliminary observations on this primary source, prepared 
in 2005 for the proceedings of the Bellini and the East exhi-
bition conferences in boston and london, were published 
with a long delay, as the joint proceedings did not materi-
alize: Gülru Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism and cre-
ative Translation: artistic conversations with renaissance 
italy in mehmed ii’s constantinople” Muqarnas 29 (2012): 
1–81. 

2. i would like to thank dr. Nándor erik Kovács of the library 
of the hungarian academy of Sciences, budapest, for send-
ing the measurements of mS Török f. 59. i am also grateful 
to zeren Tanındı for dating the binding and attributing 
it to a european binder based on its gilded designs. The 
table of contents and ottoman Turkish preface were intro-
duced to scholarship by İsmail e. erünsal in several early 
articles, where he misinterpreted as 959 (1552) the two 
chronograms that in fact provide the date 909 (1503–4).  
i repeated his erroneous dating at first in Necipoğlu, “visual 
cosmopolitanism.” The correct date is revealed by adding 
up the abjad letters, which yield 909 and are written under 
two ambiguous numerical dates on page 1. cemal Kafadar 
has demonstrated in his essay in the present volume that 
the ambiguity of numbers can be explained by the fact 
that “0” closely resembles “5” in the persian notation sys-
tem for numbers. in the revised edition of his  pioneering 

yaḥtāju ilayhi min aʿmāli al-handasati, 326 {5}. exactly 
the same variant title appears both above the manu-
script’s opening page (fol. 1) and in the authentic rect-
angular sticky label of its binding flap (figs. 16a–c).190 

mS Török f. 59 ends with a section on arabic and 
persian translations of the old and New Testaments,  
which are indirectly alluded to in the byzantine scholar 
amiroutzes’s “dialogue on the faith of christ held with 
the Sultan of the Turks” (364 {9–19}, 365 {1}).  during this 
private inter-confessional dialogue mediated by an in-
terpreter, mehmed ii had cautioned the Greek orthodox 
amiroutzes not to distort the ancient hebrew Scriptures 
because the “formerly Jewish” italian physician Jacopo 
da Gaeta (yakub pasha) was attending the discussion, 
and because arabic translations of all pre-islamic holy 
books were available in the royal palace.191 This brings 
us full circle to the sultan’s library at the Treasury-bath 
complex of the Topkapı palace, where this religious dia-
logue might have taken place. 

while it is possible to link some titles in the book in-
ventory to the idiosyncratic personal interests of meh-
med ii and bayezid ii, the majority of manuscripts 
fulfilled the requirements of an up-to-date encyclopedic 
library collection mirroring interconnected regional 
and transregional courtly-scholarly networks. as the 
memory of both sultans faded over time, it was these 
general works that left a lasting imprint on ottoman 
manuscript culture by laying the groundwork of a core 
collection and canonical teaching curriculum.192 Not all 
books were meant to be read, strictly speaking, since 
many of them had been collected for their prestigious 
pedigree and artistic value. The palace library was there-
fore a dynastic patrimonial lieu de memoire that played 
a mediating role between the past, present, and future. 

in conclusion, mS Török f. 59 is an astounding ar-
chive that opens a window to the expansive vistas and 
epistemological frameworks of ottoman court culture 
between the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. 
reflecting a persistent passion for collecting and com-
missioning manuscripts, it maps out a cultural and intel-
lectual landscape that was still expanding. if the library 
had been merely a depot, its contents would have hard-
ly required classification according to twenty broadly 
defined fields of knowledge by means of a comprehen-
sive cataloguing project. This was surely a culture in 
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examples; moreover, there was no incentive or even pos-
sibility to add lavish collonades in the eighteenth century 
when the fountained belvedere and part of the courtyard 
arcade remained completely walled-in as storage spaces: 
see Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism,” 26, 68n117 and 
note 12 below. 

7. Jean-claude flachat, Observations sur le commerce et sur les 
arts d’une partie de l’Europe, de l’Asie, de l’Afrique, et même 
des Indes Orientales / par Jean-Claude Flachat (lyon, 1766), 
181. 

8. The wooden galleries are mentioned in ayverdi, Osmanlı 
Mi’marîsinde Fâtih Devri, 715–27, esp. 723, and in eldem and 
akozan, Topkapı Sarayı, 75–77, pls. 73–76, at 76. for pre-
restoration photographs, see Tahsin Öz, “Topkapı Sarayı 
müzesi onarımları,” Güzel Sanatlar 6 (1949): 6–74, esp. 
54–62.

9. The previously whitewashed halls of the Treasury-cum-
bathouse have recently been stripped of their plaster coat-
ing during an ongoing restoration project that has revealed 
their brick and stone masonry, along with modern inter-
ventions using concrete. Some of the basement windows 
were originally narrower and enlarged at an unknown date 
(oral communication with dr. Nilay Özlü, a former mem-
ber of the restoration team). 

10. on the name “fatih Köşkü,” see note 4 above. in the early 
1940s the two wooden domes covering the third and fourth 
halls were replaced with the present concrete domes, 
and the originally much higher hipped roof was substi-
tuted by the current lower version: see ayverdi, Osmanlı 
Mi’marîsinde Fâtih Devri, 721. The ca. 1509–11 elevation 
drawing is published and discussed in Necipoğlu, Topkapı 
Palace, 128–29, fig. 74; and my “virtual archaeology,’” 320–
21, 330.

11. cited in Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 134: TSma, d. 9713, 
dated 881 (1476). facsimile and transcription published in 
halil Sahillioğlu, “osmanlı para Tarihinde dünya para ve 
maden hareketlerinin yeri (1300-1750),” Ortadoğu Teknik 
Üniversitesi Gelişme Dergisi, Special issue, “Türkiye İktisat 
Tarihi üzerine araştırmalar” (1978): 1–38, at 29–31 (Table 1).

12. for Selim i’s will and his treasury seal, see İsmail hakkı 
uzunçarşılı, Osmanlı Devletinin Saray Teşkilatı, 2nd ed. 
(ankara, 1984), 319–20. at an unknown date, probably after 
the mid-sixteenth century, the fountained belvedere and 
part of the courtyard arcade of the inner Treasury were 
walled-in to create additional spaces for storing treasury 
items: see Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 128, 138–39, fig. 73. 
These walls were removed during renovations in the 1940s: 
see ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’marîsinde Fâtih Devri, 721, 726, fig. 
1052; Öz, “Topkapı Sarayı müzesi onarımları,” 54–62. 

13. for a more detailed discussion of the Treasury-bath com-
plex, see Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 124–41. my book 
revised some observations made by the authors cited above 
in note 6 on this building, based on primary sources that 
were unavailable to them.

14. The law code of mehmed ii (ca. 1477) specifies that the 
privy chamber (has oda) was already built by that time: 

monograph on ottoman libraries, erünsal emended his 
previous misdating (i.e., 952 corrected to 909): see his 
Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri (ankara, 2008), esp. 94, 117, 
128, 460–65, 650–58. The revisions in his book followed 
a study on mS Török f. 59, which curiously does not cite 
erünsal’s important publications and only focuses on 
history books and related subjects: miklós maróth, “The 
library of Sultan bayazit ii,” in Irano-Turkic Cultural Con-
tacts in the 11th–17th Centuries, ed. Éva m. Jeremiás. acta et 
Studia, 1 (piliscsaba, hungary, 2003), 111–32. early articles by 
İsmail e. erünsal include: “959/1552 Tarihli defter-i Kütüb,” 
Erdem 4, no. 10 (1988): 181–93; “The catalogue of bayezid 
ii’s palace library,” İstanbul Üniversitesi, Edebiyat Fakül-
tesi Kütüphanecilik Dergisi 3 (1992): 5–66; “a brief Survey 
of the development of Turkish library catalogues,” in M. 
Uğur Derman Festschrift, ed. İrvin cemil Schick (istanbul, 
2000), 271–83. See also the expanded version of an article 
dated 2008, recently reprinted among erünsal’s collected 
essays: “909/1503 Tarihli Saray Kütüphanesi Kataloğu ve 
Türk edebiyatı Tarihine Kaynak olarak Önemi,” in Edebi-
yat Tarihi Yazıları: Arşiv Kayıtları, Yazma Eserler, ve Kayıp 
Metinler (istanbul, 2016), 257–83. 

3. on these two late thirteenth-century catalogues, see Kon-
rad hirschler, Medieval Damascus: Plurality and Diversity in 
an Arabic Library: The Ashrafīya Library Catalogue (edin-
burgh, 2016), 3–6, 60–64. hirschler observes that “one of 
the most fascinating early ottoman catalogues is the pal-
ace library inventory of 1502/3, which is the subject of a 
forthcoming publication edited by Gülru Necipoğlu, cemal 
Kafadar and cornell h. fleischer,” 7.

4. for this building, known as fatih Köșkü (i.e., mehmed the 
conqueror’s pavilion), and early registers of the inner Trea-
sury (enderun hazinesi, İç hazine), see Gülru Necipoğlu, 
Architecture, Ceremonial and Power: The Topkapı Palace 
in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (cambridge, ma; 
london, 1991), 124–41; my “visual cosmopolitanism,” 15, 
26–30, 36, 48; and “‘virtual archaeology’ in light of a New 
document on the Topkapı palace’s waterworks and earli-
est buildings, ca. 1509,” Muqarnas 30 (2013): 315–50, esp. 317, 
326–27, 329–33. 

5. Topkapı Sarayı müzesi arşivi (hereafter TSma) d. 
4855, dated zilkade 971 (1564), fols. 3b–4a; discussed in 
Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 137, 139.

6. The authenticity of the matching italianate colonnades is 
accepted by ayverdi, who restored the building in the early 
1940s: ekrem hakkı ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’marîsinde Fâtih 
Devri 855-886 (1451-1481), vol. 4 (istanbul, 1974); and Sedad 
hakkı eldem and feridun akozan, Topkapı Sarayı: Bir 
Mimari Araştırma (istanbul, 1982). i disagree with the view 
that these were added in an otherwise unrecorded eigh-
teenth-century renovation during the “ottoman baroque” 
period. on this untenable view, see uğur Tanyeli, “Topkapı 
Sarayı üçüncü avlusu’ndaki fatih Köşkü (hazine) ve Tarih-
sel evrimi üzerine Gözlemler,” Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Yıllık 
4 (1990): 157–88, at 163. The italianate renaissance-style 
capitals have no parallel whatsoever in “ottoman baroque” 
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master Shaykh vefa (muslihuddin mustafa) combined reli-
gious and rational sciences and was dominated by books 
on Sufism: see TDVİA, s.v. “muslihuddin mustafa,” by reşat 
Öngören, and note 58 below. books on prayers, poetry, and 
astrology authored by Shaykh vefa (wafaʾ, abu al-wafaʾ) 
are under the following entries: mS Török f. 59, 46 {13}, 
47 {6}, 50 {7}, 246 {1}, 248 {1–2}, 250 {7–8}, 263 {9–11, 18}, 
313 {16–17}. Some of these works are discussed in the co-
authored essay of cemal Kafadar and ahmet Karamustafa 
in this volume. for a discussion of amulets and talismans 
in the inventory, without mention of Shaykh vefa, see Guy 
burak’s esssay.

24. mS Török f. 59, 58 {5–6}, 59 {8–9}, 151 {18–19}, 315 {16–17}, 
316 {1–2}. for the inventory’s entries on astronomy, astrol-
ogy, and the mathematical sciences, see the essays of Tunç 
Şen and cornell h. fleisher; elaheh Kheirandish; and Jamil 
ragep et al. 

25. on three extant manuscripts of ʿatufi’s compendium of 
medical works, see fehmi ethem Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı 
Müzesi Kütüphanesi Arapça Yazmalar Kataloğu, 3 vols. 
(istanbul, 1962–66), nos. 7373–76: a 2095, a 2107, a 2117. for 
ʿatufi’s biography and works, see Ṭaşköprīzāde, Şeḳāʾiḳu-
nuʿmānīye, 416–17; Nevʿîzâde atâʾî, Şakaik-i Nuʾmaniye ve 
Zeyilleri, ed. abdülkadir Özcan, 5 vols. (istanbul, 1989), 
1:415; TDVİA, s.v. “atûfî, hayreddin hızır,” by İsmail l. 
Çakan; erünsal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 117nn628–29, 
461n2512. on ʿatufi’s connection with his hometown mer-
zifon, see cemal Kafadar’s essay in this volume.

26. TSma, d. 9587, fol. 2b. my dating of this document is based 
on the number of tutors in the “palace school” that was 
raised to four by 1504; see menavino in note 105 below.

27. See pages 24, 40, 449, 498 (pagination in arabic numerals) 
in bayezid ii’s “register of rewards” (inʿāmāt defteri), which 
continues with some of Selim i’s donations and those from 
the beginning of Sultan Süleyman’s reign until 1527: istan-
bul, belediye Kütüphanesi (atatürk Kitaplığı), muallim 
cevdet 0.71. The register is analyzed and reproduced in 
facsimile in hilal Kazan, “Xv. ve Xvi. asırlarda osmanlı 
Sarayının Sanatı himayesi” (phd diss., marmara üniversi-
tesi, 2007). i thank zeren Tanındı for providing a copy of 
this dissertation. another dissertation brought to my atten-
tion by Tülay artan shows that ʿatufi regularly received 
donations as a preacher until the end of bayezid ii’s reign: 
see İlhan Gök, “atatürk Kitaplığı m.c. o.71 Numaralı 909-
933/1503-1527 Tarihli İn’âmât defteri (Transkripsiyon-
değerlendirme)” (phd diss., marmara üniversitesi, 2014). 
for the two houses donated to the “preacher” (vāʾiẓ) ʿatufi 
from the ayasofya endowments, see erünsal, “908 (1502) 
Tarihli Saray Kütüphanesi Kataloğu,” 262n17, 263n19; and 
his “Türk edebiyatı Tarihi’nin arşiv Kaynakları i: ii. bāyezid 
devrine ait bir İnʿāmāt defteri,” Tarih Enstitüsü Dergisi 
10-11 (1981): 303–42.

28. for mevlana lutfi’s works, see İbrahim maraş, “Tokatlı 
molla lütfi: hayatı, eserleri ve felsefesi,” Dîvân: İlmî 
Araştırmalar 14 (2003): 119–36. on accusations concern-
ing his appropriation of books from the royal library and 

ahmed akgündüz, Osmanlı Kanunnâmeleri ve Hukuki 
Tahlilleri (istanbul, 1990), 326 (31). for this building, see 
Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 141–58.

15. The law code of mehmed ii (ca. 1477) orders a private 
audience hall (arz odası) to be built: akgündüz, Osmanlı 
Kanunnâmeleri, 326 (30). for this building, see Necipoğlu, 
Topkapı Palace, 96–110. 

16. muhammed İbrahim yıldırım, trans. and ed., İdris-i Bitlîsî 
Heşt Behişt: VII. Ketîbe: Fatih Sultan Mehmed Devri 1451–1481 
(ankara, 2013), 195. mentioned without a citation in franz 
babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror and His Time, ed. william 
c. hickman, trans. ralph manheim (princeton, 1978), 300. 

17. edirneli Sehî, Heşt Bihişt: The Tezkire: An Analysis of the First 
Biographical Work on Ottoman Poets with a Critical Edition 
Based on Süleymaniye Library, Ayasofya, O. 3544 by Günay 
Kut / by Sehī Beg (cambridge, ma, 1978), 149–52.

18. Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 136. This document was pub-
lished by franz babinger, who underestimated mehmed 
ii’s sincere devotion to the relics: “Sultanischer reliquien-
schacher im frankenland,” in Spätmittelalterliche frän-
kische Briefschaften aus dem grossherrlichen Seraj zu Stam-
bul (munich, 1963), 96–119, esp. 108–14.

19. Kritovoulos of imbros, History of Mehmed the Conqueror, 
trans. charles T. riggs (princeton, NJ, 1954), viii, 3, 14, 209.

20. ibid., 177, 209–10.
21. astérios argyriou and Georges lagarrigue, “Georges amir-

outzès et son ‘dialogue sur la foi au christ tenu avec le 
Sultan des Turcs,’” Byzantinische Forschungen 11 (1987): 
29–221, at 65. only the 1518 latin translation of the Dialogue 
made in rome survives, with its concluding pages lost. The 
no longer extant Greek original, retrospectively based on 
many such debates (pluribus disputata), has been hypo-
thetically dated to ca. 1466–68 or 1470, at 50–52, 66–67. See 
also Jorge Ameruzes de Trebisonda: El diálogo de la fe con el 
Sultán de los Turcos, ed. oscar de la cruz palma (madrid, 
2000). 

22. on the chronology of islamic and non-islamic books pro-
duced for mehmed ii in two periods, during the mid-1460s 
and the late 1470s, see Julian raby, “mehmed the conquer-
or’s Greek Scriptorium,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 37 (1983): 
15–34, esp. 18–19, 21; “east and west in mehmed the con-
queror’s library,” Bulletin du bibliophile 1 (1987): 296–320; 
Julian raby and zeren Tanındı, Turkish Bookbinding in the 
15th Century: The Foundation of an Ottoman Court Style, ed. 
Tim Stanley (london, 1993).

23. on Sinan pasha’s recommendation of molla lutfi as 
librarian, see aḥmed ibn muṣṭafā Ṭaşköprīzāde (Ṭāsh-
kubrīzādah), Şeḳāʾiḳu-nuʿmānīye fī ʿulemāʾ-i d-Devlet-i 
ʿOsmānīye (al-Shaqāʾiq al-nuʿmāniyya fī ʿulamāʾ al-dawla 
al-ʿuthmāniyya), ed. aḥmed Ṣubḥī furāt (istanbul, 1985), 
174. mehmed ii’s tutor Sinan pasha was appointed vizier 
in 875 (1470) and then served as grand vizier for a year (ca. 
1476–77); molla lutfi accompanied the dismissed grand 
vizier during his exile: See Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm 
Ansiklopedisi (hereafter TDVİA), s.v. “Sinan paşa,” by aylin 
Koç. The rich library collection endowed by their spiritual 
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8a. i interpret the word imrānī as a reference to Āl-ʿImrān 
(family of  ʿ imran), third chapter of the Qurʾan on the father 
of maryam (virgin mary). The family includes ʿimran, St. 
anne, mary, and Jesus. in a later register, cited in note 37 
below, this term is substituted with gebrī, meaning gavur 
(non-islamic, or infidel). Seventeenth- to nineteenth-cen-
tury ottoman inheritance registers of dhimmis and non-
muslims somewhat pejoratively identified foreign books 
as “kefere kitabı” (infidel books): see İsmail e. erünsal, 
Osmanlılarda Sahaflık ve Sahaflar (istanbul, 2013), 328–29.

34. TSma, d. 3/1 “mevcūdāt-i ḫizāne-i enderūnī,” compiled by 
two finance ministers (defterdār), mevlana alaüddin and 
Kasım Çelebi, in the beginning of Shaʿban 907 (february 
1502), fol. 4a.

35. for this interpretation and well-known eye witness reports 
on bayezid ii’s aversion to figural arts and the sale of his 
father’s european paintings, see Necipoğlu, “visual cosmo-
politanism,” 30, 45–48. 

36. TSma, d. 3/1, dated beginning of Shaʿban 907 (february 
1502), fols. 1b, 4a, 5b, 6b. The later register dated 10 Shaʿban  
910 (January 16, 1505), TSma, d. 10026, is reproduced in 
Tahsin Öz, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Arşivi Kılavuzu II (istan-
bul, 1938), document XXi, fol. 16b. 

37. TSma, d. 3/2: “defter-i mevcūdāt-i ḫizāne-i enderūnī,” writ-
ten in istanbul ca. 1518, fols. 1b, 9b, 12a–b.

38. deissmann, Forschungen und Funde im Serai, 3–8; funda 
berksoy, “The cooperation of G.a. deissmann and e.h. 
eldem in the classification of the Non-islamic manuscripts 
in the Topkapı Sarayı museum,” in M. Uğur Derman Fest-
schrift, ed. İrvin cemil Schick (istanbul, 2000), 175–85, esp. 
178–79. in 1859 the German scholar constantin Tischendorf 
discovered Kritoboulos’s Greek chronicle of mehmed ii’s 
reign in a chest of manuscripts shown to him: emil Jacobs, 
Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der Bibliothek im Serai zu 
Konstantinopel I (heidelberg, 1919), 112–13. 

39. TSma, d. 4855, dated zilkade 971, fols 3b–4a; discussed in 
Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 137, 139. 

40. Gülru Necipoğlu, “a Kanun for the State, a canon for the 
arts: The classical Synthesis in ottoman art and architec-
ture during the age of Süleyman,” in Soliman le Magnifique 
et son temps, Actes du Colloque de Paris Galeries Nationales 
du Grand Palais, 7-10 mars 1990, ed. Gilles veinstein (paris, 
1992), 195–216; cornell h. fleischer, Bureaucrat and Intel-
lectual in the Ottoman Empire: The Historian Mustafa Âli 
(princeton, NJ, 1986). 

41. on Timurid and Turkmen libraries, see david J. roxburgh, 
The Persian Album, 1400-1600: From Dispersal to Collection 
(New haven, cT; london, 2005), 28–29, 133–44; and the 
unpublished doctoral dissertation by Simon rettig, “la pro-
duction manuscrite à chiraz sous les aq Qoyunlu entre 
1467 et 1503” (university of aix-marseille, 2011), introduc-
tion, esp. 13–15. in the fourteenth century, the mongol-
ilkhanid ruler Ghazan Khan had established in his mau-
soleum complex in Tabriz a library (bayt al-kutub) and an 
annexed scriptorium (bayt al-qānūn) staffed with a scribe, 
a librarian, and a custodian who should repair the library 

other collections, and the reasons for his execution during 
bayezid ii’s reign, see İsmail e. erünsal, “fâtih devri Kü tüp-
hâneleri ve molla lütfi hakkında birkaç Not,” İstanbul Üni-
versitesi, Edebiyat Fakültesi Tarih Dergisi 33 (1982): 57–78; 
and İsmail e. erünsal, “molla lütfi: hakkındaki İthamlar 
ve Şikâyet mektupları,” Türklük Araştırmaları Dergisi 19 
(2008): 179–96.

29. The two waqfiyyas referring to book keepers are cited in 
erünsal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 370. The  mahgribi 
scholar’s manuscript is at the Topkapı Sarayı müzesi Kü -
tüp hanesi (hereafter TSmK), a. 59.

30. zeynep atbaş has discovered a few manuscripts at the 
Topkapı library featuring seals of bayezid ii that have been 
carefully cut out from elsewhere and pasted indistinguish-
ably into these volumes. one such example is even more 
unusual in that it has three seal impressions of bayezid ii, 
rather than the usual two; two of these seals were cut out 
from elsewhere and remounted in that manuscript. atbaş 
has also found a unique manuscript, which has three seal 
impressions of bayezid ii that were not cut out from else-
where. See her essay in this volume. 

31. on bayezid ii’s passion for books, see zeren Tanındı, 
“bayezid ii’s collection of illuminated books,” in Kasayid-i 
Efsahi der medh-i Sultan Bâyezîd—Efsahî’s Odes in Praise of 
Sultan Bayezid, ed. Çağatay anadol (istanbul, 2012), 7–33. 
for his interest in history books, see feridun m. emecen, 
“ii. bâyezîd’in Tarih merakı üzerine bir Not: fenarîzâde 
alâeddîn alî’nin anonim osmanlı Tarihi derlemesi,” in 
Kita plara Vakfedilen Bir Ömre Tuhfe: İsmail E. Erünsal’a 
Armağan, 2 vols. (istanbul, 2014), 1:331–44.

32. for a modern catalogue of 135 Greek, latin, hebrew, 
armenian, Syriac, Serbian, and french manuscripts now 
kept at the Topkapı library, see Gustav adolf deissmann, 
Forschungen und Funde im Serai: mit einem Verzeichnis der 
nichtislamischen Handschriften im Topkapu Serai zu Istan-
bul (berlin, leipzig, 1933). Julian raby has attributed the 
production of some of these manuscripts to mehmed ii’s 
court scriptorium on the basis of watermarks, dedications, 
and bindings in “mehmed the conqueror’s Greek Scripto-
rium”; see also his “east and west in mehmed the conquer-
or’s library.” according to zeynep atbaş, the non-islamic 
manuscripts and fifteenth-century european printed books 
preserved at the palace library lack bayezid ii’s seal (oral 
communication). The latter include roberto valturio’s De 
Re Militari (verona, 1472: TSmK, h. 2699), and francesco 
berlinghieri’s italian translation of ptolemy’s Geographia 
(florence, 1482), which was first dedicated to mehmed ii 
but upon his death, was rededicated to bayezid ii. another 
copy of the Geographia has a dedication to bayezid’s 
brother prince cem. both printed editions feature hand-
colored maps with gold-leaf borders, illuminations, and 
dedications. See Sean roberts, Printing a Mediterranean 
World: Florence, Constantinople, and the Renaissance of 
Geography (cambridge, ma; london, 2013), esp. 5–14. 

33. TSma, d. 4: “defter-i mevcūdāt-i ḫizāne-i enderūnī,” 13 
Shaʿban 901 (april 27, 1496), fols. 1b, 3b, 4a, 4b, 5b, 6b, 7a, 
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bay, 1928), 108–9. cited in Sh. abdul aziz, The Imperial 
Library of the Mughuls (delhi, 2009), 57–58; v. S. Smith, 
“The Treasure of akbar,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 
of Great Britain and Ireland (april, 1915): 231–43, at 243; and 
datta, Libraries and Librarianship, 64–67. 

47. for the building in ardebil, see Kishwar rizvi, The Safavid 
Dynastic Shrine: Architecture, Religion, and Power in Early 
Modern Iran (london, 2011), 143–55. 

48. on chardin’s and Kaempfer’s accounts, see mariana Shreve 
Simpson, “The making of manuscripts and the workings 
of the Kitab-khana in Safavid iran,” in The Artist’s Work-
shop, ed. peter m. lukehart (washington; hanover, Nh, 
1993), 105–21, at 113–14. See Voyages du Chevalier Chardin en 
Perse et autres lieux de l’Orient, ed. l. langlès, 10 vols. (paris, 
1811), 7:372–74; engelbert Kaempfer, Am Hofe des persischen 
Grosskönigs (1684–1685), ed. walter hinz (Tübingen, basel, 
1977), 154–56.

49. Tadhkirat al-Mulūk: A Manual of Ṣafavid Administration  
(ca. 1137–1725), Persian Text and Facsimile (B.M. Or. 9496), 
trans. vladimir minorsky (cambridge, england, 1980), 100. 
however, in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century uzbek 
central asia, libraries (kitāb-khāna) simultaneously func-
tioned as treasuries (khazīna al-kutub) for the conserva-
tion of volumes and workshops for manuscript produc-
tion: maria Szuppe, “lettrés, patrons, libraires. l’apport 
des recueils biographiques sur le rôle du livre en asie 
centrale aux Xvie et Xviie siècles,” Cahiers d’Asie cen-
trale 7 (1999): 99–115, esp. 103. This Timurid practice was 
also perpetuated in the mughal court: maktub Khan, the 
supervisor (dārūgha) of Jahangir’s library (kitābkhāna), was 
also in charge of the painters’ studio: The Jahangirnama: 
Me moirs of  Ja  hangir, Emperor of India, trans., ed., annotated 
by wheeler m. Thack ston (oxford, 1999), 27, 269; cited in 
abdul aziz, Imperial Library of the Mughuls, 59.

50. Thomas dacosta Kaufmann, “from Treasury to museum: 
The collections of the austrian habsburgs,” in The Cultures 
of Collecting, ed. John elsner and roger cardinal (cam-
bridge, ma, 1994), 137–54, esp. 137–42. an extant palace 
that combines library and royal treasury is that of the wit-
telsbach dynasty known as Schatzkammer der residenz 
(Treasury of the munich residence), which goes back to 
the reign of duke albrecht v (r. 1516–75): see dorothea 
diemer et al., Die Münchener Kunstkammer (munich, 
2008). on the union of Kunstkammer and library, par-
ticularly in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
see Joseph connors and angela dressen, “biblioteche: 
l’architettura e l’ordinamento del sapere,” Il Rinascimento 
italiano e l’Europa, vol. 6 of Luoghi, spazi, architetture, ed. 
donatella calabi and elena Svalduz (Treviso-costabissara, 
2010), 199–228, 752–55, at 224–28.

51. connors and dressen, “biblioteche,” 212; csaba csapodi, 
The Corvinian Library, History and Stock, trans. imre Gom-
bos (budapest, 1973); marcus Tanner, The Raven King: Mat-
thias Corvinus and the Fate of His Lost Library (New haven, 
cT; london, 2009), 8–10.

52. maróth, “library of Sultan bayazit ii,” 112. 

books: see Ghiyās al-dīn ibn humām al-dīn Khvānd mīr, 
Tārīkh-i ḥabīb al-siyar, vol. 3, trans. and ed. wheeler m. 
Thackston as The Reign of the Mongol and the Turk (cam-
bridge, ma, 1994), 107; Nourane ben azzouna, Aux origines 
du classicisme: Calligraphes et bibliophiles aux temps des 
dynasties mongoles (Les Ilkhanides et les Djalayirides, 656-
814 / 1258-1411) (leiden and boston, 2018).

42. The earliest reference i could find to the scriptorium is in 
an account book dated 1527–28 at the başbakanlık osmanlı 
arşivi (hereafter boa), mad 17884, fol. 61. it mentions the 
“repair of the workshop of painter-decorators (karḫāne-i 
naḳḳāşān) and the arch above the menagerie (der fevḳ-i 
arslānḫāne) near the hippodrome,” Necipoğlu, Topkapı 
Palace, 48, 271n71. for the three mosaic-decorated byz-
antine churches around the hippodrome that were con-
verted by mehmed ii into a royal menagerie for lions, an 
elephant house, and a powder magazine, see page 46; and 
Gian maria angiolello, Viaggio di Negroponte, ed. cristina 
bazzolo (vicenza, 1982), 27–28. 

43. Necipoğlu, “Kanun for the State”; see also hilâl Kazan, XV. 
Asırda Sarayın Sanatı Himayesi (istanbul, 2010).

44. TSma, d. 9587, fols. 3b, 5a. cited in Necipoğlu, “Kanun for 
the State,” 204, 215n13. See also Kazan, XV. Asırda Sarayın 
Sanatı Himayesi, 139, 163; erünsal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüp-
haneleri, 434.

45. bimal Kumar datta, Libraries and Librarianship of Ancient 
and Medieval India (delhi, 1970), 61–63. on the “house of 
felicity,” see Gulbadan begim, Humāyunnāma, ed. and 
trans. wheeler m. Thackston, Three Memoirs of Homayun, 
2 vols. (costa mesa, ca, 2009), 1:23. on humayun’s fall from 
the stairs of his library, see abū’l-fażl ʿallāmī, The History 
of Akbar, ed. and trans. wheeler m. Thackston, vol. 2 (cam-
bridge, ma; london, 2016), 498–99. for Sher mandal, some-
times attributed to the afghan ruler Sher Shah (1540s), but 
most probably built by humayun, see catherine b. asher, 
The New Cambridge History of India: Architecture of Mughal 
India, vol. 1, part 4 (cambridge, 1992), 33–34. for the less 
likely hypothesis that it may have been built later under 
akbar, in the second half of the sixteenth century, see ebba 
Koch, Mughal Architecture: An Outline of Its History and 
Development (1526-1858) (munich, 1991), 38–41.

46. on akbar’s library, its organization, his favorite books, and 
his custom of having books read aloud to him, see abū’l-
fażl ʿallāmī, The Āʿīn-i Akbarī, vol. 1, trans. h. blochmann, 
3rd ed. (calcutta, 1927), 109–13; ellen Smart, “akbar, illiter-
ate Genius,” in Kalándarśana: American Studies in the Art 
of India, ed. Joanna williams (New delhi, 1981), 99–107. for 
the mughal imperial library and the swelling of its holdings 
from 4,000 books to 24,000, see Kavita Singh, Real Birds 
in Imagined Gardens: Mughal Painting between Persia and 
Europe (los angeles, 2017), 20–21; John Seyller, “The inspec-
tion and valuation of manuscripts in the imperial mughal 
library,” Artibus Asiae 57, no. 3/4 (1997): 243–350. The 
24,000 books of akbar’s library are mentioned in Joannes 
de laet’s De Imperio Magno Mogolis (1631): Joannes de laet, 
The Empire of the Great Mogol, trans. J. S. holyland (bom-
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Dünyâsında Kitap ve Kütüphâne (istanbul, 2018), 417–19; 
youssef eche (yūsuf ʿishsh), Les bibliothèques arabes pub-
liques et semi-publiques en Mésopotamie, en Syrie et en 
Égypte au Moyen Age (damascus, 1967); houari Touati, 
L’armoire à sagesse: Bibliothèques et collections en Islam 
(paris, 2003).

61. hirschler, Ashrafīya Library Catalogue, 4, 33. hirschler 
considers the more than 2,000 books listed in the cata-
logue of the somewhat minor ashrafiyya library, kept in a 
mausoleum-cum-madrasa complex in ayyubid damascus, 
as a “remarkably large collection,” 2–3. See also behrens-
abouseif, Book in Mamluk Egypt, 7–8, and the section on 
“The Size of libraries,” 46–50, for “exaggerated, legendary 
numbers given for earlier periods.”

62. “dalla banda sinistra dove è servito dalli huomini vi sono 
doi librarie grandi, cioè una commune dietro le stanze de’ 
camerieri, e paggi, che l’hanno in custodia, & l’altra, che è 
secreta, più indentro, & attacata alle stanze di esso Gran 
Signore, & è la più famosa: ma sempre nella sua camera, 
tanto da una parte, come dall’altra, sono due armarij, con 
porticelle di christallo dentro a’quali sono sempre doi doz-
ine di libri miniati, che esso usa sempre di legere: essendo 
detti armarij bassi: siche standosi à sedere alla turchesca, 
si vede li libri, che vi sono per la trasparenza del christallo: 
di modo, che esso Gran Signore li può commodamente 
pigliare, usando spesso di legere” (domenico hierosolimi-
tano, Relatione della gran città di Costantinopoli [london, 
british library], harley 3408, fols. 36–37, 39; translated in 
Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 153). See more recently Domeni-
co’s Istanbul, where the italian text is translated with an 
introduction and commentary by michael austin, ed. Jef-
frey lewis (warminster, wiltshire, 2001), 21. The commen-
tary by austin is unreliable in its identification of the sites 
of libraries at the Topkapı palace and their construction 
chronology: see 139–43.

63. domenico specifies that the two libraries were in the court-
yard of male servants, not in the female quarters of the 
harem (see the italian passage quoted in note 62 above). 
domenico’s description is confusing because he does not 
describe the courtyard of male servants from the vantage 
point of the palace’s third main gate leading into the third 
courtyard. having described the adjacent harem for female 
residents, and looking at the sultan’s quarters from the van-
tage point of the outer garden fronting the harem’s garden 
façade, he correctly refers to the women’s quarters abutting 
the royal stables as being on the right side, and the court-
yard of male pages as being on the left side. hence the two 
libraries were not on the left side of the male section of 
the third courtyard upon entering from the third gate, but 
rather on the left side of the harem’s outer garden façade 
(i.e., in the male sector of the third court). Some books may 
indeed have been kept at the harem, but there is no infor-
mation concerning the presence of a library in the women’s 
quarters during the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries 
or in later periods, for that matter, although there are ref-
erences to books being loaned to women in the harem 

53. connors and dressen, “biblioteche,” 205–6.
54. ibid., 209. 
55. ibid., 203–4, 213–15. for the medici and other renaissance 

libraries, see also angela dressen, The Library of the Badia 
Fiesolana: Intellectual History and Education under the 
Medici (1462-1494) (florence, 2013); Guido arbizzoni, con-
cetta bianca, and marcella peruzzi, eds. Principi e signori: 
Le Biblioteche nella seconda metà del Quattrocento (urbino, 
2010). 

56. on this high number, see erünsal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kü tüp-
haneleri, 126–27, who thinks it is probably an exaggeration. 
müʾeyyedzade’s library collection is discussed and com-
pared to that of bayezid ii by Judith pfeiffer in the present 
volume, where she agrees with erünsal’s assessment in this 
regard.

57. TSma, d. 9291/1-2: This archival document, in two parts, is 
analyzed in erünsal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 126–27, 
and in greater detail by Judith pfeiffer in the present vol-
ume.

58. TSma, d. 9559, 3b–39b. The 839 books endowed by 
mehmed ii are grouped in the following order: Qurʾanic 
exegesis, hadith, jurisprudence, rational theology, philo-
sophical wisdom, arabic books, logic, and miscellanea. The 
last eclectic category of only 31 volumes features books 
on advice literature, lives of imams, Sufism, medicine, 
astronomy, astrology, euclid’s Elements, persian poetry, 
persian works by rumi, and, curiously, a History of Genghis 
Khan. during mehmed ii’s reign, a similar classification 
that does not exclude the rational sciences is found in the 
waqfiyyas of the public libraries established by the grand 
vizier mahmud pasha and Shayh vefa. The latter was the 
spiritual mentor of Sinan pasha and the palace librarian 
molla lutfi; on his endowed library see note 23 above. by 
the end of Sultan Süleyman’s (d. 1566) reign, the number of 
books in mehmed ii’s mosque complex rose to 1,770: erün-
sal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 108–10, 458, 470–75, 661–
63. erünsal discusses two extant catalogues of mehmed 
ii’s public library; one was prepared under bayezid ii by 
Şah Çelebi İbnü’l fenari around 907–18 (1501–12): boa, 
d. hmh. STf. No. 21. 941/b. The other one, compiled in 
968 (1560–61) by hacı hasanzade under Sultan Süleyman 
(TSma, d. 9559), was preceded by a now lost third cata-
logue by molla arab (i.e., hacı mehmed), erünsal, Osmanlı 
Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 128, 465–75. hacı hasanzade preferred 
to base his own catalogue on that of molla arab because it 
was organized better and it more efficiently facilitated the 
checking out and returning of books. 

59. on books endowed by mehmed ii and bayezid ii, see erün-
sal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 425. for the parallel case 
of endowed public libraries in the mamluk Sultanate, see 
doris behrens-abouseif, The Book in Mamluk Egypt and 
Syria (1250-1517): Scribes, Libraries and Market (london and 
boston, 2019), 48–49.

60. for these exaggerated numbers, the description of librar-
ies, and further bibliography, see erünsal, Osmanlı Vakıf 
Kütüphaneleri, 18–74; İsmail e. erünsal, Orta Çağ İslâm 
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sultanic seal is in fact the almond-shaped seal of bayezid ii 
(paris, bnf, Grec 1672, plutarch), while the octagonal seal, 
which differs from those of ottoman sultans and princes, 
must have been that of the livornese mustafa agha. This 
seal of “God’s slave mustafa,” dated 1684–85, reads yā kāfī 
al-muhimmāt ʿabdahu Muṣṭafā sene [10]96, with yā ghafūr 
repeated three times. zeynep atbaş, curator of the Topkapı 
library, has found no seals of sultans in current non-islamic 
manuscripts under her custody.

67. for this second library, see domenico hierosolimitano, 
Relatione della gran città di Costantinopoli, 36–37, cited fully 
in note 62 above. flachat’s eighteenth-century description 
of the privy chamber complex prior to the demolition of 
some structures is in his Observations sur le commerce, 185–
86, 195–96. The chronicler ʿata records the replacement of 
these structures with a new dormitory under Sultan abdül-
mecid (r. 1839–61), who extensively renovated the third 
court after a fire in 1856: aḥmed Ṭayyārzāde ʿaṭā, Tārīḫ-i 
ʿAṭā, 5 vols. (istanbul, 1292–93 [1875–76]), 1:30, 312–13. 

68. cited in Necipoğu, Topkapı Palace, 96.
69. See the italian text quoted in note 62 above. discussed in 

Necipoğu, Topkapı Palace, 153. 
70. ibid., 153, 288n150. 
71. for readers of ottoman sultans and their custom of eat-

ing at the privy chamber, see ibid., 153, 288n151. on books 
and Sultan Süleyman, see luigi bassano, Costumi et i modi 
particolari della vita de’ turchi (rome, 1545), ed. franz 
babinger (munich, 1963), fols. 20v–21r [pages 47–48]; bene-
detto ramberti, Libri tre delle cose dei Turchi (venice 1539), 
book iii: 30b–31a. history books read aloud to Shah Jahan 
focused on his dynasty’s Timurid legacy and the deeds of 
his mughal ancestors: rajeev Kinra, Writing Self, Writing 
Empire: Chandar Bhan Brahman and the Cultural World of 
the Indo-Persian State Secretary (oakland, ca, 2015), 121–22. 
a history of Shah Jahan’s ancestor Timur, the Ẓafarnāma, 
was read out to him at night: inayat Khan, The Shâh Jahân 
Nâma of ʿInayat Khan: An Abridged History of the Mughal 
Emperor Shah Jahan, Compiled by His Royal Librarian, trans. 
from the persian by a. r. fuller, ed. w. e. begley and z. a. 
desai (New delhi, 1990), 573.

72. The earliest reference to items loaned to the privy chamber 
that i have come across appears in an inner Treasury inven-
tory of Selim i (ca. 1518), TSma, d. 3/2, fols. 14b–15b: “con-
tents of the imperial inner Treasury, kept inside the storage 
chests for swords near the privy chamber” (Mevcūdāt-i 
ḫizāne-i ‘āmire-i enderūnī der enderūn-i anbārhā-i şimşīr der 
nezd-i oda-i ḫāṣṣa). among the contents of those chests are 
listed swords, daggers, and book pouches.

73. a dated example of a librarian’s note is found on fol. 1a of 
an album compiled during Selim i’s reign and stamped 
with his almond-shaped sovereignty seal (TSmK, h. 2160): 
“This is the book that exited the [privy] chamber in order 
to be stored, in the month of dhu’l hijja during the year 983 
(1576)” (Sene 983 māh-i ẕī’l-ḥiccede odadan ḥıfẓ olunmaġa 
çıḳan kitābdur). This album was thus kept at the privy 
chamber complex before being removed for storage at the 
inner Treasury in 1576.

from the inner Treasury in the second half of the sixteenth 
century and later (cited in note 129 below).

64. “Nella libraria, che è alli camerieri, a paggi, vi sono libri di 
tutte sorti dei’ linguaggi di gran belezza tutti scritti à penna, 
& in particular cento venti pezzi di quelli di costantino 
magno, ciascuno lungo doi bracccia, e non più di tre palmi 
largo, fatti di carta bergamina sottile, che par seta, dove 
stà scritto il Testamento vecchio, e nuovo, & altre histo-
rie, vite dei’ Santi, tutti à lettere d’oro, coperti d’argento 
indorato, con gemme di prezzo inestimabile, i quali non si 
permette, che siano toccata da niuno” (domenico hiero-
solimitano, Relatione della gran città di Costantinopoli, 37). 
i have slightly modified austin’s translation in Domenico’s 
Istanbul, 21. 

65. These manuscripts were selected by the french ambassa-
dor Girardin and his two advisors from a set of about 200 
Greek manuscripts said to have been removed from the 
palace collection by the mediation of an italian renegade: 
“un renegat italien, l’homme d’esprit, qui est au service de 
seliktar, premier officier du sérail et favori du Grand Sei-
gneur. il a eu permission de visiter les livres et de les com-
muniquer, et m’ayant fait apporter, en différents fois, tous 
ce qu’il y a d’auteurs grecs, qui ne consistent pas en plus de 
deux cents volumes.” Quoted in Jacobs, Untersuchungen 
zur Geschichte der Bibliothek im Serai zu Konstantinopel, 
121–334, at 121. The list of 16 manuscripts that arrived in 
paris in 1688 is on p. 122, with their seals illustrated on p. 
127.

66. on marsili’s inventory, see angelo bernasconi, “un gruppo 
di codici greci bolognesi proveniente della biblioteca di 
sultano mustafà i,” Scriptorium 40 (2006): 254–68, with 8 
plates. The inventory explains that the Greek manuscripts 
marsili bought were extracted (estratti) by the livornese 
renegade called “Trinch meunet ayà [sic agà]” from the 
“imperial Seraglio di costantinopoli” and donated to that 
renegade by “Sultan 4˚.” elsewhere the renegade is named 
“mustafa” by marsili: see chiara fraggiana di Sarzana, “lo 
Iatosophion della biblioteca universitaria di bologna: il 
3632,” in BUB: Ricerche e Cataloghi sui Fondi della Biblio-
teca Universitaria di Bologna, ed. b. antonino (bologna, 
2010), 9–13, at 11n4. bernasconi, who discovered marsili’s 
inventory, speculates that “Sultan 4˚” was probably murad 
iv (r. 1623–40). in my opinion this sultan may have been 
mehmed iv (r. 1648–87), whose reign is closer to the dates 
when Giradin (1687) and marsili (1692) acquired the pal-
ace manuscripts, which according to mustafa agha were 
donated to him from the palace library with the sultan’s 
permission. following Jacobs (Untersuchungen, 121–31), 
bernasconi believes that the seal stamped in most of the 
paris and bologna manuscripts could be that of prince 
mustafa (1591–1639), who briefly ruled as Sultan mustafa i  
(r. 1617–18, 1622–23). Jacobs misidentified the seals stamped 
on the Greek manuscripts in paris, acquired by the french 
ambassador Girardin, as those of “prince mustafa,” with 
only one seal of “Sultan mustafa.” Jacobs lists and illus-
trates these seals (Untersuchungen, 122, 127), but the single 
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ing system of manuscripts in the mughal imperial library, 
see Seyller, “inspection and valuation of manuscripts,” 
243–349. The quotation from the Āʿīn-i Akbarī is in note 
46 above. on ex libris examples, seal impressions, value 
notations, and other annotations by librarians in the dec-
cani ruler ibrahim ʿadil Shah ii’s (r. 1580–1627) surviving 
books from the dispersed bijapur royal library, see Keelan 
overton, “book culture, royal libraries, and persianate 
painting in bijapur, circa 1580–1630,” Muqarnas 33 (2016): 
91–154.

79. TSma, d. 10017, fol. 2a: cited in Kazan, XVI. Asırda Sarayın 
Sanatı Himayesi, 124n308.

80. TSma, d. 10017, fol. 3a: cited in Kazan, XVI. Asırda Sarayın 
Sanatı Himayesi, 125–26. books authored by prince Korkud 
at the Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi (hereafter SK) are men-
tioned in 126n31. zeynep atbaş has discovered previously 
unknown books donated by bayezid ii to his less famous 
son, prince mehmed: see her essay in this volume.

81. for lists of books requested by mehmed iii, see TSma, 
e. 861 (12). on books lost by Selim i, see erünsal, Osmanlı 
Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 129–31, 129nn682–83. erünsal cites two 
documents, an inventory of books kept at the citadel palace 
of aleppo prepared for Selim i, and a letter concerning the 
search for this sultan’s own lost books in 1517. The letter by 
the governor of cairo, Khayr bek, was sent to the sultan’s 
chief treasurer, reporting that he had already dispatched 
one of the lost books and was sending four more by land, 
as they might be damaged by humidity on a ship (TSma, 
e. 6196). 

82. i found this reference in TSma, d. 9499, dated 974 
(1566), fol. 2a. on archival registers also being taken to 
military campaigns in chests, see feridun m. emecen, 
“Sefere Götürülen defterlerin defteri,” in Prof. Dr. Bekir 
Kütükoğlu’na Armağan (istanbul, 1991), 241–68.

83. a document dated 969 (1561) lists 122 books sent from the 
imperial treasury to one of the newly completed Süley-
maniye madrasas: TSma, e. 861 (1). books removed from 
the imperial treasury (ḫizāne-i ʿāmire) and endowed 
by Selim ii in 1572 to the madrasa of the Selimiye com-
plex in edirne are listed in his waqfiyya (ankara, vGm 
1395): see müjgan cunbur, “Kütüphane vakfiyelerinde 
İlimlerin Sınıflandırılması ve bibliyografik Künyeler,” Türk 
Kütüphaneciliği (Turkish Librarianship) 19, no. 4 (1970): 
309–16, at 313–14; erünsal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 
148n779, 371. zeren Tanındı’s essay and her appendix ii at 
the end of this volume document the transfer of inner Trea-
sury books from the Topkapı palace to public royal libraries 
in istanbul and elsewhere. These books are now kept in the 
following collections of the Süleymaniye library: ayasofya, 
fatih, Turhan valide, Şehzade mehmed, Süleymaniye, and 
laleli; and in istanbul: museum of Turkish and islamic 
arts, istanbul university manuscript library, fatih millet, 
Köprülü, and Nuruosmaniye libraries. Tanındı has also dis-
covered manuscripts stamped with bayezid ii’s seal at the 
bursa library, manisa library, amasya library, and other 
libraries outside Turkey. 

74. ʿaṭā, Tārīḫ-i ʿAṭā, 1:92, 209–10, 313; ʿabdurraḥmān Şeref, 
“Topḳapu Sarāy-i hümāyūnı,” Tārīḫ-i ʿOsmānī Encümeni 
Mecmuʿası 5-12 (1326–27/1910–11), 405. The privy cham-
ber Treasury is identified as the Treasury of holy relics 
(emānāt-i mübāreke ḫazīnesi) and Treasury of the Sword-
bearer (Silāhdār Aġa ḫazīnesi) in two nineteenth-century 
ground plans. late sixteenth-century documents refer 
to the “Treasury of the privy chamber” as “ḫāne-i ḫāṣṣa 
ḫazīnesi; oda ḫazīnesi, odada olan ḫazīne-i ḫāṣṣa”: Neci-
poğlu, Topkapı Palace, 133–41, 153–58. 

75. bayezid ii’s almond-shaped seal measures 2.2 x 1.4 cm and 
reads: Bāyezīd bin Meḥemmed el-muẓaffer dāʾimā (bayezid 
Son of mehmed, always victorious). Two previously 
unknown almond-shaped seals of bayezid ii were discov-
ered by zeynep atbaş, who attributes them to the end of 
bayezid’s days as prince or to the first year of his reign. 
See her essay in this volume with its appendix containing 
examples of bayezid ii’s ex libris. Garo Kürkman has identi-
fied in the venice archives a hitherto unknown round seal 
of bayezid ii, stamped on an ottoman document dated 909 
(1503). This seal is the same as Selim i’s round treasury seal 
bearing at its center the inscription Sulṭān Selīm Şāh and 
surrounded by the four-fold rotation of the pious phrase 
Tawakkaltu ʿalā Khāliqi (i have placed my trust in the cre-
ator). The only exception is that the center of the newly 
discovered seal is inscribed Sulṭān Bāyezīd. This seal will 
be published by Garo Kürkman in his forthcoming book, 
Anatolian Seals and Engravers (oral communication with 
zeynep atbaş). 

76. while atbaş’s appendix i lists every book with bayezid ii’s 
seal impression that she could identify at the Topkapı pal-
ace museum library, zeren Tanındı’s appendix ii is only a 
selective sample of primarily artistic manuscripts with the 
same seal that were transferred from the Topkapı palace 
to other libraries. The Süleymaniye library has many more 
manuscripts with bayezid ii’s seal. 

77. on ʿabd al-Qadir al-maraghi’s manuscript dedicated to 
murad ii (TSmK, r. 1726, Karatay, f 279) see raby and 
Tanındı, Turkish Bookbinding, 112–17. another manuscript 
dedicated to mehmed ii on fol. 1b by the son of ʿabd al-
Qadir after his father’s death bears the name ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz 
bin al-marḥūm al-maghfūr Khwāja Kamāl al-Dīn ʿAbd 
al-Qādir (TSmK, a. 3462, Karatay f 278). for ʿabd al-Qadir 
al-maraghi’s works on music, which survive in the Topkapı 
and other libraries, see recep uslu, Merâgî’den Sultan II. 
Murad’a Müziğin Maksatları: Makāsidu’l-Elhān (ankara, 
2015), 20–23. on his son and grandson, who were active in 
the ottoman empire and dedicated works on music to later 
sultans, see 30–34; and TDVİA, s.v. “abdülkâdir merâgî,” by 
Nuri Özcan. manuscripts on music listed in ʿatufi’s inven-
tory are considered by Jamil ragep et al. in the present 
volume.

78. for bayezid ii’s ex libris samples, see my appendix iii: 6, 
26.2, 28, 29, 31, 36, and plates 9 [1], 10, 11 [2]; and zeynep 
atbaş’s essay with an appendix, “examples of bayezid ii’s 
ex libris.” for ownership notes, annotations, and the rank-
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from the 12th to 15th Centuries (biggleswade, england, 1980); 
and hirschler, Ashrafīya Library Catalogue, esp. 72–80. on 
islamic classifications of knowledge and the influence of 
al-razi’s version in sixteenth-century iran, see Gerhard 
endress, “The cycle of Knowledge: intellectual Traditions 
and encyclopedias of the rational Sciences in arabic 
islamic hellenism,” in Organizing Knowledge: Encylopae-
dic Activities in the Pre-Eighteenth Century Islamic World, 
ed. Gerhard endress (leiden; boston, 2006), 103–35, esp. 
128–29. The four manuscripts on encyclopedic classifica-
tions of sciences by al-razi and al-Ghazali listed in ʿatufi’s 
inventory (64 {16–19}, 65 {1}) are discussed in abdurrah-
man atçıl’s essay in this volume. i find it noteworthy that 
an anonymous classification of sciences in arabic is speci-
fied in the inventory as having been “checked out” (300 
{9–11}). 

94. The categories of knowledge adopted by ʿ atufi are listed in 
mS Török f. 59, 2–5, a section that has a few missing pages. 
on his categorization of some books “based on the criterion 
of adherence to islamic doctrine,” see dimitri Gutas’s essay 
in this volume. on the primacy accorded to the bible and 
theological books in italian libraries see dressen, Library 
of the Badia Fiesolana, 35. The unconventional classifica-
tion system of books in akbar’s library is reported by the 
disapproving historian ʿabd al-Qadir badaʾuni (d. 1605) in 
a discussion of the court poet fayzi’s (d. 1595) books that 
were passed on to the mughal emperor upon his death: 
cited in Seyller, “inspection and valuation of manuscripts,” 
270. 

95. inheritance registers (muḫallefāt) from the seventeenth 
century onward are dominated by arabic and Turkish 
books, with very few works in persian according to erünsal, 
Osmanlılarda Sahaflık ve Sahaflar, 326.

96. erünsal notes in Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 464–65, 
that, unlike other book catalogues, ʿatufi’s inventory gives 
no total count of books, revealing that its main purpose 
was not annual inventory counting but rather finding the 
books, with empty spaces left for new acquisitions. 

97. erünsal, “brief Survey,” 275. 
98. mS Török f. 59. checked out books are cited on pages 165 

{lower right margin}, 167 {upper and lower right margin}, 
168 {upper left margin}, 169 {upper and lower right mar-
gin}, 171 {lower right margin}, 178 {lower left margin}, 181 
{lower right margin}, 190 {mid-left margin}, 299 {mid-right 
margin}, 300 {mid-left margin}, 307 {right margin, between 
lines 4 and 5}, 357 {lower right margin}, 359 {mid-right 
margin}, 361 {mid-right margin}.

99. mS Török f. 59. books donated as gifts are cited on pages 
110 {18–19}, 169 {1}, 187 {between 1 and 2}, 293 {14, 18}, 294 
{18}. 

100. TSma, d. 8228: molla Kasım borrowed these books in 
983 (1575–76); they were passed on to his successor İsa 
Çelebi in 988 (1580). cited in aykut Kazancıgil, “fatih devri 
İlmi hayatı içinde Tıp eğitimi ve Tababet,” in İstanbul 
Armağanı, ed. mustafa armağan, 4 vols. (1995), 1:256. also 
discussed in Nükhet varlık’s essay in this volume, where 

84. i have examined a series of unpublished mid- to late-
sixteenth-century archival registers that list books appro-
priated from deceased grandees for the inner Treasury: 
TSma, e. 861 (4 –8). for specially designated spaces in the 
inner Treasury containing confiscated books, see erünsal, 
Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 195n1022. 

85. ibid., 193–99. 
86. ibid., 195n1022, 213, 417. The eighteenth-century armenian 

author Ghukas inchichean mentions two new libraries 
at the Topkapı palace, that of ahmed iii inside the third 
courtyard and that of mustafa iii near the mosque of gar-
deners in the outer garden. The latter featured more than 
5,000 volumes: G. inchichean, XVIII. Asırda İstanbul, trans. 
h. d. andreasyan (istanbul, 1976), 31. on the emergence 
of purpose-built public libraries as a new building type in 
which works of literature, history, political advice, moral 
philosophy, and sometimes the sciences began to hold a 
more prominent place as compared to former madrasa 
and mosque libraries, see yavuz Sezer, “The architecture of 
bibliophilia: eighteenth-century ottoman libraries” (phd 
diss., massachusetts institute of Technology, 2016). Sezer 
notes that books endowed by mustafa iii for the corps 
of gardeners were transferred in 1831 to the madrasa of 
the laleli mosque built by him (107–9). abdülhamid ii (r. 
1876–1909) selected volumes from the inner Treasury to be 
rebound and transferred to the yıldız palace, but upon his 
demise these books returned to the Topkapı palace, with 
some items given to the istanbul university manuscript 
library.

87. for books supplied from the mamluk palace at the citadel 
and other private collections to public religious institutions 
as waqf, see behrens-abouseif, Book in Mamluk Egypt, esp. 
17–28. 

88. on the migration of these books to other libraries, see notes 
83–86 above. 

89. one of the few studies on a late-ottoman book collection 
is berat açıl, ed., Osmanlı Kitap Kültürü: Cârullah Efendi 
Kütüphanesi ve Derkenar Notları (ankara, 2015). 

90. SK, ayasofya 981, fol. 1a: reproduced in raby and Tanındı, 
Turkish Bookbinding, 102, fig. 83. 

91. TSmK, b. 411.
92. molla lutfi’s encyclopedic classification omits the rational 

sciences, despite his expertise in these fields: see maraş, 
“Tokatlı molla lütfi,” 128, 134–35. for ʿali Qushji’s lost 
treatise, see TDVİA, s.v. “ali Kuşçu,” by cengiz aydın. on 
an earlier ottoman classification of 100 sciences, dated 
1424, whose author explained his aim as adding 40 fields 
of knowledge to the 60 covered in fakhr al-din al-razi’s 
(d. 1210) persian encyclopedia (discussed below in note 
93), see Kemal faruk molla, “mehmed Şah fenâri’nin 
Enmûzecu’l-Ulûm adlı eserine Göre fetih Öncesi dönemde 
osmanlılar’da İlim anlayışı ve İlim Tasnifi,” Dîvân İlmî 
Araştırmalar 18 (2005): 245–73. 

93. on the relevance of classifications of sciences to libraries, 
see alain besson, Medieval Classification and Cataloguing: 
Classification Practices and Cataloguing Methods in France 
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organization, with added emphasis on the education of 
pages and his establishment of new preparatory schools, 
is mentioned in ʿaṭā, Tārīḫ-i ʿAṭā, 1:72, 185.

108. books endowed for the use of pages in the service of the 
inner Treasury are listed in “check-out” registers from the 
mid-sixteenth century onward. in my view, these waqf vol-
umes may have been kept in the pages’ dormitory rather 
than in the inner Treasury itself. See TSma, e. 861 (11) dated 
1008 (1599–1600), “Ḫazīne-i ʿ āmirede mevcūd vaḳıf kitāblar” 
(waqf books present in the imperial treasury), which were 
stored at the “ḫāne-i ḫazīne,” likely the dormitory of trea-
sury pages. for endowed books in dormitories, see also the 
essay of zeynep atbaş in this volume. 

109. Judith pfeiffer’s essay in the present volume refers to a 
book borrowed from the inner Treasury by müʾeyyedzade, 
which bears both his borrower’s mark and the impressions 
of bayezid ii’s seal. She proposes that the sultan may have 
given that book to him as a present. 

110. The petition is cited in Tunç Şen and cornell h. fleisch-
er’s essay in this volume, where they raise the pertinent 
question of whether ʿatufi’s inventory was accessible to 
other members of the palace. for astrolabes, quadrants, 
and astronomical instruments kept in the inner Treasury, 
which are listed in the treasury inventories dated 1496 and 
1505, see Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 134–35. i have slightly 
modified the dedicatory inscription of bayezid ii’s astro-
labe cited by david a. King, who identifies its maker as “a 
Turk from central anatolia”: see his “Two astrolabes for the 
ottoman Sultan bayezit ii,” in Essays in Honour of Ekmeled-
din İhsanoǧlu, 2 vols. (istanbul, 2006), 1:439–59, at 454–55.  
i prefer to interpret the designation “al-rūmī” more 
broadly, as an “ottoman” regardless of ethnicity and from 
a wider geography than anatolia. 

111. on Shaykh hamdullah’s probable access to books kept at 
the royal library, see m. celâl, Şeyh Hamdullah (istanbul, 
1948), 9; cited in raby and Tanındı, Turkish Bookbinding, 
98. for this calligrapher, see muhittin Serin, Hattat Şeyh 
Hamdullah (istanbul, 2007). The album in question (TSmK, 
b. 411) is dubbed “The Timurid calligraphy album” and is 
described in roxburgh, Persian Album, 106–21.

112. This report in latifi’s (d. 1582) ottoman Turkish biographi-
cal anthology of poets is discussed in ferenc csirkés’s arti-
cle in the present volume.

113. on Qurʾans listed in the inventory, see the essays of zeren 
Tanındı and zeynep atbaş. 

114. This mamluk Qurʾan (T. 533) is now kept in the Turkish 
and islamic art museum (hereafter, Tİem), in istanbul: 
see zeren Tanındı’s essay in the present volume, and her 
chapter, “The bindings and illuminations of the Qurʾan,” in 
The 1400th Anniversary of the Qurʾan: Museum of Turkish and 
Islamic Art Qurʾan Collection (istanbul, 2010), 90–121, at 99, 
cat. 62. 

115. The venetian diplomat Giovanni dario, who attended this 
reception ceremony at the edirne palace, describes some 
of the gifts presented by the mamluk ambassador without 
mentioning a Qurʾan: Guglielmo berchet, La Repubblica 

she points out that some scholars have raised doubts about 
whether these two physicians were employed at the impe-
rial palace or in a public royal hospital. 

101. for the head physician’s Tower, also called baş lala Kulesi, 
see Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 187, 292–93n7, pl. 11 (59). 
examples of such library records that i have consulted 
include TSma, e. 861 (12–17), d. 6083, and d. 3261. 

102. Sometimes organized alphabetically or thematically, 
me die val arabic library catalogues shared no single clas-
sification system. Some of these catalogues would likely 
have been familiar to ʿatufi. for an elaborate “three-tier 
system” of organizing books according to alphabet, theme, 
and size in the ashrafiyya library, see hirschler, Ashrafīya 
Library Catalogue, 65–79. 

103. ankara, vakıflar Genel müdürlüğü arşivi, 582/1, on page 33, 
cited in erünsal, Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 380–81.

104. Touati, L’armoire à sagesse, 8, 71, 293–300. See also behrens-
abouseif, Book in Mamluk Egypt, 7–14, 52–69,  especially 
for extant khizānas in mamluk religious complexes in 
cairo. on medieval islamic libraries and for additional 
bibliography, see eche, Les Bibliothèques Arabes; erünsal, 
Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 1–74; erünsal, Orta Çağ İslâm 
Dünyâsında Kitap ve Kütüphâne; and hirschler, Ashrafīya 
Library Catalogue, 86–95. 

105. Giovan antonio menavino, I cinque libri della legge, reli-
gione, et vita de’ Turchi et della corte, & d’alcune guerre del 
Gran Turco (florence, 1548), 92–97. The french scholar-
diplomat postel was sent by King francis i to the court of 
Sultan Süleyman in 1536–37 as an official interpreter of the 
embassy of Jean de la forêt. postel collected oriental manu-
scripts for the king’s royal library and traveled a second 
time in the ottoman empire in 1549–50. See Guillaume pos-
tel, De la République des Turcs: et là où l’occasion s’offrera, 
des moeurs et loy de tous les Muhamédistes (poitiers, 1560), 
part iii:11. 

106. on the educational dimension of the palace library inven-
tory, see also Tahera Qutbuddin’s essay in this volume. 
The palace school curriculum and the education of pages 
are discussed in Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 111–22; where 
menavino is cited at 111, 114. on books read in 1579 by trea-
sury pages (mostly religious manuals, books on Sufism, 
grammar, and literature), and the seventeenth-century cur-
riculum of the palace school, see emine fetvacı, Picturing 
History at the Ottoman Court (bloomington; indianapolis, 
2013), 25, 29–37. in “Greek Scriptorium,” 26–28, raby pro-
poses that some of the extant Greek manuscripts at the 
palace library were intended for the linguistic training of 
mehmed ii’s chancellery staff. The latest ottoman docu-
ment in Greek at the venetian state archives is dated 1529; 
it is an official letter announcing a conquest (aSv, docu-
menti Turchi, no 250). See maria pia pedani, ed., The Series 
lettere e Scritture Turchesche of the Venetian State Archives 
(leiden, 2009), xv. i thank zahid atçıl for this reference.

107. menavino, I cinque libri, 96. on the palace school and dor-
mitories of pages, see Necipoğlu, Topkapı Palace, 111–22. 
bayezid ii’s further development of his father’s palace 
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the number of books kept in the mamluk sultan Qansuh 
al-Ghawri’s (r. 1501–16) mosque in cairo without naming 
their titles, which consisted of ten chests containing 469 
volumes, may suggest otherwise. its heading reads, “These 
are the books in Sultan Ghawri’s mosque” (Sulṭān Ġawrī 
cāmiʿinde olan kitāblar). for the book treasury of Sultan 
al-Ghawri’s funerary mosque-madrasa-khanqah complex, 
see behrens-abouseif, Book in Mamluk Egypt, 30, 32–33, 
62–63, 67–68. This library consisted of two private collec-
tions, showing that it was “not easy in the late mamluk 
period to supply a large number of books to fill the library 
of a princely religious institution” (ibid., 80–81). likewise, 
endowed libraries of religious complexes often passed on 
to private or other libraries, despite their waqf stipulations 
(ibid., 9–10). for the argument that the ashrafiyya library 
catalogue (now in the Süleymaniye library’s fatih collec-
tion) was shipped with a substantial number of endowed 
manuscripts from the ayyubid-period ashrafiyya madrasa 
in damascus to the Topkapı palace library as booty upon 
Selim i’s conquest of Syria in 1516, see hirschler, Ashrafīya 
Library Catalogue, 46–53. hirschler proposes that many 
of these books were transferred from the Topkapı palace 
to the fatih and ayasofya collections of the Süleymaniye 
library by mahmud i (r. 1730–54). he notes that books 
repeatedly changed legal status between endowed and 
private in medieval collections, thereby ensuring their 
survival over longer periods (ibid., 39–40). 

121. Ḫoca Saʿdeddīn, Tācü’t-tevārīḫ, 2 vols. (istanbul, 1279/1863), 
2:398–99. 

122. by the late sixteenth and seventeenth century, the flourish-
ing book market in istanbul overshadowed those in other 
ottoman centers, including bursa, edirne, cairo, damas-
cus, aleppo, mecca, and Jerusalem according to erünsal, 
Sahaflık ve Sahaflar, 295–96, 337–39. The book sent back to 
herat via Khwaja hafiz yazdi is identified in a document 
preserved in the bursa qadi court registers as Tafsīr-i Qādī 
(dated 12 rabiʿ i 890; march 29, 1485): quoted in erünsal, 
Sahaflık ve Sahaflar, 297n35. 

123. Genç, Acem’den Rum’a, 385–86.
124. TSmK, r. 1465: fehmi ethem Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı 

Müzesi Kütüphanesi Türkçe Yazmalar Kataloğu, 2 vols. 
(istanbul, 1961), 1, no. 1011, Tarih, 327–28. Karatay notes 
the possibility that the Tacizade attribution, added by a 
later hand, may instead refer to Tacizade caʿfer Çelebi’s 
brother Saʿdi Çelebi (d. 1516–17). on the Turkish translation 
of Qazwini’s persian history, see TDVİA, s.v. “Sarıca Kemal,” 
by İsmail e. erünsal. for the many copies of the original 
persian version listed in ʿatufi’s inventory, see the essay of 
ferenc csirkés in this volume.

125. additions of new books to the inventory’s empty spaces 
in a different hand appear on pages 56, 83, 199, 204. other 
insertions in the same (or a very similar) hand as that of the 
scribe/transcriber of the inventory include those on pages 
1, 151, and many interlinear corrections.

126. a different kind of discrepancy appears in a volume not 
listed in ʿatufi’s inventory, which is discussed in the essay 

di Venezia e la Persia (Torino, 1865), no. 17, 150–51. berchet 
misidentified that document as the report of an embassy to 
iran, which is contradicted by its references to edirne and 
the ottoman grand vizier davud pasha (g.v. 1482–97). 

116. in her essay zeren Tanındı suggests the date 1503 for the 
presentation of Qaʾ itbay’s Qurʾan. for embassies exchanged 
with the mamluks during bayezid ii’s reign, see cihan yük-
sel muslu, The Ottomans and the Mamluks: Imperial Diplo-
macy and Warfare in the Islamic World (london, 2014), esp. 
248–74.

117. for dates of rewards given by bayezid ii to these two 
authors upon the presentation of the completed drafts of 
their history books, see Kazan, XVI. Asırda Sarayın Sanatı 
Himayesi, 89. bidlisi’s career, his works, and the dynastic 
histories written by him and Kemalpaşazade are analyzed 
in a forthcoming book by vural Genç, Acem’den Rum’a Bir 
Bürokrat ve Tarihçi: İdris-i Bidlisi (1457-1520). i am grateful 
to the author, who generously shared with me his unpub-
lished book manuscript.

118. on the contents and dates of early works by bidlisi listed in 
the library inventory, see Genç, Acem’den Rum’a, 22, 171–92, 
194–96, 590. Genç observes that bidlisi gives two different 
dates for his departure from Tabriz, 907 (1501–2) and 908 
(1502–3), implying that he probably left Tabriz in 1502 and 
began to write his ottoman dynastic history around 1504; 
see 14–26, 149–50, 171. at 125n415, Genç discusses Jalal al-
din dawani’s book produced for bayezid ii’s library, which 
is cited in ʿ atufi’s inventory as Sharḥu rubāʿiyyāti Mawlānā 
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Dawānī bi-al-fārisiyyati min qibali al-naṣāʾiḥi 
(commentary on Quatrains of mawlana Jalal al-din al-
dawani in persian, pertaining to advice, 146 {18–19}). on 
long-distance exchanges between dawani and bayezid 
ii, see 125n414. dawani’s book on ethics, Akhlāq-i Jalālī 
(Jalalian ethics), was also known as Lawāmiʿ al-ishrāq fī 
makārim al-akhlāq (lights of the rising Sun on ethical 
virtues). The library inventory lists it anonymously with 
its abbreviated title, Kitābu makārimi al-akhlāqi bi-al-
fārisiyyati min qibali al-taṣawwufi (114 {2–7}), describing it 
as a persian work pertaining to Sufism. probably because 
it was well known, it did not need a fuller citation. for 
both works of dawani, see the essay of hüseyin yılmaz in 
the present volume. on students of dawani who benefited 
from müʾeyyedzade’s patronage at the ottoman court, see 
hanna Sohrweide, “dichter und Gelehrte aus dem osten 
im osmanischen reich (1453-1600),” Der Islam 46, no. 1-2 
(1970): 263–302, at 280–81.

119. cited and discussed in Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitan-
ism,” 43. 

120. erünsal mentions books transferred from the royal library 
in the cairo citadel to the inner Treasury of the Topkapı 
palace by Selim i: see Osmanlı Vakıf Kütüphaneleri, 131. he 
assumes that Selim i did not take books bequeathed as 
endowments (waqf) to public libraries, but only confis-
cated those from the private libraries of defeated rulers 
and governors, 437–39. however, an undated one-page 
list at the Topkapı palace archives (TSma, e. 6090) giving 
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farāʾidi al-sulūki fī al-naṣāʾiḥi min qibali al-taṣawwufi (114 
{13}).

134. The book’s flyleaf note, odadan çıḳan fārisī, indicates that 
it was transferred from the privy chamber to the inner 
Treasury at some point.

135. This manuscript, too, was produced in the aqqoyunlu 
workshop in Shiraz. 

136. The variant title of another copy of al-Jazari’s illustrated 
treatise, labeled on fol. 1a as Kitāb al-Jāmiʿ bayn al-ʿamal 
wa-al-ḥiyal, does not match ʿatufi’s entries (SK, ayasofya 
3606). This variant is an example of the notorious flexibility 
of premodern book titles. Stamped with the waqf seals of 
mahmud i and his endowment inspector, its opening page 
may once have featured bayezid ii’s seal on its missing 
lower left corner. on the upper left corner is the round 
inner Treasury seal of Selim i and what appears to be his 
almond-shaped sovereignty seal, both of which are effaced. 
The illustrated oxford manuscript of al-Jazari’s Automata 
(The bodleian library, university of oxford, Greaves 27) 
lacks seal impressions of bayezid ii. i thank Serpil bağcı for 
checking that manuscript on my behalf. 

137. Some of the outstanding illustrated manuscripts are dis-
cussed by zeynep atbaş and zeren Tanındı in this volume. 

138. Three copies with a similar title are listed in ʿatufi’s inven-
tory: mS Török f. 59, 307 {7}: Tansūkhnāmah-i īlkhānī li-l-
Naṣīr al-Ṭūsī fī ʿilmi al-jawāhiri min al-aḥjāri; 184 {3–4}: 
Kitābu tansūkhnāmah-i īlkhānī fī ʿilmi al-aḥjāri, bound 
together with a work on history; and 165 {7–8}: Kitābu 
Atānksūkhnāmah-i Īlkhān fī al-ṭibbi. The first two entries 
refer to Nasir al-din al-Tusi’s (d. 1274) treatise titled “book 
on precious Stones for the ilkhan”: see Naṣīr al-dīn Ṭūsī, 
Tansūkhnāmah-i Īlkhānī, ed. muḥammad razavī (Tehran, 
1970). The third entry corresponds to the only known illus-
trated persian copy of a work on chinese medicine, which 
begins with a preface by the ilkhanid vizier and polymath 
rashid al-din fadl allah al-hamadhani (d. 1318). on this 
illustrated manuscript (SK, ayasofya 3596), dated 713 (1313), 
see persis berlekamp, “The limits of artistic exchange in 
fourteenth-century Tabriz: The paradox of rashid al-din’s 
book on chinese medicine, part i,” Muqarnas 27 (2010): 
209–50. i have examined the manuscript, whose title on 
the flyleaf, Kitāb tashrīḥ bi-al-fārisiyya (book of anatomy 
in persian), does not match ʿatufi’s entry and seems to be 
a later librarian’s addition. it is likely that the front page 
bearing the title assigned by ʿatufi is lost because bayezid 
ii’s seal is stamped only at the end (fol. 262b). The partly 
torn opening page (fol. 1a) has the waqf seals of mahmud 
i and his endowment administrator, but it probably also 
featured a now-lost seal impression of bayezid ii. 

139. Two copies are listed in mS Török f. 59, 253 {12}, Dastān-i 
Warqa wa-Gulshāh; and 254 {4}, Naẓm-i ḥikāyati Warqa 
wa-Gulshāh bi-al-fārisiyyati. The only extant copy (TSmK, 
h. 841, Karatay f 386) has seal impressions of bayezid ii.

140. There are three entries on dioscorides’s work in mS Török 
f. 59. The first is Kitāb al-ḥashāʾishi li-Dīsqūrīdus wa-
huwa khamsu maqālātin fī al-ṭibbi (The book on herbs by 

of zeynep atbaş (TSmK, a. 3480, Karatay a 7118). This is 
a commentary by mirim Çelebi on his grandfather ʿali 
Qushji’s arabic astronomy treatise dedicated to mehmed 
ii. it bears three seal impressions of bayezid ii (fols. 1a, 2a, 
199b), but was dedicated to Selim i on fol. 3a in 925 (1519). 
atbaş proposes that the volume was probably refurbished 
after bayezid ii’s demise, as is revealed by the golden text 
frame that partly covers one of bayezid’s seal impressions 
stamped during his lifetime. interestingly, this sultan’s two 
other seal impressions have been cut out from elsewhere 
and pasted indistinguishably into this volume. for an entry 
with another inconsistent date in the inventory, see my 
appendix iii: 45. because the corresponding volume has 
two seal impressions of bayezid ii and also a dedication to 
him, the post-bayezid abjad date written hastily in its last 
page in a different hand must be erroneous. 

127. for this register, see note 27 above. on books presented 
as gifts to bayezid ii, which are listed in that register, see 
Kazan, XV. Asırda Sarayın Sanatı Himayesi, 347–49. 

128. TSma, d. 9628, fol. 4a: Saʿādetlü pādişāh ile gelen kitāblar 
ṭolabından bir mecmaʿ ve merḥūm Sulṭān Selīm ile 
sancāḳdan gelen kitāblar ṭolabından bir mecmaʿ Baba Cüce 
yedinden içerüye teslīm. The Qurʾan was handed over to the 
junior lady on 13 ramadan 997 (July 26, 1589) by the dwarf 
haydar cüce (fol. 4a).

129. TSma, d. 6083, dated 965 (1557–58), fol. 2b.
130. Translated from arabic into chaghatay Turkic by mir hay-

dar and calligraphed in uyghur script by malik bakhshi 
of herat, the volume was bought in istanbul in 1673 by 
antoine Galland. This text is followed by another one in 
uyghur script, titled Memorial of the Saints. See marie-rose 
Séguy, The Miraculous Journey of Mahomet: Mirâj Nâmeh 
(New york, 1977).

131. i am grateful to zeynep yürekli-Görkay, who informed me 
that there are no seal impressions of bayezid ii in this man-
uscript. for the date and description of the manuscript, 
see Serpil bağcı et al., Ottoman Painting (washington, dc, 
2009), 46–47. yoltar proposed the date ca. 1506–12, given 
that the author received seven donations from bayezid ii 
in that period: ayşin yoltar, “The role of illustrated man-
uscripts in ottoman luxury book production: 1416-1520” 
(phd diss., New york university, institute of fine arts, 
2002), 425–42. i thank yoltar for suggesting that this might 
indeed be the volume listed by ʿatufi, even though she had 
proposed a later date for the manuscript. 

132. for the manuscript, see zeren Tanındı’s article in the pres-
ent volume. 

133. i thank hüseyin yılmaz, who suggests that this manuscript 
might be ibrahim b. ishaq Shams Sajjaji’s Farā’id al-Sulūk 
fī Faḍāʾil al-Mulūk, a mirror for princes like the Kalīla wa 
Dimna, written in 610 (1213): see Nasrin askari, The Medieval 
Reception of the Shāhnāma as a Mirror for Princes (leiden, 
2016), 50–52. but he cautions that other authors have also 
written works on this genre. an entry in the inventory cites 
a different copy, defined as pertaining to Sufism: Kitābu 
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bin ʿ abdullah Naqqash in 1507–8 and 1508–9: “role of illus-
trated manuscripts,” 386–99. 

146. for the cambridge manuscript, labeled by a modern 
librarian as Bāyazīdnāmah on the spine of its binding, see 
Sara Nur yıldız, “ottoman historical writing in persian, 
1400–1600,” in Persian Historiography, ed. charles melville 
(london, 2012), 456–61, at 457. yıldız kindly explained to 
me that she did not connect the Topkapı manuscript with 
ahi in her article, given its common attribution to malik-i 
ummi. She now believes that ahi seems to be, in fact, the 
correct reading rather than ummi (personal communica-
tion). i would like to thank ünver rüstem for sending me 
photographs of the cambridge manuscript, whose dated 
colophon gives the scribe’s name as ʿ abdallah al-Katib (fol. 
105a). i have noticed notes added later to the flyleaf and 
colophon margin of this manuscript, which identify the 
work as Dīvān-i Malik-zādah. in the colophon the author 
refers to himself as Malik-i Maḥmūd (fol. 105a). This seems 
in keeping with the identification of the author’s given 
name as Malik-zādah Maḥmūd by mikail bayram, who 
brought the draft of the same work (SK, fatih 4092) to the 
attention of zeren Tanındı: see her article, “The illustra-
tion of the Shahnama and the art of the book in ottoman 
Turkey,” in Shahnama Studies II. The Reception of Firdausi’s 
Shahnama, ed. charles melville and Gabriella van den berg 
(leiden; boston, 2012), 141–58, at 144–45. 

147. i have confirmed that the author’s name, Malik-i Maḥmūd, 
mentioned in the colophon of the cambridge manuscript, 
also appears in the colophons of SK, fatih 4092 (fol. 139b) 
and TSmK, h. 1123 (fol. 98a). The colophon of the Süley-
maniye manuscript has two couplets crossed out by red 
lines, with revised couplets indicated as marginal anno-
tations (fol. 98a). Therefore, the cambridge manuscript, 
in which these crossed-out lines no longer remain and 
where one of the two marginal corrections is inserted as 
an interlinear annotation, must date after the draft version 
in the Süleymaniye. The cambridge manuscript, in turn, 
preceded the final illustrated Topkapı version that lacks 
such authorial corrections. The illegible almond-shaped 
seal i noticed in photos of the Süleymaniye manuscript, 
which zeren Tanındı graciously sent to me, measures 13 x 
17 mm, a measurement that corresponds to Selim ii’s seal 
according to zeynep atbaş. i also spotted in this manu-
script the following endowment note (fol. 53a): Vaḳf-i 
merḥūm Çelebizāde Mevlānā Dervīş Meḥmed. This endower 
must be mahmud i’s grand vizier (d. 1716), whose library 
contained several manuscripts from the ashrafiyya col-
lection in damascus that bear identical waqf notes. These 
manuscripts in the Süleymaniye library’s fatih collection 
likely originated from the Topkapı palace library, to which 
they had been transferred from the ashrafiyya library: see 
hirschler, Ahrafiya Library Catalogue, 50–52.

148. dressen, Library of the Badia Fiesolana, 35. i have briefly 
discussed several books cited in the inventory that can be 
associated with the imperial cosmopolitanism of mehmed 
ii in Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism,” 9–16, 23. on the 

dioscorides, and in it are five parts, on medicine, 169 {3}). 
The second entry lists this work within a multi-title com-
pendium (169 {5–7}). The third entry (169 {4–5}) matches 
verbatim the title of an extant manuscript (TSmK, a. 2127, 
Karatay: a 7191), which is stamped with bayezid ii’s seal 
on the opening and last pages. The matching title, written 
on a paper label pasted on top of a previous title on the 
upper part of the opening page, reads Mujalladun awwalu 
min Kitāb Dīsqūrīdus fī al-hashāʾishi wa-ghayrihā wa-fīhi 
al-hashāʾishi khamsu maqālātin fī al-ṭibbi (first volume of 
dioscorides on herbs et cetera, and in it are five parts, on 
medicine). 

141. mS Török f. 59, 169 {13–14}: Kitābu manāfiʿi al-ḥayawāni 
bi-al-fārisiyyati fī al-ṭibbi. pierpont morgan library, mS 500, 
featuring bayezid ii’s seal on fols. 2a, 84b; several other cop-
ies with varying titles are listed by ʿatufi (169 {13–17}).

142. mS Török f. 59, 244 {11–12}: washington, dc, freer Gallery 
of art, 32.30-32-37, in which bayezid ii’s seal is stamped 
only on fol. 337b, implying that the front matter is lost; and 
Tİem, T. 2046. on these two manuscripts, see filiz Çağman 
and zeren Tanındı, “Selections from Jalayirid books in the 
libraries of istanbul,” Muqarnas 28 (2011): 221–64, at 229–
30.

143. mS Török f. 59, 165 {17}: Kitābu jarrāḥiyyatin [ay, umūrin 
jarrāḥiyyatin] khāniyyatin bi-al-turkiyyati maʿrūfun bi-Jar-
rāḥnāmah fī al-ṭibbi. for three known illustrated copies of 
this work, see bağcı et al., Ottoman Painting, 25–26, 25n14; 
İlter uzel, Şerefeddin Sabuncuoğlu: Cerrâhiyyetü'l-Hâniyye, 
2 vols. (ankara, 1992). in her essay in this volume, Nükhet 
varlık has identified one of these volumes as having been 
stamped with bayezid ii’s seal. 

144. mS Török f. 59, 310 {12–13}: TSmK, a. 3474, Karatay a 7143.
145. The manuscript (TSmK, h. 1123, not catalogued by Kara-

tay) was identified as the “Shāhnāmah of malik-i ummi” 
in raby and Tanındı, Turkish Bookbinding, cat. 34, 190–91; 
yoltar, “role of illustrated manuscripts,” 386–99; and bağcı 
et al., Ottoman Painting, 50–51. more recently, it has been 
attributed to a poet with the pen name of ahi by andrew 
c. S. peacock: oral communication cited in Sooyong Kim’s 
essay in this volume, where Kim mentions two copies of 
a divan ascribed to an Āhī in ʿatufi’s inventory (mS Török 
f. 59, 246 {19}, 247 {16}). i am grateful to Sara Nur yıldız, 
who explained that peacock’s new attribution is based on 
the fact that the Topkapı manuscript does not clearly dif-
ferentiate between the spelling of “h” and “m,” due to which 
Ummī and Āhī are both possible readings. but on fol. 3a the 
spelling of the author’s pen name clearly has an “alif” with 
a “madda” over it, which justifies reading it as Āhī (fig. 12c). 
The date ca. 1485 was proposed for this manuscript in raby 
and Tanındı, Turkish Bookbinding, 190; with the revised 
date of ca. 1495 suggested in bağcı et al., Ottoman Painting, 
50–51. yoltar assigned to it an even later date during or after 
1502–3, based on bayezid ii’s “register of rewards,” which 
begins after that year and lists awards received by this 
Shāhnāmah’s calligrapher-cum-painter darwish mahmud 
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cemal Kafadar and ahmet Karamustafa in this volume. 
bayezid ii also corresponded with and sent gifts to Jami in 
herat: see Ömer okumuş, “Jâmî, abdurrahman,” TDVİA 7 
(1993): 94–99, at 95. on annual gifts sent by bayezid ii to 
other iranian scholars including Jalal al-din dawani, Sayf 
al-din ahmad Taftazani, and mir Jamal al-din ataullah, 
and the sultan’s employment of İdris bidlisi who became 
estranged from ottoman court factions, see Genç, “Şah ile 
Sultan arasında bir acem bürokratı,” 43–75, esp. 44n1.

153. i have borrowed the term “philosophical philosophy” from 
the essay of dimitri Gutas, who notes the “religious watch-
dog aspect” of the inventory, where bayezid ii’s librarian 
sometimes inserts his own critical comments into book 
entries, particularly those on “philosophical philosophy” 
in the avicennan mode. Gutas observes that philosophers 
from al-andalus, including averroes (ibn rushd) are “com-
pletely absent” from the palace library inventory, and that 
even Greek philosophers are sparsely represented. The ear-
liest known manuscript of averroes’s Tahāfut was copied 
in istanbul in 925 (1519) according to İhsan fazlıoğlu, who 
claims that it must have been known earlier in the ottoman 
context: see his “Türk felsefe bilim Tarihi’nin Seyir defteri,” 
Dîvân: İlmî Araştırmalar 18 (2005): 1–57, at 41–42. how-
ever, the availability of this work to the authors of the two 
texts commissioned by mehmed ii is uncertain, accord-
ing to m. Sait Özervarlı, “arbitrating between al-Ghazālī 
and the philosophers: The Tahāfut commentaries in the 
ottoman context,” in Islam and Rationality: The Impact of 
al-Ghazālī. Papers Collected on His 900th Anniversary, ed. 
Georges Tamer, 2 vols. (leiden; boston, 2015), 1:376–97, at 
388, 390. 

154. andrea Gritti, “Relazione [1503],” in eugenio albèri, ed., 
Relazioni degli ambasciatori Veneti al Senato il XVI secolo, 15 
vols., Serie 3: Relazioni degli stati ottomani (florence, 1855), 
3:1–44, at 20–21. The report by Gritti’s secretary, i. caroldus, 
from the end of September 1503 titled “relatione fata in 
pregadi per sier andrea Gritti ritornato orator dil Signor 
turco,” is in marino Sanuto, I diarii, ed. federico Stefani, 
58 vols. (venice, 1879–1903), 5:449–68, at 458.

155. on the vizier Sinan pasha’s works, see Koç, “Sinan paşa,” 
230–31. Ghulam Sinan’s letter, formerly misattributed to his 
namesake Sinan pasha, is published and analyzed in Şükrü 
Özen, “Sahn-i Semân’da bir atışma: Gulâm (Köle) Sinan’ın 
mektubu,” Osmanlı Araştırmaları - The Journal of Ottoman 
Studies 38 (2011): 161–92, esp. 182–83, 189. Özen addition-
ally identifies Ghulam Sinan’s commentary on ʿ ali Qushji’s 
astronomy treatise (SK, fatih 5396), which had also been 
misattributed to Sinan pasha.

156. maróth, “library of Sultan bayazit ii,” 115; see also essays 
concerning ʿatufi’s entries on the literary arts by ferenc 
csirkés, Sooyong Kim, christopher marckiewicz, and 
Tahera Qutbuddin in this volume. 

157. on illustrated and illuminated manuscripts produced 
for bayezid ii, see yoltar, Role of Illustrated Manuscripts, 
267–68; and zeren Tanındı’s and zeynep atbaş’s essays 
in this volume. ottoman sources emphasizing mehmed 

strong “damascene flavor” of the late thirteenth-century 
ashrafiyya library catalogue despite its “diversity and 
 plurality,” see hirschler, Ahrafīya Library Catalogue, 35–40. 
likewise, a bibliography of books written in twelfth-cen-
tury bukhara displays a regional focus: see Shahab ahmed, 
“mapping the world of a Scholar in Sixth/Twelfth century 
bukhāra: regional Tradition in medieval islamic Scholar-
ship as reflected in a bibliography,” Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 120, no. 1 (2000): 24–43. for the wide variety 
of books on “secular” subjects once belonging to private 
libraries of ayyubid and mamluk elites that ended up in 
the endowed religious libraries of Syria and egypt, and the 
encyclopedic outlook of mamluks, see behrens-abouseif, 
Book in Mamluk Egypt, 40–42, 146–49. 

149. The biographies of numerous ottoman scholars who stud-
ied abroad, mostly in mamluk, Timurid, and Turkmen 
metropolises, can be found in Ṭaşköprīzāde, Şeḳāʾiḳu-
nuʿmānīye.

150. mahmud Gawan’s two works listed in the library inventory 
are discussed in christopher markiewicz’s essay in this 
volume: see also ʿimād al-dīn maḥmūd Gāwān, Manāẓir 
al-inshā (Tehran, 1381/2002–3); maḥmūd Gāwān, Riyāż 
al-inshāʾ, ed. chānd Ḥusayn and Ghulām yazdānī (hyder-
abad, 1948). The letter addressed to mahmud pasha is 
in Riyāż al-inshāʾ, 125–29, no. 32; for a letter from Sultan 
muhammad Shah bahmani to Sultan muhammad Shah 
al-rumi (mehmed ii), see 391–93, no. 123; another letter to 
mehmed ii is at 393–98, no. 122. mahmud Gawan’s com-
mercial relations with ottoman bursa are examined in 
halil İnalcık, “bursa i: Xv. asır Sanayi ve Ticaret Tarihine 
dair vesikalar,” Belleten 24 (1960): 45–102, document nos. 3, 
12, and 40, at pages 69, 75–76, and 95–96; richard m. eaton, 
“mahmud Gawan (1410-1481): deccanis and westerners,” 
in his A Social History of the Deccan, 1300–1761: Eight Indian 
Lives (cambridge, 2005), 59–77, esp. 65, 76. for bayezid ii’s 
reception of ambassadors in edirne, see note 115 above and 
behiştî ahmed Çelebi, Târîh-i Behiştî II, ed. mertol Tulum 
(ankara, 2016), 353–55. The verse quoted by lamiʿi is cited 
in babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror, 508.

151. for extant books associated with mehmed ii, see the arti-
cles of zeynep atbaş and zeren Tanındı in this volume; 
raby and Tanındı, Turkish Bookbinding. reports by the 
Greco-venetian humanist Niccolò Sagudino and Giacomo 
languschi are cited in Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitan-
ism,” 6–7. on deluxe manuscripts of al-Suhrawardi’s works 
produced for mehmed ii, see raby and Tanındı, Turkish 
Bookbinding, 151, 172. works by ibn Sina (avicenna) and 
al-Suhrawardi cited in ʿatufi’s inventory are discussed in 
dimitri Gutas’s essay in this volume. 

152. for an english translation of the work commissioned by 
mehmed ii, see ʿabd al-raḥmān Jāmī, The Precious Pearl 
(al-Durrah al-fākhirah), Together with His Glosses and 
the Commentary of ʿAbd al-Ghafūr al-Lārī, trans. Nicholas 
heer (albany, Ny, 1979), cited in Necipoğlu, “visual cos-
mopolitanism,” 44. on the likelihood that this work was 
not delivered to bayezid ii, see the co-authored essay by 
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Islamicate World 5 (2017): 127–99, at 146 and 150. dated 716 
(1316), the extant copy of al-farisi’s treatise has bayezid ii’s 
seal impressions on fols. 2a and 205b. a partially erased 
book title on fol. 2a is illegible (TSmK, a. 3340, Karatay a 
7151). another title on fol. 1a is Kitābu Tanqīḥi al-manāẓiri. 
The same title is repeated on fol. 2a in a script differing 
from that of ʿatufi and/or his assistants. 

162. The istanbul manuscripts are described in abdelhamid i. 
Sabra, The Optics of Ibn al-Haytham, Books I-III: On Direct 
Vision (london, 1989); and briefly discussed in Gülru 
Necipoğlu, “The Scrutinizing Gaze in the aesthetics of 
islamic visual cultures: Sight, insight, and desire,” Muqar-
nas 32 (2015): 23–61, at 37–40. See also elaheh Kheirandish’s 
essay in this volume.

163. This manuscript (SK, ayasofya 2448) has seal impressions 
of bayezid ii on fols. 1a and 677b. The date in the colophon 
(fol. 677b; see fig. 13d) has been read as 1464–65 (869) in 
the Süleymaniye library’s electronic catalogue. The date 
was misread as 899 (1493–94) in Sabra, Optics of Ibn al-
Haytham, 2:lxxxi, where the dedication to mehmed ii (d. 
1481) had been overlooked. 

164. The first pages of the six-volume set are each consecutively 
labeled by ʿ atufi from 1 to 6 as al-mujallad (X) min kitāb bin 
al-Haytham fī al-manāẓiri min qibali al-ḥikmati. because 
one of the volumes contains two books, the total number 
of volumes is six, even though they contain all seven books. 
hence, some of the volume (mujallad) numbers in ʿatufi’s 
inventory, which are inscribed above the opening pages 
of each volume, do not correspond to the book (maqāla) 
numbers of the medieval titles written on the same pages. 
The Süleymaniye library has volume 1 (fatih 3212, medie-
val label book i, dated 476/1083, bayezid ii’s seals on fols. 1a, 
140b); volume 2 (fatih 3213, medieval label book ii, dated 
476/ 1083, bayezid ii’s seal on fol. 1a); volume 3 (fatih 3214, 
medieval label book iii, dated 476/1083, bayezid ii’s seals 
on fols. 1a, 197b); volume 4 (fatih 3215, medieval label books 
iv and v, dated 636/1239, bayezid ii’s seals on fols. 1a, 328b); 
and volume 6 (fatih 3216, medieval label book vii, dated 
476/1083, bayezid ii’s seals on fols. 1a, 138b). The Topkapı 
library has only volume 5 (TSmK, a. 3339, Karatay a 7149, 
medieval label book vi, dated 476/1083, stamped with 
bayezid ii’s seal on fols. 1a, 133b). 

165. Sabra described the single-volume manuscript (SK, aya-
sof ya 2448) as “the only copy that has the whole text of 
i.h.’s work,” comprising 677 folios. he noted that this com-
plete copy was transcribed from what he calls the “ʿaskari 
Set,” which he named after the copyist ahmad ibn muham-
mad ibn Jaʿfar al-ʿaskari, who was the son-in-law of ibn 
al-haytham (i.e., SK, fatih 3212, 3213, 3214, 3216; and TSmK,  
a. 3339) complemented by fatih 3215: Sabra, Optics of 
Ibn al-Haytham, 2:lxxxi. See note 164 above for these six 
volumes. Sabra does not mention another large-format 
undated ottoman copy in the palace library of ibn al-hay-
tham’s Optics, which bears no seal impression of any sultan 
and perhaps dates from the eighteenth century (TSmK, h. 
2007, Karatay a 7150: misidentified as e.h. 2007 by Karatay). 

ii’s invitations to men of talent and learning are discussed 
in Gönül Tekin, “fatih devri Türk edebiyatı,” in İstanbul 
Armağanı, ed. mustafa armağan, 1:161–235, at 162–63. for 
bidlisi’s praise of mehmed ii’s patronage of foreigners in 
contrast to bayezid ii, and Göde ahmed’s admiration for 
mehmed ii’s policies, see Genç, Acem’den Rum’a, 126–27, 
131, 167, 224, 260–61, 527–28.

158. menavino, I cinque libri, 106–7. on Qurʾans and manu-
scripts of sura al-Anʾām, see zeren Tanındı’s and zeynep 
atbaş’s essays in this volume. prayer books, amulets, and 
talismans are discussed in Guy burak’s essay.

159. esoteric and occult sciences were already strongly empha-
sized in mehmed Şah el-fenari’s early classification of the 
sciences cited in note 92 above. works in this field listed 
by ʿ atufi are analyzed by Noah Gardiner in the present vol-
ume; see also cornell fleischer’s essay. No extant volume 
of the Owl’s Lament with bayezid ii’s seal impression has 
yet been located. on this work, attributable to al-bistami, 
see cornell h. fleischer, “a mediterranean apocalypse: 
prophecies of empire in the fifteenth and Sixteenth cen-
turies,” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the 
Orient 61, no. 1-2 (2018): 18–90, at 45; his “Shadows of Shad-
ows: prophecy in politics in 1530s istanbul,”  International 
Journal of Turkish Studies 13 (2007): 51–62, esp. 55; and 
“ancient wisdom and New Sciences: prophecies at the 
ottoman court in the fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries,” 
in Falnama: The Book of Omens, ed. massumeh farhad and 
Serpil bağcı et al. (washington, dc, 2009), 232–36. See 
also TDVİA, s.v. “bistâmî, abdurrahman b. muhammed,” 
by mustafa Çağrıcı; İhsan fazlıoğlu, “İlk dönem osmanlı 
İlim ve Kültür hayatında İhvânus’s-safâ ve abdurrahmân 
bistâmî,” Dîvân: İlmî Araştırmalar 1/2 (1996): 229–40; denis 
Gril, “les traditions apocalyptiques au tournant de la chute 
de constantinople,” Varia Turcica 33 (1999): 133–52. on 
related works translated from Greek in the palace library, 
see maria mavroudi, “Translations from Greek into arabic 
at the court of mehmed ii the conqueror,” in The Byzantine 
Court: Source of Power and Culture, ed. ayla Ödekan, Nevra 
Necipoğlu, and engin akyürek (istanbul, 2016), 195–207, 
esp. 206–7.

160. mirim’s autograph manuscript (SK, ayasofya 2697) is dated 
12 rajab 904 and stamped with bayezid ii’s seals on fols. 
1a and 264a. his later treatise on optics dedicated to Sul-
tan Selim i, which refers to the works of ibn al haytham 
and Kamal al-din al-farisi, is mentioned in elaheh Khei-
randish’s essay in this volume. on mirim’s biography and 
works, see TDVİA, s.v. “mîrim Çelebi,” by İhsan fazlıoğlu. 
for the “Samarqand School,” see İhsan fazlıoğlu, “osmanlı 
felsefe-biliminin arkaplanı: Semerkand matematik-
astronomi okulu,” Dîvân İlmî Araştırmalar Dergisi 14, no. 1 
(2003): 1–66. 

161. on the listing of optics under the mathematical sciences in 
earlier classifications of the sciences by al-razi (d. 1210) and 
al-amuli (d. 1352), see matthew melvin-Koushki, “powers 
of one: The mathematicalization of the occult Sciences in 
the high persianate Tradition,” Intellectual History of the 
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23, 60n58, 70n24. i have not examined extant copies to 
determine whether they are stamped with bayezid ii’s seal 
or not. for the Greek manuscript of the Diēgēsis, see deiss-
man, Forschungen und Funde im Serai, 45–46, no. 6; and 
raby, “Greek Scriptorium,” 17. The palace library also has 
an unillustrated Greek translation of cristoforo buondel-
monti’s latin text, Liber Insularum Archipelagi, featuring 
an ottoman-style binding; see deissmann, Forschungen 
und Funde im Serai, 67, no. 24; raby, “Greek Scriptorium,” 
23, 29. on the persian translation of a byzantine chroni-
cle used as a primary source by bidlisi in his coverage of 
mehmed ii’s reign, see yıldırım, ed. and trans., İdris-i Bitlîsî 
Heşt Behişt VII. Ketîbe, lXXXiv-lXXXv, cviii, 57, 61–62; 
Genç, Acem’den Rum’a, 466. Genç makes a plausible argu-
ment that bidlisi must have also gained access to history 
books on islamic dynasties, ottoman chronicles, and other 
texts that were kept at bayezid ii’s palace library (Acem’den 
Rum’a, 219–20, 466–68).

172. in the inventory, versions of the alexander romance that 
appear under persian literature are: 231 {8}, 231 {8}, 234 {12}, 
251 {13}. a Turkish version is: 264 {4–5}. arabic and persian 
versions of aristotle’s book of advice to alexander are: 145 
{11–13}, 197 {17–19}, 198 {6, 11–13}.

173. The lives of alexander and caesar translated into Turkish 
for mehmed ii are mentioned in agostino pertusi, ed., La 
caduta di Costantinopoli, 2 vols. (verona, 1976), 2:132–33. 
an extant Greek copy of arrian’s Anabasis, the classical 
life of alexander the Great, at the palace library has been 
dated to the 1460s and attributed to mehmed ii’s court 
scriptorium in raby, “Greek Scriptorium,” 18. a now-lost 
copy of Quintus curtius rufus’s Life of Alexander in the 
Topkapı library was seen by a. mordtmann, “verzeichnis 
der handschriften in der bibliothek Sr. maj. des Sultans,” 
Philologus 9 (1854): 582–83. on the comparison of mehmed 
ii to alexander, his aqqoyunlu rival uzun hasan, and fur-
ther literature, see Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism,” 
6–9. for the comparison of Timur to alexander in Timurid 
texts that glorify his spiritual and political authority, see 
İlker evrim binbaş, Intellectual Networks in Timurid Iran: 
Sharaf al-Dīn Yazdī and the Islamic Republic of Letters (New 
york, 2016), esp. 153, 254–57, 285.

174. The three alexander entries are discussed in Necipoğlu, 
“visual cosmopolitanism,” 6–9, where i wrongly suggested 
that the nine-volume set may have been a translation from 
Greek and misjudged the third title as a work probably asso-
ciated with mehmed ii. The nine-volume set is identified 
by cornell h. fleischer and Kaya Şahin as possibly Taced-
din ahmedi’s İskendernāme in Turkish verse in this volume. 
ʿatufi generally (though not always) mentions languages 
other than arabic in his entries, but he does not do so in 
this case. after checking extant manuscript copies of the 
İskendernāme at the Topkapı library, i concluded that the 
nine-volume manuscript listed by ʿatufi is more likely the 
one in Turkish by ahmedi’s brother hamzavi, which com-
bines prose with some verse. its two surviving volumes at 
the Topkapı library are: h. 1554, identified on fol. 1a as al-jild 

166. This volume (TSmK, a. 1899; Karatay a 7148) only has 
ahmed iii’s seal impression on fol. 1a. i am grateful to 
elaheh Kheirandish, who brought to my attention the 
important observation in Sabra, Optics of Ibn al-Haytham, 
2:lxxxi–lxxxiii, that this volume was transcribed in 915 
(1509) from a copy completed in 476 (1083) “as stated on 
the first page” (namely, SK, fatih 3212, 3213, and 3214 in the 
“ʿaskari Set”). Sabra noted that, in a. 1899, the date written 
at the end of book i is Sunday, 2 Safar 915 (may 22, 1509) 
and the date at the end of book ii is wednesday, 30 rabiʿ 
i, 915 (July, 18, 1509). another manuscript copy (Köprülü 
952) is described in Sabra, Optics of Ibn al-Haytham, 2:lxxxi: 
written in maghribi script, it contains fragmentary sections 
of books and seems to have been copied in the fourteenth 
century; but unlike other extant copies, it features the geo-
metrical diagrams of books iv and v. (These diagrams are 
missing from SK, fatih 3215 and ayasofya 2448, where their 
places are left blank.)

167. The medical books in latin are listed in raby, “east and 
west in mehmed the conqueror’s library,” 303. on fur-
ther bibliographical references to Jacopo da Gaeta, the 
Jewish physician who initially attended murad ii and sub-
sequently became the physician to his son, mehmed ii, 
there after rising to the posts of finance minister and vizier 
after converting to islam, see Necipoğlu, “visual cosmo-
politanism,” 7, 12.

168. charles berlin, “a Sixteenth-century hebrew chronicle 
of the ottoman empire: The Seder Eliyahu Zuta of elijah 
capsali and its message,” in Studies in Jewish Bibliogra-
phy, History and Literature in Honor of I. Edward Kiev, ed. 
charles berlin (New york, 1971), 21–44, at 27. for an inter-
confessional debate between mehmed ii and George amir-
outzes on the prophecy of the prophet daniel concerning 
the four kingdoms, see argyriou and lagarrigue, “Georges 
amiroutzès et son ‘dialogue sur la foi au christ tenu avec 
le Sultan des Turcs’,” 161–68. The translated book of dan-
iel manuscript (SK, ayasofya 3367) is cited in Necipoğlu, 
“visual cosmopolitanism,” 12. besides the seal impressions 
of bayezid ii on fols. 1a and at the end, it has the waqf seal 
of mahmud i and of his endowment inspector on fol. 1a. 
hence, the manuscript must have been transferred from 
the inner Treasury to the ayasofya collection of mahmud 
i. on this manuscript, see also raby, “Greek Scriptorium,” 
19; fleischer, “ancient wisdom and New Sciences,” 232; and 
fleischer, “a mediterranean apocalypse,” 49. 

169. raby, “Greek Scriptorium,” 19.
170. on ardinghelli’s gift, see emil Jacobs, “büchergeschenke 

für Sultan mehemmed ii,” in Festschrift für Georg Leyh 
(leipzig, 1937), 20–26, at 25–26. ardinghelli was one of 
mehmed ii’s four florentine advisors against venice, who 
were well respected among the florentine colony of the 
pera district in istanbul: babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror, 
255. The two entries in the palace library inventory are 
discussed in Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism,” 16. 

171. The inventory’s list of books on hagia Sophia and constan-
tinople are cited in Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism,” 
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2610 (on fol. 23a), which is stamped with bayezid ii’s seal 
only on fol. 23a because its last page is missing. That trea-
tise is preceded by another one with many maps, bound 
together in the same volume whose first pages are lost; it 
therefore lacks a title, and bayezid ii’s seal is only stamped 
at its end (fol. 21b). perhaps referring to this partially pre-
served illustrated treatise or to another lost manuscript, 
ʿatufi’s third entry reads, Tarjumatu Kitābi Baṭlamyūs fī 
ʿilmi al-jughrāfiyyā bi-al-ʿarabiyyati fī ṣuwari al-aqālīmi (203 
{5–6}). 

177. The inventory lists illustrated copies of al-istakhri’s Kitāb 
al-Masālik wa-Mamālik (also called Ṣuwar al-aqālīm), 
among which TSmK, a. 2830 bears a dedication to mehmed 
ii but is not stamped with bayezid ii’s seal. impressions of 
bayezid ii’s seal appear on the opening and closing pages 
of two other copies of al-istakhri’s work. one of them is 
titled Kitābu aqālīmi al-arḍi ʿalā al-mamāliki al-islāmiyyati 
fī al-tawārīkhi (SK, ayasofya 2971, fol. 1a), while the other 
is identified as Kitābu aqālīmi al-arḍi ʿalā al-mamāliki 
al-islāmiyyati min qibali al-tawārīkhi (TSmK, a. 3349, 
fol. 1a, 79b). both titles come very close to two entries in 
ʿatufi’s inventory: Kitābu aqālīmi al-arḍi ʿalā al-mamāliki 
al-islāmiyyati (202 {15–16}). illustrated arabic treatises in 
the geography section of the inventory are assigned generic 
titles (202 {10–16}); therefore, identifying extant volumes 
and their seals will require future codicological research. 
Greek and latin manuscripts of ptolemy’s geography at the 
Topkapı palace library are listed in deissman, Forschungen 
und Funde im Serai, 68–69, no. 27; 80–82, no. 44; 89–93, 
no. 57. mavroudi speculates (“Translations from Greek 
into arabic at the court of mehmed ii the conqueror,” 
196–97) that another Greek version in cardinal bessarion’s 
collection, now in venice (marc. gr. z.516=[904]), “can be 
tentatively associated with the library of mehmed the con-
queror.”

178. Gritti, “Relazione [1503],” 20–21; Genç, Acem’den Rum’a, 
458n1379. an illustrated military treatise in latin, once kept 
at the Topkapı palace book treasury, probably belonged 
to mehmed ii. This treatise by mariano Taccola (d. ca. 
1453–58) was written in 1449 and copied by paolo Santini 
de duccio, likely in venice around the third quarter of the 
fifteenth century. Titled De re militari et machinis bellicis, it 
was acquired in 1687 by the french ambassador pierre de 
Girardin through an italian renegade, who removed it from 
the Topkapı palace collection (bnf, lat. 7239): see biblio-
thèque nationale de france: http://archivesetmanuscrit-
slabs.bnf.fr, archives et manuscrits, latin 7239. an illus-
trated treatise surviving at the Topkapı library is roberto 
valturio’s De re militari printed at verona in 1472 (TSmK, 
h. 2699), whose manuscript version was sent to mehmed 
ii in 1461 by the ruler of rimini, Sigismondo malatesta, but 
was confiscated by the suspicious venetians. on this and 
other european books presented as gifts to mehmed ii, 
see Jacobs, “büchergeschenke für Sultan mehemmed ii,” 
20–26; Jacobs, “mehemmed ii der eroberer, seine beziehu-
ngen zur renaissance und seine büchersammlung,” 6–29; 

al-sādis min kitāb Iskandarnāma fī al-tawārīkh (The Sixth 
volume of the book Iskandarnāma, on history); and h. 
1555, copied in the beginning of Shaʿban 874/1470, which is 
identified on fol. 1a as al-mujallad al-tāsiʿ wa-huwa al-akhir 
min kitāb Iskandarnāma fī al-tawārīkh (The Ninth volume 
and it is the last volume of the book of Iskandarnāma, 
on history). This last title confirms that the work belongs 
to the nine-volume set listed by ʿatufi. on hamzavi’s 
prose İskendernāme, see İsmail avcı, “Türk edebiyatında 
İskendernâmeler ve ahmed-i rıdvân’ın İskendernâmesi” 
(phd diss., balıkesir university, 2013), 47–52. 

175. on titles used by bidlisi for bayezid ii, see Genç, Acem’den 
Rum’a: İdris-i Bidlisi, 458, 530. The compendium with 
bayezid ii’s seal (SK, fatih 5323) was transferred from the 
Topkapı library to the fatih collection, now in the Süley-
maniye library. a second copy of the same compendium 
(SK, ayasofya 4260, dated 714/1315) no longer preserves seal 
impressions of bayezid ii (the lower parts of fols. 1a–2a are 
torn, and the last page is missing). This manuscript also 
originated in the palace library; it is stamped with mahmud 
i’s waqf seal (fol. 1a) and that of his waqf administrator 
on fol. 2a. The title on the flyleaf is Kitāb al-muḥāwara 
bayn al-Iskandar wa-Aristaṭālis. on the contents of both 
volumes, see mario Grignaschi’s articles: “le roman épis-
tolaire classique conservé dans la version arabe de Salîm 
abû-l-‘alâ’,” Le Muséon 80 (1967): 211–64; “les rasâ’il 
ʿarisṭâṭâlîsa ilâ-l-iskandar de Salîm abû-l-ʿalâʾ et l’activité 
culturelle à l’époque omayyade,” Bulletin d’Études Orien-
tales 19 (1965–66): 7–83; and “un roman épistolaire gréco-
arabe: la correspondence entre aristote et alexandre,” in 
The Problematics of Power: Eastern and Western Represen-
tations of Alexander the Great, ed. m. bridges and J. ch. 
bürgel (bern, 1996), 109–23. more recently: miklós maróth, 
Correspondence between Aristotle and Alexander the Great: 
An Anonymous Greek Novel in Letters in Arabic Translation, 
documenta et monographiae v (piliscsaba, 2006). for a 
review comparing maróth’s publication with those of Gri-
naschi, see dimitri Gutas, “on Graeco-arabic epistolary 
‘Novels’,” Middle Eastern Literatures 12, no. 1 (2009): 59–70.

176. on amiroutzes, his sons, and texts translated from Greek 
to arabic for the sultan by mehmed beg, see vladimir 
mirmiroğlu, Fatih Sultan Mehmet Han Hazretlerinin Dev-
rine ait Tarihi Vesikalar (istanbul, 1945), 94–102, at 98; 
babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror, 247. The two manu-
script copies (SK, ayasofya 2610 and 2596) have been 
identified in Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism,” 11. one 
of these is listed by ʿatufi as Tarjumatu Kitābi Baṭlamyūs 
bi-al-ʿarabiyyati fī tafṣīli al-aqālīmi al-maʿrūfi bi-ʿilmi 
al-jughrāfiyyā (203 {6–7}). The same title is repeated verba-
tim above fol. 1a of ayasofya 2596, which bears the seals of 
bayezid ii on fols. 1a, 75a, and has a dedication to mehmed 
ii on fol. 1a. The waqf seals of mahmud i and of his endow-
ment inspector are also stamped on fol. 1a. another entry in 
the inventory, Tarjumatu Kitābi Baṭlamyūs bi-al-ʿarabiyyati 
fī tafṣīli al-aqālīmi maʿa ṣuwarihā al-maʿrūfi bi-jughrāfiyyā 
(203 {7–9}), corresponds exactly to the title of ayasofya 
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story, the manuscript in the library inventory “may well be 
a transcription, in arabic characters, of the Greek story, in 
a manuscript which would appear to have contained other 
stories in various alphabets” (email correspondence). This 
section of the inventory does indeed include some lexicons 
and works in Greek. i am grateful to dimitri angelov, who 
confirmed that croesus was a known figure in byzantium; 
according to the electronic database of byzantine Greek 
texts, croesus was used “as an exemplum by rhetoricians 
for a wealthy king who loses divine favor and falls from 
power” (email correspondence).

183. on ilyas ibn ibrahim al-yahudi, who wrote the hebrew 
treatise on astronomy in al-andalus before moving to istan-
bul, see ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu et al., eds., Osmanlı Tabii ve 
Tatbiki Bilimler Literatürü Tarihi, vol. 1 (istanbul, 2006), 
20, no. 18; and ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu et al., eds., Osmanlı 
Astronomi Literatürü Tarihi, 2 vols. (istanbul, 1997), 1:71–73. 
The polemical theology treatise is listed in ʿatufi’s inven-
tory as al-Risālatu al-hādiyatu fī ibṭāli ḥujaji al-yahūdi ʿalā 
al-islāmi min qibali ʿilmi al-kalāmi (63 {14–15}). The earli-
est known extant copy (TSmK, a. 1735, Karatay a 4945) 
is identified on fol. 1a with a slightly different abbre viated 
title, which omits the affiliated discipline: al-Risālatu 
al-hādiyatu fī ibṭāli adillati al-yahūdi ʿalā al-islāmi. dated 
19 Jumada ii 902 (february 22, 1497) and written by ʿ abd al-
Salam al-muhammadi, it has bayezid ii’s seal on fol. 38a. on 
an edition of the polemical treatise that does not use the 
earliest manuscript at the Topkapı, see Sabine Schmidtke, 
“The rightly-Guiding epistle (al-Risāla al-Hādiya) by ʿabd 
al-Salām al-muhtadī al-muḥammadī: a critical edition,” 
Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 36 (2009): 439–70.

184. The treatise (TSmK, a. 3302, fols. 102b–109a) is titled 
Dhikr baʿḍ al-maḥallāt [i.e., al-muḥālāt] al-lāzima li-aṣl 
waḍʿ falak al-tadwır̄ wa-khārij al-markaz wa-bayān luzūm 
kawn ḥarakāt al-samāʾ wa-jamı ̄ʿ ajzāʾihā ilā nāḥiya wāḥida, 
according to robert morrison, “a Scholarly intermediary 
between the ottoman empire and europe,” Isis: A Journal of 
the History of Science Society 105, no. 1 (march 2014): 32–57, 
at 35–36. See also his “an astronomical Treatise by mūsā 
Jālīnūs alias moses Galeano,” Aleph 11, no. 2 (2011): 385–
413. unaware of bayezid ii’s seal in that volume, morrison 
speculated that it was “perhaps” written in the sixteenth 
century. 

185. See morrison’s transcription and english translation of the 
arabic text: “an astronomical Treatise by mūsā Jālīnūs 
alias moses Galeano,” 385–413; the quote is at 400–401.

186. Karatay’s catalogue mentions only the first item in this 
compilation (TSmK, a. 3302, Karatay: a 7055), comprising 
two treatises. This first work on theoretical astronomy is 
by the andalusian scholar Nur al-din abu ishaq al-bitruji 
(d. 1185), titled Kitāb al-Murtaʿish fī al-hayʾa (book of Trem-
bling on Theoretical astronomy). The compendium has no 
sticky label on the flap of its original binding. Nor is there 
a seal impression of bayezid ii at the end of the volume; 
only one seal remains on fol. 1a. The final pages of the vol-
ume seem to be missing and musa Jalinus’s treatise ends 

and raby, “east and west in mehmed the conqueror’s 
library,” 300–301. 

179. discussed in Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism,” 11–12. 
for the extant arabic manuscript and the misattribution 
of ʿatufi’s title to a modern hand, see J. Nicolet and m. 
Tardieu, “pletho arabicus: identification et contenu du 
manuscript arabe d’istanbul, Topkapı Serai, ahmet iii 
1896,” Journal Asiatique 268, no. 1-2 (1980): 35–57, at 38–39. 
on this arabic translation, see also mavroudi, “Transla-
tions from Greek into arabic at the court of mehmed ii 
the conqueror,” 203–7; and her “pletho as Subversive and 
his reception in the islamic world,” in Power and Subver-
sion in Byzantium, ed. dimiter angelov and michael Saxby 
(farnham, england, 2013), 177–203.

180. The two quadrilingual lexicons are mentioned in Necipoğlu, 
“visual cosmopolitanism,” 11. The abbreviated title on 
fol. 1a of ayasofya 4750 reads: Lughati ʿarabī wa-lughati 
fārisī wa-lughati rūmī wa-lughati sarfī. bayezid ii’s seal is 
stamped on fols. 1a and 63b. The second copy bound in 
a compendium (ayasofya 4749) has bayezid’s seal on fol. 
1a and the abbreviated title Lughati fārisī, ʿarabī, wa-rūmī 
wa-sarfī. both manuscripts were summarized, with no 
mention of bayezid ii’s seals, in a. caferoğlu, “Note sur un 
manuscript en langue serbe de la bibliothèque d’ayasofya,” 
Revue internationale des etudes balkaniques 1, no. 3 (1936): 
185–90; and Speros vryonis, Jr., “byzantine constantinople 
and ottoman istanbul: evolution in a millenial iconogra-
phy,” in The Ottoman City and Its Parts, ed. irene a. bierman 
et al. (New rochelle, Ny, 1991), 13–52, at 39–40. See also 
werner lehfeldt, Ein arabisch-persisch-griechisch-serbo-
kroatisches Sprachlehrbuch in arabischer Schrift aus dem 
15./16. Jahrhundert (bochum, 1970); and his edited book, 
Eine Sprachlehre von der Hohen Pforte – Ein arabisch-per-
sisch-griechisch-serbisches Gesprächslehrbuch vom Hofe des 
Sultans aus dem 15. Jahrhundert als Quelle für die Geschichte 
der serbischen Sprache (cologne, 1989). multilingual lexi-
cons in the palace library inventory are discussed in the 
essays by ferenc csirkés and Tahera Qutbuddin.

181. TSmK, a. 2698 (Karatay: a 8732). 
182. for a catalogue of surviving manuscripts and printed books 

in non-islamic languages at the palace library, see note 
32 above. on the Iliad manuscript made for mehmed ii, 
his days as a crown prince, and his fascination with the 
legend of Troy, see Necipoğlu, “visual cosmopolitanism,” 
6–7, 9–10. This Iliad manuscript in the bnf in paris, which 
the french ambassador pierre de Girardin acquired via 
intermediaries from the Topkapı library in 1687, is dated 
to around 1463 in raby, “Greek Scriptorium,” 20–21. The 
provenance of two other Iliad manuscripts in Greek, from 
the thirteenth and fifteenth century, that survive in the 
Topkapı palace library is unknown: see deissmann, For-
schungen und Funde im Serai, 42–43, no. 2; 96, no. 65.  
i would like to thank dimitri Gutas, who pointed out that 
he has never come across any reference to “a story of Qiri-
sus” in the Graeco-arabica corpus, and has suggested that if 
the legend in herodotus was available in a byzantine Greek 
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domed Sanctuaries in the ottoman empire and renais-
sance italy,” in The Companions to the History of Architec-
ture, Volume I: Renaissance and Baroque Architecture, ed. 
alina payne (hoboken, NJ, 2017), 594–623, at 600–604. 

189. european illustrated treatises on military engineering asso-
ciated with mehmed ii are cited in note 178 above. pappus 
discusses mechanics in book viii of his Mathematical Col-
lection. i am indebted to elaheh Kheirandish for bringing 
this undated illustrated arabic translation (SK, ayasofya 
3624) to my attention; it is cited in her essay in the present 
volume. in the compendium, which i examined, only the 
treatise by pappus (fols. 52a–103b) is stamped with bayezid 
ii’s seals (fols. 52a and 103b). The seal of mahmud i’s waqf 
inspector is on fols. 1a and 52a, with mahmud i’s waqf seal 
on fol. 1b. 

190. SK, ayasofya 2753, seal impressions of bayezid ii, mahmud 
i, and mahmud i’s waqf inspector are on fol. 1a, with another 
seal of bayezid ii on fol. 70b. on the practical geometry 
treatise of buzjani, see my essay and that of elaheh Khei-
randish in Gülru Necipoğlu, ed., The Arts of Ornamental 
Geometry: A Persian Compendium on Similar and Comple-
mentary Interlocking Figures, Supplements to muqarnas 13 
(leiden; boston, 2017), 11–78, 79–144. 

191. on translated pre-islamic holy books listed in ʿatufi’s 
inventory, see cemal Kafadar’s essay in this volume; and 
argyriou and lagarrigue, “Georges amiroutzès et son ‘dia-
logue sur la foi au christ tenu avec le Sultan des Turcs’,” 157, 
159. on a bible translated from Greek to arabic for mehmed 
ii by one of amiroutzes’s two sons, called mehmed beg, see 
mirmiroğlu, Fatih Sultan Mehmet, 98.

192. many titles of the scholarly-bureaucratic madrasa curricu-
lum established by Sultan Süleyman about half a century 
later match those in ʿatufi’s inventory, an observation that 
merits further examination. however, this curriculum is 
entirely confined to the islamic religious sciences, unlike 
the wide-ranging disciplines encompassed in the palace 
library inventory. See the book list of the curriculum ana-
lyzed in Shahab ahmed and Nenad filipović, “The Sultan’s 
Syllabus: a curriculum for the ottoman imperial medreses 
prescribed in a fermān of Qānūnī i Süleymān, dated 973 
(1565),” Studia Islamica 98/99 (2004): 183–218.

abruptly on fol. 109a. The second manuscript copy listed 
by ʿatufi has not yet come to light. The arabic treatise by 
musa Jalinus and his other works are listed in İhsanoğlu 
et al., eds., Osmanlı Astronomi Literatürü Tarihi, 1:224–25; 
and morrison, “Scholarly intermediary.” See also the essay 
by Jamil ragep et al. in this volume on al-bitruji’s ground-
breaking work, which posited a “homocentric modeling as 
an alternative to ptolemy’s Almagest” (the first item in the 
Topkapı manuscript, whose second item is not discussed 
in their essay). 

187. for musa Jalinus’s expertise in mechanical devices, his 
acquaintance with bayezid ii’s court, his intellectual-
professional networks in istanbul, and his works, see y. 
Tzvi langermann, “medicine, mechanics, and magic from 
moses ben Judah Galeano’s Taʿalumot ḥoḵmah,” Aleph 9 
(2009): 353–77; y. Tzvi langermann, “a compendium of 
renaissance Science: Taʿalumot ḥoḵmah by moses Gale-
ano,” Aleph 7 (2007): 285–318, esp. 287–88. david a. King 
has hypothetically attributed a spherical astrolabe signed 
as “the work of musa, in the year 885/1480-81” to musa Jali-
nus in istanbul; if his attribution is correct, this scientist 
was already active around the time of mehmed ii’s death 
(d. 1481) and bayezid ii’s accession: see Spherical Astrolabes 
in Circulation: From Baghdad to Toledo and to Tunis and  
Istanbul, http://www.davidaking.academia.edu/version 
24 September 2018, pages 50–119. on the translation of 
zacuto’s Almanacum perpetuum, see ibid., 109. for the two 
other astrolabes with dedicatory inscriptions to bayezid ii, 
dated 910 (1504–5) and 911 (1505–6), see david a. King, “Two 
astrolabes for the ottoman Sultan bayezit ii,” 1:439–59; and 
david a. King, In Synchrony with the Heavens: Studies in 
Astronomical Timekeeping and Instrumentation in Medieval 
Islamic Civilization, Volume Two: Instruments of Mass Calcu-
lation (leiden; boston, 2005), part Xiv: 775–96. alchemical 
works in ʿatufi’s inventory are analyzed by Noah Gardiner 
in this volume.

188. on the bridge project and bayezid ii’s mosque complex in 
istanbul, with its possible connections to pope Julius ii’s 
New Saint peter’s in rome, initiated ca. 1506, see Necipoğlu, 
The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture in the Ottoman 
Empire (london, 2011), 88–92; and my “architectural dia-
logues across the eastern mediterranean: monumental 
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